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Sidney RCMP are continuing 
their surveillance of Sidney Island in 
an effort to stop poaching.
More than 20 deer have been shot 
illegally on the island this year and 
many were taken within the bounds 
of the provincial marine park.
Sgt. Watson told The Review 
Monday police and the provincial 
fish and wildlife branch are still 
gathering evidence and no charges 
have yet been laid.
Watson said the investigation is in 
the hands of the conservation 
officer in Nanaimo and Sidney 
RCMP are assisting in any way 
p>ossible.
Police are currently questioning a 
Central Saanich man in connection 
with various hunting infractions he 
may have committed; bn Sidiiey 
Island Nov. 29.
The unidentified niait vvas found; 
by police after they received a call, 
; from his wife reporting; he was 
overdue from a hunting trip. Police 
are still investigating and no charges 
have been laid.
North Saanich council was elected 
to “run the railroad — we do not 
play with the trains,” the 
municipality’s new Mayor Harold
Harold Parrott :h 
crucial issues.
“concerned group” probing and 
seeking answers.
“They will not accept 
authoritative, top-down decisions 
but want the opportunity to 
question and scrutinize each issue.
He observed residents also wanted 
to help define problems, explore 
alternatives and finally come up 
with a solution acceptable to all 
concerned. However, he pointed out 
the final solution may not be one, 
that everyone can agree w'ith or 
would have chosen “but it must be a 
solution the majority can live with.”
And Parrott took a swipe at the 
Capital Regional District, The GRD^: 
is trying to take some of pur money 
from us — which would add a 
further burden tq taxpayers, he said. ;
‘‘In my opinion,;;the more power; 
we give the CRD to do things for us 
the more power we give it to do 
things to us!
Noting residents had a “deep
Leona the Lioness also known as Penelope Bornhold of Peninsula Players fame wasn't as vicious as 
she looks but colourful dress did attract attention during PCA Christmas Fair held Dec. 3 at
Sanschd Hall. Murray Sharratt Photo
^fS/ldPT Parrott said in his inaugural address concern” about retaining rural
Monday. amenities, Parrott, said the revised
I Council should establish policies community plan now ready for
S/0S&S that govern day-to-day operation, public hearing, will be a “bench ■
Hpveinnment and future of North mark for development in the
cern, foresee accusation levelled by rookie Aid. S
i Kegionaiw uprary;, Doara ;wnen^^^^^; and work Rebecca Vermeer in the Dec. 30 ^
council, at its inaugural meeting reduced — that leaves two choices through rough spots before they issue of The Review that he and ^
Monday night, denied him the post Parrott said. “Increase taxes or become major potholes.” former aldermen Alan Cornford |
as <;ibnpv’s renresentative. reduce services. He will also have former policy and Jim Cumming^iwere: trying to s - Bless;as Sidney’s representatiyer 
: He;;was replaced on the; board by 
newcomer tp council, Aid.: Johanna 
■^j'Coward;
Wh^ newly-elected Mayor Loyd 
' Burden named Coward as council’s 
representative on the board Galder 
nominated himself for; the post. A 
secret ballot was called and 
alderman gave the post to Coward, 
Continued on Page A3
reduce services,
He rioted during the municipal 
election some ca:ndidates advocated 
improvement in the domestic v/ater 
supply and development of a sewer: 
system.; Those improvements -- if 
implemented -- would also mean an 
increase in taxes, he said. -;
The mayor said today’s residents 
are more aware and better informed 
than in the past and were a
staterrients compiled and brought 
forward as a policy handbook for 
future reference.
And he said that while council 
must be receptive to residents it 
must make a “supreme effort” to; 
respond to the majority of opinion. 
“Minoriiy opiniqri has its place but 
it should not, be the sole factor in 
forrriulation;bf council action,” ;
„ l  Brentwood United 
push through last minute approval | Churchwomen for their 
for the Cloake Hill development 1 contribution, the Knights of
;fi •:,F (' Vl; 1 ■ "V’I
before the new council took oyer.
Vermeer charged that although it 
was legally right for North Saanich 
council to take that action it was 
“morally wrong” and should have 
been left to the incoming council to 
make final decisions on Cloake Hill.
; Rangel says council “made the : 
comimitmentv there were problems 
that were overcome arid now at the 
l l th hour . . it is unconscioriablc
H e says : he doesn ’ t doubt 
Vermeer’s: sincerity but: asks her 
“please be fair.’-He says during the 
election campaign she made another 
accusation against council — that it 
did not consider the farmers.
"1 found tiiut insulting,” Rangel ^ 
says, adding council had “good 
: rapport with the farmers’ institute.”
serious concerns regarding the 
discharge of effluent at Cloake Hill 
and says council bent over 
backwards, consulted all the experts 
and held up the proposal on that 
basis.
Council came to the conclusion 
that the .southern slope of Cloake 
Hill was the only place where there 
were problems and that was because 
it was the only section of the site 
which had wells. Rangels says since 
that area of the development is the; 
last phase — probably years down 
the road "if we haven’t solved it 
by the time we get around to that 
phase then we simply won’t go 
ahead;;”/
Rangel explains the Cloake Hill 
proposal had been presented long 
before he “came on the scene”, It's 
ri decent plan and “close to his 
"heart’■',"".^1helps"'" protect;'dhe;- 
Agricultural Land Reserve by 
■putti'n'B';'pressurc;;frn:;land:clsewhere,;:;
be adds.^
i Pythias for ; donating the 
§ proceeds of their bingo games ; 
1 and all the residents who have 
i come forward ; to donate 
I money to The Review-Sidney 
i Lions Christirias Fund for the 
I fneedy bri the Saanich 
s Peninsula.
i The target this year is 
1 $10,000 and the money is
/CIhristma® .Fund;
coming in but slowly: And 
there areonlytwo vyceks t o go.^
the size (bf ; your dbnatiqn;; is;; 
unimportant; But please; giye. 
One youngster last week gave a . 
jarful of pennies he’s been 
saving.
I You can also leave toys a
If the public fails to respond non-perishable food at Review
to our appeal people like Joe offices. Leave toys too at the !
will suffer. He’s in his late 30s, Peninsula Community
with four children. His wife Association office on 2nd St,, .
has long gone, his mortage Sidney, or at the |
months overdue and the bank organization’s l*ON II store at
is foreclosing. Trafalgar Square, Brentwood,
Bert’s roof Is leaking and Toys may also be left at any of I 
the furnace has broken down. the firchalls on the Saanich 
Irle desperately needs work and
is in great financial The PCA is co-ordinating 
difficulties. the list for toys and hampers
His position has i.solatcd — look for the form on page
him, made him very lonely, 
Because Bert l.s proud.
Donations of money arc 
being accepted at The Review, 
2367 Beacon. And rernember,
A2 and if you need help this 
GbristmaSi cut It out, fill It .In 
and return It to thf^ PCiA 
office, Sidney Klwanis arc co­
ordinating the toy drive.
liiniiliiitliiliniiiiiliiliiitiilimiiiiiiiiiiiHiliiiiiiiiiiliiilliiliiiiiiHHHiiiiiiiiiniH
. ......................................................................................—................. II
Pmimiitd C^omtmnllv''Associaflon'fmdgmrtcrL 'mm,'l£ft,"fdF'Sqiii(tlf"’Jpm VMhyhf’::
'parretiAJnnardmtfl Stiiiltti," 'Alijrrfly'Hlittrrwit hnin"
And he says if sewers do go in at; ■ 
the;; sout h'Fca^tquadrant Amity,; 
Lochslde — of themurilcipalily ”we 
.also have to allow;development to 
take place in other areas, too.”
Chief developer of the project — 
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140 housing project on 190 
acres and points out there 
are areas set aside for 
parks, a lookout point, 
trails, a lake “and above 
all, provision of a 10-inch 
water main at no cost to 
taxpayers.’’
Calvert says the pipe will 
bring water from the new 
Cloake Hill reservoir and 
provide water for areas well 
outside Cloake Hill — 
Curtcis Point, Moses Point 
and even the Town of 
Sidney, improving water 
supplies to areas urgently in 
need and improving fire 
flows for greater fire 
protection.
“We’ve been working for 
a long while to do the best
possible plan, “Calvert 
says, adding he’s donated a 
two-acre site for the 
reservoir, the value of 
which has been estimated at 
$135,000.
He also donated the right 
of way for the feed pipe to 
bring water to the reservoir.
Calvert says the 
development will bring 
benefits to the public “and 
we’ve tried to be as good to 
the people as we can.”
He notes there were two 
public hearings — neither 
of which Vermeer attended, 
he claims, — and both had 
“overwhelming support.” 
Rbughly 70 per cent of the 
expression of public 
opinion was favorable at 
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Dewey Pinkerton, 27, of 
31-2711 Koa Rd. Trailor 
Park, Saanichton, was 
fined $800 Dec. 1 in Sidney 
provincial court after 
pleading guilty to impaired 
driving.
Eric C. Paterson, 23, of 
2325 Harbour Rd., Sidney, 
pleaded guilty to possession 
; of marijuana and was fined 
$300.:,;;
Nov. 30, Lawrence Paul 
Bradshaw, 33, of Port 
Washington : Rd:f ; Pender 
Island, was fined $350 after 
: pleadmg guilty to irnpaired
driving.
David STanley Tribe, 20, 
of 1932 Mt. Newton Cross 
Rd., was fined $400 Noy. 
29 after pleading guilty to 
impaired driving.
That same day in court, 
John Wallace Thompson, 
37, of 740 Connaught Rd.,; 
Victoria, was handed ; jail; 
sentences of three months 
and five months to ; be 
served concurrently after he: 
was found guilty oh charges 
of danger pus driving and; 
f e fu s i n g ^ to take ■ a 
; breathalizer.; ;
29 min ^ fl- oz j Tin.
Your " ,V
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Give a kid a job this- who can afford to employ a
Christmas and help him buy teenager for a few hours
_ _______ _____ ll?messagQ|.,_,__ , ....
Camille ’Martin, ^ co- jam program .s
ordinator for Sidney Teen still alive but desperately in
Activity Group (STAG). need of support, “Martin
Martin is still running the pleads. If you have a job
T A AIktlnot Hnino P2ilVK/lartinJ M (Jobs re Money) that needs doing call Martin
' •_______ CT’A/T. v,..+program for STAG but at 656-0134.
lately there have been no-, . She points out, “The
job orders. labor’s cheap. If you want
Teenagers are in to pay a professional —
desperate need of after- then go to the Peninsula
school jobs or weekend Employment Project office,
work, she says. “Kids are If you want a kid to do the
knocking on my door daily job cheaply, come to me.”
— one youngster phones me There are many
ever day asking ‘Is there youngsters available who
anything I can do, I’ll do will babysit over the
anything’” Christmas holiday and New











TO DICKER SO WE DON’T 
HAVE TO COUNT STOCK
mmm
; May 'lyow'^ ye spinf; r:
Christmas,
iy/hichjm}.Peacef0^^^
V The gladIhess W Chris tmas,^ 
mhickisMppe,





Setting Lh«| Saanich Pa
{Dear Frlonds,
Or) behalf ol various group
nily, we are invning you lo
partake in any or all of fho following:
{SIDNEY REVIEW/SIDNEY LIONS CLUB; provides Christmas hampers and food certilicatos, 
KIWANIS CLUB; provides gifts for childicn - toys, books, games,
PENINSULA OLD AND NEW SHOP;
,;,atJlioP0fi;;Shr)p,{i)78f;::;;2nd:,llt:,{SW^
Pioflse complete ihe form below and mail or return lo,




{All 1983 :IVIorcilry; Outboards; On; at:{unbelieyably;:lb\^;;:price!L-^
H.P. Elticlric Start long shaft only $1895.00 plus controls.& your choice of 
prop. Almost alt models in slock, 
{:All{:i983{Suzu'ki{Outbdardk'bn'>ai;,spe(;iai{pric0sV^
$489.00. All modois in stock to 30 h.p.
1 only Now 1.75 HP Gas Outboard only $350.00.
1 NewVawrance Flush'Mou'nt"l:FD?MJ?86A Sb^ Rbgv
$4b9,00 1/2 Prico.
;'Tompr08s;^Swim Steps'wlth {slop 
$149.00
Volvo Flushing atlachmonis, Reg; $15,39 only $5.00.




DEADLINE Foil AnRIVAL: DECEMBER 3,1983
'.;:,Mall{iiciw3bbvpid;disa
■■ O'.'Rov|ew/LiQh'sClub;TcodJiampi}r;;:^":{;{,{{^.{{''^.'''





All Boat Fenders 30% ofl. I 
3 only Zobeb Fishing Rod kits $14.95.
Fibroglasspolish 350 miybottlo only; $2.00 
All now prlpsl Outboard of;8lbrndrivB{l 5% off.
Outboard Gas Tanks 15% off,
Coast Navigator Sounder &;Flsh Flndbr^








Ill4 I ..‘I'.l, ^ 11,1 W
In Your friendly 
Sidney Safeway sibrb 
We Beserve the right 
to limit Quantltlii;
SUlifU!





•Old Resthaven Hospital 1929 -Old Prairie Inn 1883
•Old Brackman Ker Post Oliice 1885 ‘Old Steven Hotel 1905
Order Desk — 652-3049
SHOWING:
j The Village Gallery 2459 Beacon, Sidney
Warehouse Picture Frames 3400 Douglas St.
Sidney council sworn in Monday night by Judge Steven Denroche — left to right, aldermen Jim Lang, 
Don Philips, John Colder: Mayor Loyd Burdon; aldermen Johanna Coward, Cy Relph and Ben 
Ethier Murray Sharratt
■v;,:,,,::,:: ------- ------ - ----- ——---------:----------- - ------ —   —— :----- ----- -—'—=----- -------------------------------- 1—  ^ becoiiu; ^iiui
North Saanich council following inaugural ceremonies — left to right round table — aldermen Rebec- council, said Burdon,
i ca Vermeer, Dick Herlinveaux, Eric Sherwood; Mayor Harold Parrott; aldermen George IVestwood would be the question of a
and Edgar Farthing. Missing is newcomer Aid. Loyd Hdfrbp. ' Murray Sharratt Photo breakwater and marina for
. ■ , '■ ' the town’s water
B "S ^ ^ wrestlin
His election as mayor of budget which is imminent. 
Sidney was seen by some as Can taxes be kept down and 
a clear statement from capital work done? he 
voters on the one-way street asked. Roads and sewers 
couplet issue, said Loyd and other capital works in 
Burdon at council’s Sidney needed attention, 
inaugural meeting Monday Another question was 
but he proposed to put the that of public input. He 
whole question in the form hoped to induce citizens to 
of a borrowing bylaw and come to council meetings 
hold a referendum. and take part. Please take
In that way the electorate advantage of the 
would be given the opportunity to exercise 
opportunity to make its your rights as citizens; he 
wishes known and aldermen said, 
would have a clear mandate 
on how to act, he said.
The couplet issue was one 
of three priorities named in 
the short inaugural address 
by the new mayor after he 
took the oath of office 
administered by Judge 
Steven Denroche.
Retiring mayor Norma 
Sealey handed the gavel to 
Burdon and said she hoped 
he would acquire the 
necessary maturity and 
wisdom to govern wisely 
and well. '
In return Mayor Burdon 
presented a plaque to Sealey 
and thanked her on behalf 
of the municipality for the 
courage and commitment 
she brought to the job.
statements and took the ^ 
oath: of allegiance in unison ^ 
after which they posed for 
group photographs.
Ms. Nell Horth from the 
audience after which 
aldermen, new and 
returned, broke into smiles.




Hair Stylists for men/vfomen








^ ___ IS the town
■M- had been r tli g with the
^ issue which had been
ebniinued from Page^lJ nominated himself to Burdon; alternate GVLRA Lang; firewarden’s At this time, said
Whan Rordon named Aid contest the election by director. Aid. C Relph; committee, Ethier Burdon, a private company 
Wnen Doraon nameu .^lU. wt ci nnd nrf*nflrpd tn look into“L"Xrnative council. And, again, he lost Water Commission chairman; Coward a was prepare to l i t  
L bS cS^ Sain ; Calder ;:was:;:named : as^ School board liason,
> hnarH Talder aeain CJaider was nameu as aucmaic, , l^^ard liason, . .u: a proposed Ihimself for^he : council , representative: on Recrealion^Xora|.s™n . ;p,^,^n; r^^:^:; P
nmt and acain he lost the advisory planning - representative, Aid. Don Gommunity Association^
^ the' only commission, ^
diippotoment for caldeivii OlheC^ :Courtor.R^n, Burdon, liason ,: i Coward;
Earlier after Mayor named by, the mayor, none Lang and Coward. ^ break wa t er st u d y ? ;
Burdon’ named Lang^as of which vwas contested,
aaneyrepresentativeonlhe were: : Greater yicloria aldermen who w,11 act as ^l,„lr„r,„_ calder; parking^^^^,^™
, The, . mayor’s other i ■ano’ Prttiincnia; e ma gyrtib,,. Eang; en sul  
appoinuncnts announced at Gelebration Society, Ethier;
the : meeting^ w Bicycle
Cornin iI tee, Galder ,
Phillipsi----------- ixilicing, bylavv review, land
' zoninpl Galder, as, The mayor announced
that an economic directions 
t.'ow ar d; com m it ice B coniniittce vypuld ba nanied:
:r/
Sanscha Hall has been, w-hat’s happening,” Galder ^re•l'kt^t'e?‘' mokcH!'
exempt: from paying biidiiet ivifkinn ihd others’-
for a.s long as town The aldermen says the ehmrman, Phillips and budget, parking and othe ..
administrator Cleoff Logan issue has been brought out 
can remember — “at least into the open - the lact 
ever since I’ve been Itcrc that North Saanich should 
(1969) and probably from be paying its share of the 
the beginning” but at the taxes—likely some S14,000 
last and special meeting of nest yearbut never has. 
the former council called Hc admits North Satmich 
Nov. 2,3 outgoing Mayor iia,i neycr been asked to pay 
Norma Sealey and anej ibe „,ajjcr hds not been’ 
aldermen .lohn Galder and i,roughl to their attention 
J:.,;:,:::i::r::::,Norm;:;vCal^dlis.ll;,::^vpted,:l;■\^,y^,,:,^'-yJ.,..::,^  ̂
ncainst the Sanscha 1 ax u- ,u.,
• • G,* i
. i:,-.-; ::,,« 'OUl" swys ■ ;-rJiuiivjv.' vwum--,.,., ,' 11-,: h'--:"-' ::,;\7f
ag T . la
something that has passed: : thinks North !
tnintially w'diput cpmtncnr
;r\'A'y i'". lor years. :::v,:,,.;sinee'ljencf its"'derivedHront:-'
However, when Royal Sanscha :
tt Trust Gotftpany -- trustws (br rcsidctUs iof: ; H For Ftii lltot;
^ "7 ! the two municipalities] AG ; I:,1nf0flaalionccill
well. Sanscha pt^^^
passes It onto Sidney anrL for imth Sidney A
■:.::.:?4dr,tll, Saanich:Community;:,:.gnd -:]'-'^o,rtii • 'w:'Saanic!T;:"
SANSCHA) the hoard will A , .
exemption and “Sidney will refuses: then, wc’li" have to;^ 
pay the shoi ■— as usual,” pay tiic slug, 
savs Aid. .John Galder, Aidermeri Stan llamford,
Why then did he, Sealey : Jirn Lang and ihcn mayoiv 
and McGandlisli vote elect Loyd Burton voted for 
against the tax cxempiion the bylaw. maVlng a 3A 
"■ ''''']:';iAkA'’''ir7idncy.'still'1vasVtA,;;;vote:'(AW. ■ ;pten;::Fdii7:'was''-" 
irav'f absent 1. The bylaw needs
,^oSE%, 1608 Quadra St.
.- -a WIDE ftllEn TONE &
VOICE POCKET PAGERS
'; BEEPERS from $16.00 per montli
NO HOOK-UP CH ARGE NO CALL LIMIT
FREE TRIAL PERIOD
NEW YEAirS EVE DINNER — 7;S0-8;30
Baby Slirimp Cocktail or 1Vout Cleopatra
or Bilked SliilTcd Potato
Lobster Bisque Caiilinowcr ifc Cheese
l\ Roast Prime Kib of Beef Siince
fir. Yorkshire Piidrling or Ice Cream Puffs with




: DINNUU • I'ABTY IVsVOHS
' Dancing wiTit^MDsic i»y-'
imiAN THOMJ'.SON
, , , Whea liic plirty IS (svyr : 
spcml I lie nip,In ia une mI
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W council well. It has our
wholeheated support in its striving for a 
Lbreakwaiier marina — a project we’ve backed solid­
ly for years — and will have our support in all good 
things it does. ; L
V The only question mark that comes out of its in- 
L iaugural meeting is the removal of Aid. John Calder 
' from a post he has filled satisfactorarily for two 
years on the Vancouver Island Regional Library
::Bbard.;'/'L7
As vice-president of the board he was in line for 
the top position. Why pull the rug from under him 
if he was doing a good job?
If he wasn’t doing a good job, why not say so?
The post has been given to Aid. Johanna 
; Gowai^, a vyithbut wishing to take anything 
away from this newcomer it is obvious that Galder 
— with two years hard work behind him and a ge­
nuine interest in this committee post — was still the 
man for the job.
60 YEARS AGO
From the Dec. 6,1923, issue of The Review
Town Pung, a well-known Chinaman in the district as 
a farmer, also as a charcoal burner, was gored by a bull 
on Friday last and died as the result in the hospital on 
Saturday.
The bull belongs to J.B. Knowles our popular milk 
man. Mr. Knowles was not at home at the time, and 
Town was warned by Mrs. Knowles not to go near the 
bull but persisted in having his own way with such fatal 
■') results."
Mr. N. Gurton and Mr. Charles Campbell both of the 
Centre Road, went to his assistance and were successful 
in securing his release from the attacks of the animal by 
a pitch fork, and hurried him to Dr. A.G. Beale who 
rendered the unfortunate man all the assistance possible 




From the Dec. 6,1933, issue of The Review
Throughout our entire Dominion yesterday mourners 
from every corner of the land attended funeral service 
for the late General Sir Arthur Currie, who passed away 
at the Royal Victoria Hospital, in Montreal, on Nov. 
29th, after an illness of three weeks caused through the 
blockage of a blood vessel in the mid-brain.
Born in Napperton Ont. in 1875, General Currie came 
west in 1894 and found his way to Vancouver island a:nd 
to our town of Sidney .
The name of General Sir Arthur Currie, the 
Dominion’s greatest warrior-son, as leader of the 
Canadian Army in the Great War, and as a great leader 
and eductionalist, will go down in the pages of history
L L'of Canadian soldiers.
Nov. 1982, p26). These missiles do not represerit a
military response to Soviet SS-20 missiles (cf. Britain’s v YEARS AGO
7^/7e065erver, Oct. 16, 1983, p.l). From the Dec. 8,1943, issue of The Review
Reagan is currently“upset” that Russia broke off the ^ United States weather machine was found by
talks. The Soviet -defem:e j^^jor P.F. Houden of the University School, Victoria,
assessment was grim. The U.S.besire and Bob Akerman, Fulford, when they were out
L n «*/^1 An 4^1 v-n-t r- *•« r\c%. * *»o Ti/Af ' TVi Aarm /At i />n /^r ) -.' • ^ n ‘ • .Nov. ^ for a relentless arms race “is not merely emotion or iiunting on Mount Maxwell, Sunday^Nov. 28! It was 
nitioc’ is a well-considered long-term strategy j _ _found the same day at 10 a.m.
a view to 4^j imagine it weighed about three pounds ;with “I
“30,; is : TsnTiniscent of the yachting fraternities’;
I There were howls and screams from a few “armchair sailor”-lots of wind but no go.
* Ordinarily, his windage would be simply and expanding confrontation and, hence, heightening the = and balloon complete,” he said. “Itwas Bob «
■ ........................................... Tuilding. justifiably ignored but when he makes derogatory threat of war”. (jV/oscotv News, Oct. 27, 1983). Akerman who spotted it first.”
about a buildins of which there is none finerbn^^^^^^^ policy question facing the U.S. however was machine was in an oak tree out in the open. If it ?
■"Lifweek’s^
We should first make it clear that guest editorials remarks g i er on The p licy u f ci the .  ^ ^ ^ ^ -
__like letters to the editor__ do not reflect the opi- Island, namely, the Landmark Building, an whether, like Britain, the U.S.S.R. would give up its had landed half a mile away in the thick scrub it might
cxceptioniTiust bc made. empire “gracefully” (U.S. Dept, of Stat^=«.>//^/;« F^h a , r . . . t ^ vnioTT“nf thii=npw«:nanpr j Wp would a1<n like &.c*v.v..v-.-. —p.. of State Bw//f>r/n, Feb. j-qj. months, or even years, undiscovered, as
nions of this newspaper, we would also like to take. building, constructed solidly of reinforced 1982, p.37). Tom Wicker, writing in the A7ew Fork did one found near Duncan recently,
this opportunity to remind; readers that our , u • . ..i . -r;.,,/,,- r,n i iqr9 r.-yx H,-cpr;Fpd u-n <;ovipt Liiu ui». luuuu ucm i^uuLdu ici,cuu>.yy concrete by expenenced tradesmen, represents an; L iyo2, p.zi, aescriDea u.b. soviet
editorial “Colurnn; is; open -to, guest opinion at nny ; a.,. .-.p r...u ...a.-;r,r,iii-v ■ac iiafpiphfirio'war td thp dpath” -ia vr a me a <r'r\i i t a exceptional example 
time — providing it is well written and makes good .^yjth the most up-ti
points. making it virtually fireproof
The Landmark? W'e have no objection to this The wide partially-covere
building but perhaps one of this size on Beacon planters and expansive glass' frontage are hardly 
Ave is enoijoh We wouldhT;want to .see a------ iv -i
issue of The Review 
r men narrowly escaped drowning
, “CD”
develonment A breakwater-manna__ves And all While other projects all over Victoria and the Saanich North America. The Soviets can’t negotiate alone. Derrien and B. Sigerson, into Blaines Bav, where the
UnHc of on chore Heveloninent to oo with it Peninsula have been halted in mid-construction during reterij. Ayien boat was beached.
.. , « this depression, the Landmark Building was completed iuj8,s Aiioay kq. .i—  --------j.j __ i--_ .
w h I h 'ir rt th “ h ' 1 11 ” and put on steam successfully. This building marks the Sidney Vancouver with her two extra passengers. It was the
We nave always Dackedt e snop locally con- beginning of a new era providing not only gracious only accident resulting from the gale force winds over
cepl and have worked with and supported Saanich living accomodation but impetus for the birth of new the weekend to be reported from the islands.
Peninsula chamber of commerce in all its improved retail accomodation but impetus for
i Fendeavors. We welcome the addition of the long- thebirth of new and improved retail busineses to better 20 YEARS AGO
awaited Dynatek high tech industry to Sidney and serve the people of this community, the success of which Much has been made about the jobs thatmight come From the Dec. 11,1963, issue of The Review 
any others that may follow. in no small way is attributed to the excellent location Vancouver Island if the Dynaieck Gorporatiori ever Nearly 100 senior students at North Saanich
' Our last word on development — we need it, the and open setting. p*'’ going. Not very many pepple know that most ofthe secondary school heard a famous North American;
business community needs it_the only condition The rriahy pepple involved Ironni the very beginnihg to than S6 per hour. In Silicon Valley racing driver tell them last week that three simple rules
is thaV ii mUsLhe handled drivers.
Remember Trident mausolcum-likc views such as MrL Mackay’s, the $3.50 and S5.50 per hour. Arc those the kind of jobs we Bob Veilh, Indianapolis driver and member of the f
building is a genuine Sidney succes“story providing a in B.C.? Champion Spark Plug Company Highway Safety team, " “
landmark for the future. nothing has been said about the health and took time out from his tight schedule on Vancouver
CAA niental problems“which come with the microchip ' island lo visit the North <;nanirh Sehnoi rnr ri„K aW'■''.'V.fffLV.
140 houses
on once-acrc lots located piv a 190-acre site 
which has recently gained approval from North 
Saanich council and raised the ire of rookie Aid. 
Rebecca Vermeer,
In her election platform Vermeer stressed all
communi­
ty — one of tl
Wm. H. Johnson ; P''9 l ni b i L ^ Saanic c o l Ga Club on f
P.O. Box 351 intiiistry. Contrary to popular belief, this industry is one Wednesday last!
Brentwood Bay the most dangerous modern industries, , > Courtesy, alertness and mechanical effeciency of the
car are the ingredients lor a safe standard of highway
Jt€SJCS ; industry uses peirochemicals, acids, heavy metals and a 
: V identified as 10 YEARS AGO
4».' .^iii'sjngpancerantibinh deiccis.,,;:,^^ ;..'FromThe Dec.'S,-1973,Jssucof The.Review.
ll StOpBS to :: WMl Sihcon yalley. toxic wastedisposal is a very serious: ; Bobby has been given his frccdothF^^ ! ^
■* Problcnt. Why is it that we hear nothing about this from.^^^^
“Name and Address WithlicldL^, leitersL Nov, 30,McGcer?
expressed concern that r
; ; > !■, tVita; rnwrir*,* »»IYfTrt Por'
John W. Warnock!w, warnocK, q,,. home of Clio Maihcson, at 1346 Munro Road, lor
132 Eberts jOs meals because, in her words, he’s “(he worst Ininierspaces. And Geoffrey Culvers project seems to do in the peace effort. erhaps they feel helpless while the
juM lhat. He claims the public will have the use of nuclear powers “arc screaming more missiles.” Victoria pvc ever seen.”
(rails, parkland, a lookout puinl and a lake. Even however, misrepiescnts the situation. The ..i t,.,v. .a........ m.h
niA.V. iniAAri.,„u it uiiti brino fi tn!lnch brcak-off of the Geneva arms talks look place “ *4*Tm S in ™ 0 >’“ U.S.:wam;an:arr,.s fi,ca;«hlcl, I. hopes la Smiley mW tj U k
Irom Clo,tk“ IIiIIfK^^ (evidence;77mw-Co/o;i/sr, Oct. 4-5. 1981, p.S; M'‘- - i
..“ircasnn.... ... ^
extra svaier for fire protection.
It’s likely Vermeer made her attack on the
nroviEiii*; CoilhciU
for him every day," Mrs Matheson told The Review,
''lived” at the Mdthcsbn home since June; r
Mrs. Maihcson hopes he will continue to . . . her 
; liintieiil (ciir! slie said. IN tlifii S(iiiii»Ati(» * *w/iit si*,* itii'* tiird
inulion. Watch out for this bright woman as an Cruise/Pershing 2 nuclear missiles (cf. NATO’s Special
alderman she has a lot to offer the municipality. Committee on Nuclear Weapons in Europe, Report, C ontinuctl on Page AS
Matheson touclvhim. “f
'Ai thbl6gislbtur.
that has British Columbia firmly in its grip. He Disarmament is another stich issue, One side would compromise, tolerance atul co-operation? 
automatically equated conipromisc with! selling but.i forging plowshares front swords, while The most important ingrcdiciit for rccoycry from!
; What’s more, he vvasn't even informeil about the issue,; the other side can't wait until ihc cneiny is nuked.a cltoice, otherIhuh those offered
‘ ‘ c. right or wrong;-F by the t\vo sides at the extreme ends ofthe spectrum, f; ;Just the fact that the B.C. Government black or while, _ ... , . , .. ......
Union may have subfcecded in getting rt poini 'acrqss to Fewer and fewer p^olc are willing to sec shades bf grey. in our case, there will he polarization until voters can
its employer, the government, set off his alarm system. It is that sort of polarlzallbn which hits bccomi!; ;sch(V a message to both the Socreds and the NDP by ;
is Inherently had because it rules out common place In British Coluntbia politics. Soered mid voting lor another party. Naturally, that won’t happen
reason, Take any issue and let the outcome ride on the , NDP supporters have become fascists and coinmunistr until the Liberals cpmc bid tbciLwestcniWildcrhcss^
battle between its most vociferous opponents and its in each others estimation! To hate the otheTside with
mosi fanatical supporters, and you’ve got polarization. passion is almost a picrcquisitc now for supporting a Socreds. Both would bbevcn betlei F “^^^
The ongoing debate over abortion is a good example. ivarty. Such a scenario wquUl give British Colv.tmbiaiis an
5 Orv the one side arc those who would hfO’C us believe Reporters and eohimnists who phiy^t sir;aight dowir^^:|^^j^^^
be the enshrined right of every the middle are accused of being cither Soerdd lackeys 01 is nbtcwbfthy that bblafization was minimal when thethat abortion should bd ..
, Walked into a store the other day and the NDP sioogcs^dcpending on which side they happen U)
I asked me; "Well, wiHy= W'oit,;(liesg9yerMiitotii 01 the abortion nothing less than
'■' F. .."iinlAU?!* f" . f.vFfF'' , ir. vuiaaIm' ,tnnnr Wi„\A An.".v.FAnd .llik';.notiiri:/!iHmi..'. Ink; ret
iii.'iiilL ftoui Unit, I ihouglii ProviinUul !.kcici.iiy Jim extent limn it is now.ll the pio-liie gioup win.-v, wc'il go i.<4H tell >011 sviiliLuji iuu ui i.unu»uIiwUun U'tal Prcmlci VC,A,C, Beimcii, nui D,tvc Bat ten would have dreamed
Chabol hit the nail on the head when he remarked that, baitk 10 the days of sleazy backrobriv cbi
and t here,were a couple qf J orics.;;
will become retroactive birth conttol to On cvw
d, abortion .And this polan/ailon, this fusal to compromise, lit those dtiys, governments didn't bring in legislation 
:ven gremer doesn't only dominate lifiamong thc great unwashed. I that had nearly half the province np in arms. Neither!
.,. ft . ,> 111 i,ill 1 , If t 1«L If 1 wVIt! I /• ‘i itt* ffl 1 fti ttfiij llliiif T*f f*nilrr \\t -a i””* ri.,**.!..1 s ^, 1 a*...... .- i!' ... J.i.2 1 . i i
i:‘Fr;F“n;hli:0pinionf';bolh!sides;:\von“bmethihg';thcy;4idn’t!;::!:;!buicberyi;'
I have before. What's clearly needed is an intelligent polfcv which
FF..,,M.v,M^,,..p,.,;,ropjO|neililng,;ihcjncrchontwant^djq;FF:;!pennli9:abortions:in’enscs.whcre;:a!moiher’4li,,lcjs:rcal
conthtmger Ucniu-tt and Pave Barrett hate each other with it of doing things the way Bill Benncti has. And let me add
: I Konvlctionuhat borders ort inanlaf lt’i ft hate U^ docs thm W.A,Cvond Barrett didn^t hate each other either,
..either of them justice., ; , Not that * thcirc wiis much' love lost! but they rlkpected
.................... ..................... .... .....................  ......... ........... ; ^ done about il. each oihei.
at Stake, but forbids to sexual H there any svay a society, once polarized mound ilie
In his own way i he wva.s articulating the polarlzaton olcasurc and its conscauences. Unvesi common denominator, can I Ind us way bncK la Coiiilnned on Rage AS
'•iviF.;
. ■' F.'UF; ,
Wednesday, December 7. 1983 THE '
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more letters
Continued from Page A4
C.R. Disposal has held the contract since 1938. I came 
to Sidney in 1977 from the mainland and at that time 
Mr. Bowcott was garbage collector and he sold out to 
Fletcher. The first thing that happened was that the $20 
monthly fee was increased to $46 and my container cut 
down to half-size.
Then Fletcher builds a big office and expects us to pay 
for it. Next he sells his container contract to B.F.I. and 
accounts receivable to B.F.I. as from Jan. 1983.
1 am given to understand that B.F.I. was thinking of 
increasing the fees.
As to awarding the town contract to outsiders — what 
does Fletcher e.xpect? A closed shop? I am in business 
and 1 have to compete with outsiders — sometimes I 
win, sometimes I lose.
If we want people to spend money in Sidney we have 
to give them good value for their money and good 







Plans are now underway to hold a reunion of the Vic 
High graduating classj>f 1973. June 1-3,1984. Tentative 
plans call for a reception at Vic High June 1. A dinner- 
dance is planned June 2. Other activities are also being 
arranged.
Spread the word and for information on registration 
contact Marlene at 595-1326 or write to Reunion 








I. Your Lung A.ssodaUon
SIDNEY MEAT MARKET
9786 - 2nd Street 656-7535
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REGULARLY 50% OF COVER PRICE
I..' ■ ■
Disarmament group from San Juan 
Islands and Salt Spring demonstrated 
briefly in Sidney. Group came off noon
Anacortes ferry Friday and then headed 
hack to Salt Spring Island for meeting 







’3 ' ■' The Ghristmas shopping 
rush is here again, and like 
every year, thousands of 
gifts will be bought, given, 
received and s exchanged. • 
This year i top many 
shoppers w'ill buy gifts with 
the thought that if the 
fecipieht dbesn’f like it they ■ 
can always take it back.
Unfortunately, they can’t 
always take it back to the 
store and exchange it. 
Unless the article is
defective or "has been
.................
misrepresented or offered 
fraudulently, the store 
doesn’t have to exchange it. 
A^nd perhaps it’s unfair to 
expect a retailer to exchange 
goods or refund money 
because you rriade a 
mistake.
: Many dealefswill accept ^ 
returns, but^ they are a notn 
required to do so. Find put 
what the policy is before 
you buy. It can save you 
time, money and 
disapDointment later.
■ By CRANIA LiTWIN ; ; ■
The coming year will not be one of mass public work 
projects or road works in Gentral Saanich, says mayor 
Dave Hilt" ^
: But it will be a time to think of long-ra:nge finanPial 
planning, “sprriething I have been advocating since I 
^became mayor.
Hill said in ah interview Monday that with the revision in 
1984 of the community plan there will be a fundamental 
review of services such as water, sewer and recration. t ^
While Hill told The Review this will “probably be the 
first year the municipality will have to borrow’’ he stressed 
that all is not “doom and gloom,’’ that Gentral Saanich 
has a wealth of valuable assets in the “excellent and 
dedicated staff’’ and the large number of ‘‘outstanding’’ 




the number one priority and that council will“strive to
/fThis, he said, will be in spite of a 10 per centreduction in 
provincial revenues to themunicipality
p
He said because revenues are expected id be dpwn,: 
council and staff will have to be“innovative, forw'ard 
thinking and ... establish long range financial planning in 
■.''.all'departments.'
“I feel we cannot afford the expense of any road 
building, or projects of any magnitude.’’
: Uftll ^ oWi-virxi-nt/irl ' A IH: T? titVii - .AmdiiH i r
and oath of office being taken by new aldermen, other
council appointments were: j ^
John Bones and Dr; R.N. Grant to the advisory 
planning commission (for two three-year terms); Aid. 
Gullis and clerk Fred Durrand will be the two council 
feprescntatives.
Lewis and MacDonald were appointed to the court of 
revision, Tabor and alternate Arnaud to the Vancouver 
Island Regional Library Board. Hill and Gullis were 
apprbyed as Capital Regional District board director and 
alternate respectively; Tabor and Arnaud were appointed 
to Saanich Peninsula Water Commission while former 
alderman Dick Sharpe was approved as director-at-large; 
Gullis and MacDonald were appointed, tp the School 
District No. 63 liaison committee. ... ...... .
AWARD WINNING STONEWARE AND 










Beside the Bottle Depot
10 a.m.-6 p.m. MON.-SAT.' As 
12 p.m.-5 p.fn.'SUNdAV '
!
Continued from Page A4
Unfortunately, remembering the old days won’t solve 
the problem. Until we find some other way, we’ll have
For how long depends bn when British Columbians
When that day comes, I wouldn’t give a plugged 
nickel for fhe'chances of the two partiesvw'hich have 
; dragged us into this confrontation and polarization to 
win an election.
financial matters excluding water and sewer rates and long 
range financial planning.
Aid. Eric'Lewis was appointed chairman of legislative 
committee in charge of all municipal bylaws; newly elected 
A.ld. Rod’MacDonald Nvill chaiLpublic works; fe-eJectedi 
Aid. Ron Gullis appointed chairman of recreation and 
environment committee; Aid. George MacFarlane will 
chair subdivisiorifand zoning committee and \yater and 
sewer committe will be headed by Aid. Earle Tabor.
The only change in committee structure for 1984 lies in 
the inclusion of environment matters in the recreation 
committee along with the usual parks maintenance, 




Food contributions to 
V i c t o r i a ’ s d o w n t o w n 
Mustard Seed operation 
may be left locally at Sidney 
Stiper Foods, Oakhurst 
food store, Safeway and the 
Canadian Batik ; Of
‘*We Specialize in oven-te-table dinnerware"
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; Mi it■i. iiiViiMt.fSyfiyyiatP'i V, I ^ ^
. Rogf$55.00; 7 
AND
ELEGANCE STEMWARE 
SALE $11 I 25
PftlCE JlA Rog.SlS.OO «52
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P.$. - Our CHOISTMAS MAMlMti
ftm going fast *** drop in soon.
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John and Evelyn Burt-Smith celebrated 60 years of mar­
riage Nov. 29 with special family lunch. The couple, of 
10642 Madrona Dr. were married 1923 in St. Mary 's 
Church, Oak Bay. Burt-Smith came to Canada from 
Yorkshire, England, in 1911, his wife was born in 
Cumberland and arrived in Canada 1920.
Murray Sharratt Photo
Health Minister^^^^ Finance Minister Hugh Curtis were guests at official opening Monda extension to
Saanich Peninsula Hospital. Murra> Sharratt Photo
|| Have sausages and fine old gentleman. It’s ||
; pancakes with Santa Sidney Lions Santa
and bring the Breakfast served from i: 
II youngsters along to . their Lunchbox mobile ||
n have their photos taken canteen at Sanscha Hall f
ii and receive some fruit from 8:30 a.m.
SCHOOL DISTRICT 
NO. 63 (SAANICH)
NOTICE TO AUTOMOTiVE 
DEALERS:;
Sealed ' tenders marked, 
‘•TENDER FOR BUS” and 
bearing the rtame, ol the 
tendering company, are invited 
by the Board ot School 
Trustees for the purchase of a 
72 passenger school bus. 
General; conditions,, specifica­
tions, a nd, tender forms may be 
obtained . from:'Jhev^ SchooL 
Board Office^ 2125: Keating X 
Road, Vicloriai B.C.: i; V ; i
Tenders ' will: be accepted by 
the undersigned up to noon bn 
Monday,'December::!9;:b 983. 
The lowesti of; any. tehder:wili 
not: necessarily beyaccepted,; 
and ; The:: Board ::of :■ School 
Trustees: reserves: tha: right to 
reject any or all tenders.
R.S. Ingram 
Secretary-Treasurer 





Coffee and cake party at Peninsula Employment 
Centre was opportunity for community to meet 
workers and find out more about federally funded 
project Which ha fbrmghifphk t^^^
Saanich Peninsula. Above, Peninsula Community 
Association of yolunteers Marjorie









A slide-talk presentation 
bn the treasure of Celtic art 
will be held 7-9 p.m. Dec. 9 
ai:A990':: Old;: .\y cst:: Saan,ich;;:
on Celtic design vvill be held 
10 a.m. • 5 p.tn. and pre- 
rcgistiTtiion is required, Cali 





Trtisfcci .lohn llctts v*'as t
Saanich school hoard nt an 
inaugural meeting Mpndgy , 
nighty It's Betts’ second 
y-tenn..jrchainnn'n'i-;;. 
;AxyRubymay:y'l4iT'Pif':,.l,s':'4cef: 
chairman, the postiionuhe 














dopon d 0 bio wi ntor 
Tmetion, ioaturinej:" 
lan'.aoqroBflivo 








Town and Country 
Shopping Ceniie tint king 
Int 11 fl m - t p 111 to 
Tccelvc donuttons of 
frbcery'riternii;'< b ^h«lpd how: 
in need, Dec. 10 S).
''"^Vmceni'T ifaul '':S4»Cfciy;;.; 
''4::T>tfcri':11''4 'S'alvhtibii 'ArrTijiN.L:'
■As''Ibw''';AR''''
Traction :;A:st uf dy.tecpnpmy
perlotmance lor ^ pricod dxil ted. lira,
light Inicks using a ,„wilh^a'Aieop,'-"
durable polyoidm aqqrofislvo,,wntor:,.:
::carcaRfl:and stool,:: : '.tread'combined,: '









Ah T./JW As As mw Ab
Winter iraction at: 
'oconomicaL'''y-':' 
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Sidney man wins lottery
THE REVIEW Wednesday, Heceinher 7, 1983
A Sidney man is winner 
of one of the new Match 3 









9750 - 3rd St. 
Sidney
Pacific Rim Briefs will 
provide short, hopefully 
interesting news items 
which are not being 
reported in the regular
outlets plus updates of my deteriorated for the Olympics - they’ve been 
contributions.. . Vietnamese occupiers and working hard to produce
«The internal security their puppet government competitive athletes arid did
situation in Kampuchea since the wet monsoon very well at their last “test”
(Cambodia) has season began. This, despite -The Asian Track and Field
Vietnamese efforts to clean Championships at Kuwait 
out the various rebel this month,
enclaves along the Thai They cleaned up - out 
border which were performing their arch 
obviously not as succesful rivals, the Japanese who
as claimed. Recently a have been the perennial
group of Russian advisors Asian leaders in most
M
I had intended to start by going on a bit of a meander
ourselves — a sort of survey of the area. This will be the
8093 ALEC RD
Serving the Peninsula for over Twenty Years
Home of SUPER savings! 
in Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel
STORE HOURS:
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRl. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30

















were ambushed and killed - sports. Their national next installment as I’ve got a wee bee in my bonnet, which I 
either by guerillas or one of sports programme is will deal with first.
the many bandits bands identifying and developing Since the momentous day in 1949 — a typically glorious 
who also claim to be anti- first class performers. October day in Beijing — when Mao Zedong stood before 
Vietnamese. Remember, they have a the great gate of Tien an Men and proclaimed victory in the
•Watch for China to billion to choose from. An revolution and the establishment of the Peoples Republic
make a showing in the LA interesting sidelight of this of China, we have been treated to a never-ending stream of
.meet was the participation books and articles about China, 
of a team from Taiwan -
reported in the Chinese scholars to journalists to obscure former politicians from 
press as “China’s Taibei” remote constituencies have presented a plethora of 
(Taibei, also known as publications about China. Most recently we have been 
Taipei, is the capital of the beset by a series of criticism and exposes which try and 
Province of Taiwan). discredit the present Chinese government and “New
•Still with Kampuchea, ([;bina” in general. 1 feel they need some rebuttal, 
but on the United Nations through the very dark, perilous period when
front: trie criticaL dire predictions about the menace behind the “Bamboo
recognition issue is Still hot (^^urtain” were intoned in properly funeral tones. The 
and heavy with the 
“patriotic front” coalition 
led by Prince Sihanouk 
hanging bn to the UN seat.
The Soviets, Vietnam and 
their supporters are pushing 
hard to gain acceptance for 
the defacto government 
which remains in power by 
virtue of Vietnamese arms.
This year China, the 
A; S. E:. AL N.: ' ■ P o w ,e r s, L 
(Association South East 
Asian Nations; Singapore,
Malaysia, Thailand,
Indonesia L and 
Pliil ippi ne s) j US, Canada j 
etcb barely} maintained last 
year’s level of support to 
head off backers of the 
} puppet Soviet-backed 
goyememnt. The rebels — a 
broadly based} coalition — 
is at least controlled by 
native Kampucheans.
} ;L >The'^ri rOurid in the
ibji
Sino - British talks on Hong Chinese Army (known as the PLA - Peoples’ Liberation 
Kong’s future will resume Army) had poured across the Yalu River and mauled the ?

























r concerned with Hong Kong their country, as well as solid intelligence about massive ;
" and Macan affairs has troop and equipment movements into Jilin Province in j
pledged that the system now ^hat was Manchuria, on the Chinese side of the Yalu ?
in place in the territory will River.
stay in place for 50 years These were ignored by the US High Command w'hile one 1 
following ,1997 (when the > unit, the First Marine Division, rushed pell-mell into the j
existing ‘ ‘lease” expires on frozen wastes of the North Korea border area. In so doing, : i
o (we their rear and flanks were made perilously insecure and j
will have a clo.se look at this ;,ypp}y jjj^£5 ,^£fg over-extended to their ultimate calamity. L
issue soon). It was a sort of self-fulfilling prophecy - of catastrophic 1
•In an : iricredible '
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DETERGENT 1 litre. 
MR. CLEAN
indeed an unpredictable menace. We even had some racial |
Japanese steel industry are overtones as the old epithet“Yellovv Peril”} was trotted i
pushing their goyernment ^
to take tough action against retrospect, their behaviour at the time was
Third World cornpetitois understandable and on balance, the case can be well made j
who are making inroa(ls m “New China” has not been interventionist and ,
the 7clomestiC7 Japanese !
market. ^hey claim ^pth to interfere in the interrial affairs of their neighbours. ; ! 
Korea, : Tmwan and BjaziL Following this phase, a long period ensued where the so- ' 
among others, are pushing
cheap, government
subsidise! sted : ^ices nimsy obscrvalions and rumours, 
lower than m their home
called China watchers pronounced the most complex and 
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WIN A SUNRISE HOLIDAY FOR TWO TO RENO 









House •“ Uotails at Sidney Super Foods Only.
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This presents a real 
quandary for the Nakasonc 
government as the Japanese 
are trying; to convincc;}the 
world of their genuine wish 
to liberalize trade,} making 
it difficult ip impose further 
controls.! On 4hc other A 
hand, the}} Japanese AStccl 
■iridusiry is sputtering; a 
needs support.
'■'7A,';;;r»Th'C';7v,. 7 Bu.rmc'se}}};
intently across the rolling green hills and paddies of South £; 
China and saw amazing things which were rushed into ' 
print. This assemblage^ plus the corporars guard of; }] 
correspondents in Beijing kept a breathless watch as the 
new China marched bravely towards her appoiritriicnt with" 
destiny.
The march certainly produced some lurches as well as 
fits arid starts lyheiysuch bold ventures as the Great Leap ^ 
/^rH'prY^: and 7 tlie Lef a ^




















































government has, after a ^ „ , .
moiith of cbriscicntipiis^^^^^iA
investi^ationi clearly placed' of hap
: respbj^ibiUty for ilie bdrnly ^
assassinations last nipnth !!Chincsc llcvoltujori Phase T cnded in l91i£AThc decaying-
on} Nprtlt 'Korcav; the :
shadowy and strongly corruption and intrigues was certainly ready to,^ self- 
hcutraiist leader pf Burma,} d ancl was given its final push l)y tiic eP^
'Gcheral Nc Win obviously / Poctor Sun Yat-seh. the father of Republican China and 
decided personally that the his movement which survives in two forms to this day£ 
shocking murder of 2l:( £ At this point we can’t delve too deeply into thpcomplek 
including 4 South Korean historical issuys —' the temptation isgreai to “gel into” the 
cabinet ministefs, fascinating detaiU of these truly shattering events. The 
warranted this £ surprising point l am attempting to make is that Xlhina's millions 
reaction from Burma, !^^^^^} in truly dreadful shape, (The ravages of rhyriad
'7}77("}»ByJhe'dme,The:Revicw}'}.}hautralAdjsasiei:y'';such,Aa's£thc}';regular''}'nopd,ihg''''pr},7the;A
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jlf!S£}"!}£f:K,^£‘'}‘£:£}££!£.'}}£}^ .A..;};:;;.,''£1.,
.7 'L.'aa;.;.}'} ' ':(£,a:- .J:. •
"£‘"i:££A},:‘.;L;..!"■/■} ; }■'■
'7;-ia';-a 1" };:;‘'.,a).£; (■ -
7'7£"‘},; £} ; (■}}:'}''■■''}■'
■ . !}; 7',t ■} l£a.: a.'
'■ -V . '£'7^ ■, ' ■ ■£ ' £■' " '■■£
£ comes but next week the u g } (Yellov»y Riyi;r) ; nd'the, Chanjiang (Ya gtz  } 
Japanese should be in the River), the droughts, the dust storms the inevitable famines 
throes of a general election; fifilowed by pestilence all added to the appalling Idf of tltc 
iSx.prime minister Tanaka’s average Ghincsc.
7}77 cdnviciiori }£££ over A.'}7'};.the''(£:£'';,} Most'; of A(ritral.::,Ctiina ,'};(vyhich::(,aecountS‘:'for}'''}thCA}vast .£a
bondage to a
i.'cpnihiucd !'ib'' hc!/!doviWc-''‘erushlrigly;''unlrist “lnhd''}tcriufe''}sjririem!,,!,''Any'£hbpc‘';br},'
' ,barrcned*Wbublc!'fbf>rime''}"'addfe&sing';i'hc}.pligijt7or;its}peoplb:wast}dbPmed'}by''a'‘tdrid'.:'"' 
M i n i .s t c b V asuh i r o lack of security as the Imperial government, bullied by the
! Nnlrr nnc TIi*: nwn western powers from wiihoiit and beset hv bmuliis, war
}:gov.ernt'rig'7'£"}l<i'bct'al}-}Tardsy:ahd£ycbcllipnl:7|VcitriAyith!n}wa8£,iricapablc',}bf}e\a;ji'.(A'  
Democratic Party is restive considering the problem — even if they warned to 
and wnuked. by internal certainly ihcre was no such inivnllon on ihc pan ofthe
CntiHnucd on Page A9 C’onllnued on Pnge Af>
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Idtiie A 9
Continued from Page A8
tottering, corrupt Imperial Court.
The gains made in China in the gigantic and crippling 
problems of health, economy, education, agriculture and 
transportation have been remarkable. Admittedly progress
cloud the horizon from time to time.
The Chinese must get full marks on a number of scores
stature of China has risen spectacularly since the 
ignominious days of treaty ports and war lords. While 
gaining a real measure of national self-respect, on the 
world stage, the Chinese have addressed the bread and 
butter issues within their country and the sheer enormity of 
this task really leaves little energy or time to embroil 
themselves in foreign intrigues.
Progress in such issues as agriculture has been at times 
agonizingly slow and beset with pitfalls and near-fatal self- 
inflicted wounds such as the Cultural Revolution (which I 
intend to address in detail later) — however, Chinese 
agriculture is in the best shape it has been in at least a 
century. Food is being produced and distributed — above ra 
all, the lot of most farmers has taken quantum leaps 
forward.
to be addressed, but the will is present and they can look 
back and see how far they’ve come and be proud. Yet, 
there is little time to reflect on past accomplishments or 
bask in this glory as the population question plus a host of 
others remain unsolved. ; ^ ^
1 have little: patience for the hay sayers who have been 
digging up the negative arid trying to conclude that the
No one^ certainly nqt the Chinese: themselves— wouM 
suggest that the country is not poor or undeveloped, that 
huge social problems still exist, that modernization has a 
very long way to go. Above all no one denies that excesses 
vhaven’t taken place, that; certain individuals^ have been
reprehensible or corrupt or simply imperfect.
Among others. New York times columnist Tex 
Butterfield (China-Alive In The Biller Sea) for one, 
anthropologist Steven Mosher (Broken Earih) for another, 
liave written interesting and readable books which alas, are 
terribly unfair. Individual cxces.ses are blown totally out of 
proportion, imply that the Chinese arc somehow failing to 
deal with the gut issues and being sidetracked by such 
foibles as individual greed, bloody mindedness or sexual 
' hang-ups. ' ■ ■ '
Any observer can go anywhere and immerse himsell in 
aberrations w'hich can ahvays be dug up to distract from 
the main issues.^'.
The irony is that the Chinese (especially in the la.st five 
years) have been particularly forthcoming and open about 
their problems so the “unmasking” and “unveiling” of so- 
called “dark secrets” leave me cold.
It is not my intention to glorify the Chinese Revolution. 
Its accomplishments stand on their own merits without any 
help from me. Its excesses have been documented and 
promulgated by the Chinese themselves; China has been 
intriguing since Roman times and certainly 1 loo am as 
intrigued and as fascinated as anyone.
Therefore writers of all kinds will continue to observe 
and report and speculate on the innumerable intriguing 
aspects of this marvellous country. Undoubtedly not all 
accounts will be favourable, nor should they be. However, 
their task is mind-boggling in its scope, frightening in it’s 
burden and inspiring in its challenge. ; / ^ n 
■ The good hews is that they are handling h effectively 
brick; by brick, spadeful by spadeflii, field by field,; 
irrigation canal by irrigation canal; hospital by'hospital
lands.
They undoubtedly have the will and are steadily 
developing the skills and gaining the spirit to meet their 
destiny.
Barefoot doctors (top 
photo} are paramedics , , 
IVh o siipp ort Hercu­
lean task of improving 
China's health in 
countryside. Here, 
member of Dai minor­
ity hands out pills to 
children in Yunnan 
Province in tropica! 
southeast. Left, Veter- 
enarians study ac­
upuncture techniques 
in farm animals as 












The two men have had 
close ipblitical^
, past >— far too close for 
Nakasbne’s comfort; He 
needs to get out of the 
shadow of this formerly 
ivery powerful blit
discredited political boss 
and to put put the fires of 
internal dissent in his party;
Mean w h i 1 c, the
'';,'obpbsitjbh'htvs';:;bcch;: 
'boycot tin g ■; 11 h«,.V; l.Dict. 
(Parliament)! over the issue. 
Nakasone will campaign on 
lowefihg taxesf thainiainihg 
a sound economy; and 
^..iinprp'vi.n.■:lU;Pa,»t,‘>
interhatibnaV pbsilipn. The 
ruling I.ibcrahDcrriocratit
:h'Ul:l6'sc:''pchttph:'tht
ethnics issue hut will rernnin 
:;’;;:)n;Contfol:r-Hlhc:cponoinyjs 
;,flnally-'the; key ■;'issue an :ihc 
;yQie:';,which';'^At»p,uUi;;;,,be 
between miiPDeccmhcr and
Not only do we have great 
gift ideas . . . but you’ll simply 
love our stocking stuffers!
4 : /'•trce'decoratlons ; ; ;
•|)0(lt!ry;& ccrarplc I, • •i.liildnais Imkia;.
•bubblt? both ............. .
iot of time 
saving it . . .
a i(i of etifrii
.4' 7/'. ■■ '■•book'morkV':'"^' '•fancy.'pbrts.'^'brbsnrk'
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Tom Bazin picked an opportune time to come up with 
his best performance of the season.
Bazin fired four goals in leading the Peninsula Signs 
Eagles to a stunning 6-4 victory over previously undefeated 
Racquet Club in Bantam Rep hockey action Nov. 27 at 
Panorama.
The victory moved the Eagles into a first place tie with 
Racquet Club. Both clubs have identical win-loss records 
of five and one. ■
Defenceman Jeff Sfevens opened the scoring with his 
first of two goals at the 4:03 mark. Then Bazin got to 
work, scoring two goals in a row including a powerplay 
marker with just 20 seconds remaining in the first period.
Unanswered goals by Bazin and Stevens before the 
second interval further sent the visiting Victoria team into 
a state of shock, although they did recover in the final 20
Ken Hill banged in three 
goals and Tim Walburg 
added a pair as Sidney 
Movers improved their 
record to three wins and a 
loss by defeating Harbour 
Texaco 7-4 in Bantam 
house league action.
Ron Kipot and Jason 
Bedford added other goals 
for the winners, while Ron 
Davis, Stacey Stott, Todd 
Sanderson and Tom 
Vickers replied for Texaco.
In other Bantam action, 
Todd Bedford fired three 
goals to lead Radio Shack 
past Cornish’s 6-4.
Scott Simpson with two
goals and Vern Burden with 
one notched other markers 
for Radio Shack. Lee Plank 
scored a hat trick and Kevin 
Keeler a single marker in a 
losing cause.
In Midget inter-city 
league action. North 
Saanich volunteer fire 
department snapped a 
three-game losing streak by 
pounding Oak Bay 9-3.
Dean Hamilton sparked a 
great team effort by 
notching three goals while 
teammates Ray Healey and 
Rick Christopherson added 
two goals each. Other 
markers were scored by Jim
Whyte and Bill Masson.
Sidney Tire won it’s 
fourth straight game by 
blasting Juan de Fuca 7-2 in 
other Midget action.
In Pee-wee hockey, 
Ellehammer dumped 
Sidney Bakery 11-6 and 
Allbay got by Harvey’s with 
a score of 9-7.
Central Saanich Police 
and Fire Department edged 
Legion Branch 37 3-2 and 
Sidney Lions took Sidney 
Pharmacy 6-4 in Pup A,
while Kiwanis shutout 
Magic Colour 5-0 in Pup B.
In juvenile action, 
Saanich blanked Island 
Furniture by a score of 5-0.
ONE STOREY





Mike Johnson went all the way in net for the winners in a 
chippy game that saw a total of 58 minutes in minor 
penalties handed out. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
The day before, the Eagles travelled to Nanaimo for an 




period comeback by 
minute and a half
John Hermsen capped a third 
scoring the equalizer with only a
’■remaining.:'.'^;^.-V'V^-; "'
Bazin started the final period off with a quick goal 20 
seconds after the opening face-off and then added two
for the Eagles in a relatively penalty-free contest. Only six 
mindr penalties were handed out five of those assessed




third-period goals and 
skated away with an 8-2 
victory over Seaboard 
Properties in Midget Rep 
exhibition hockey action 
Nov. 25 at Panorama.
Mike Cooper and Paul 
Sundher scored goals for 
Seaboard^ who trailed 3-2 
after two periods.
; r ^
against Nanaimo, Seaboard 
turned things around witha 
convincing 7-0 victory. ^
^ ^ with three
goals and Todd Scaber with 
a goal and three assists were 
top marksmen for the 
winners. Marc McDonald, 
.u n in J 1C A Paul Sundher and Mike 






Listings in this directory are provided tree ol charge to Saanich Peninsula Churches as a public service ol the Sidney 
Review. 656-1151
ADVENTIST
Siilney Seventh OayAdverttisl— 10469 Resthaven Dr. . . . .................
Pastor ..................... .. ......................... ; ■ .. .................... . —
ALLIANCE
•Sidney Alliance Church — Masonic Hall, Saanichton ................. .........
ANGLICAN
•St. Andrew's — Rev. David Fuller ....... ................
9682-3rdSt..Sidney- ........ .........
-St. David By-tha-Sea — Rev. A.E. Gates.. • ■ • • •;•
_ _____ 5182Cordova Bay Rdi..iiI
, 1 : -sti Mary's — 1934 Cultra Ave.. Saanichton
unanswered • g est, Michael & ah Angers — Rector: Archdeacon W.J. HUI
4733 West Saanich Road. Royal Oak ..i . ■. ■ ■ • ■: • ■ ■ •
•St. Stephen's — Rev. Ivan Futter
St. Stephen's Rd. ........................................i............. .. ............... .....................................................
•Brentwood Parish Church — Rev. A. Petrie. 792 Sea Drive. Brentwood Bay .:;.; ...
•Holy Trinity — Rev. D. Matins. Mills Rdi and West Saanich Rd. - North Saanich...........
.'■■"BAPTIST. ■■
. •Bethel Fellowship — Pastor N.B. Harrison 
' ■ 2269 Mills Rd/, Sidney.......
, ; •Friendship Baptist Church -r Pastor Ernie Kralo1il.782t) Central Saanich Rd, ;.. .,
; •Sluggatt Memorial Church — 7008 W, Saanich Rd,, Brentwood Bay - Pastor V. Nordstrom ^.











•Royal Oak Baptist Church — 898 Royal Oak Ave., Corner ol Royal,Oak Ave. & Royal Oak Drive,,
'/-Rev.,ReedEiley.. i i,;.:......i/. . i .■/.
iCAJHOLIC
■•OurLadyolthaA5Sumptlon^7726 WeslSaanichRd,.,::
'‘St. Elizabeth's Church,—/10030 Third St„ Sidney ..i, .ii. i-/■-•::/: i-i
.658-5121
FOURSQUARE GOSPEL
•Sidney Foursquare Church —Pastor Dean Wilson ....... ......... —
9925 ■ 5th SI., Sidney.. .i.........  ..................... ........
LUTHERAN
•Peace Lutheran Church —Pastor Dennis J.Paap, 2295 Weiler Ave, . —
NAZARENE
•1st Church ol Tho Nazarone — Rev. Riley Coulter. 4277 Quadra Street, Victoria............
PENTECOSTAL
•Oldfield Road Gospal Chapel - Rev. JoelD. Nettleton, 5506Oldfield Road (P.A.O.C.) . 
•Sidney Pentecostal — Rev. Vern Tisdaile. 10364 McOonaid Park Rd. (P.A.O.C.) ..: i.
PRESBYTERIAN
•St. Andrews — Rev. 0.J. Molloy. Masonic Hall. 41h Ave. & Mt. Baker. . . .............. .. ..
SAANICHTON BIBLE FELLOWSHIP
Keating School. 6843 Central Saanich Rd. ....... .. ............. ................................................ ....
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST, LAHER DAY SAINTS
2210 Eastleigh Way. Sidney .,.. —,,,,. /.. ■. ................... ......................... • ■ ■ ■:
UNITED CHURCH OF CANADA
•Cordova Bay United — Minister Will Waddell .......  .....................  •
5166 Cordova Bay Rd.,, ,........i i. -------- - ■ • -i/. • ■ ■■ ■ ■ • •
•St. John's —Rev. Hori Pratt...... .. ■ - ...... —
10990 West Saanich Rd.......: i. i........------ - .1... i • -
,■■ .•St. Paul's :■;/.,:. . ■■■-.■,--------
2410 Malaview — Rev. Hori Pratt... ....... -.. i • ■,■
i •Shady Creek—- 7130 East Saanich Rd. Rev,Stephen Swift
/. •Brentwood...,.. ------- ------------------------------ ■ ■,.


















: 656-7433 SUPPORT THE CHURCH OF YOUR CHOICE
2. The U-Vic Jayvees held 
the first half of the Lower on to second place by 
Vajicouver Island edging the Far West 
Volieyfe^A^eague season hammers 15-9, 15-10, and
SPACE
RESERVED
SwithSiiaiil ^^.despite dropping a 12-15,
"sone:/
wins and no losses, putting 13-15 loss to the third place 
themselves well in position Pacific Tide, 
to claim, the league's best- ^ ,
ever ..total season record. ,5.5^ ,5.5
Last yearjs Labatts team Nooksak got past
established the mark this j5.g^
year’s club is going after, a ,5.5
much improved this year,/ 
brings up the rear:
Sooke is hosting the B.C. 
Winter Games zone 6 skate- 
off 8:30 a.m. - 6 p.m. Dec. 
17 at Sooke Arena on 
Phillips Rd. For more 
information call 642-6311.
52235 Weiler Aye.i "
9;30a.m . .SundaySchobl 
SrBibleClass 
11:00a.m. . .FamilyWorship 
Dennis J. Paap, Pastor 
Everyone Welcome!
, ’mS; HORTH BAPTIST
Prayer and CENTRE PRISB¥TER!iK CHURCH
Praise Service GHUReH 7820 Central Saanich Rd.
Every Friday 7:30 p.m. 10:00 a.m. yV’-y 652-2723
i The Rev. Wiiriam F.- George EVERY SUNDAY 10a.m............ Sunday School
11am Vi/hr^hinRfirvfCfi
Hhurith MASONIC HALL. Pastor 477-8527
Corner of 4th Ave. & Mt. Baker Church 652-2723
Catherine and Henry Sts. All Welcome 656-2895 WELCOME
5'63,ivwih^:. final;
winStanding, or a 
percentage of 92.
Last week’s results and 
final standings for the first- 
half of this year’s season 
are as follows;
Labatts defeated 
^Nooksak l'5-r7,y ■ 15;:4i ’./'andy
Individual^^^^
were Brad Crawford of 
Labatts and Shawn Cowan 
of Pacific Tide. League 
play resumes in the Nevy 
Year.
pensioners^ dinriery
/ The Sidney branch of the 
B.C. Old Age Pensioners’ 
O rganization plan their 
annual ® Christmas dinner 
12:30 p m. sharp;, Dec. 8 at 
the Senior Citizens’ centre, 
10030 Resthaven Dr. /
ANGUCAN
(EpisGopai)
Mills Rd. & W: Saanich Rd. 
f C NORTH SAANICH l
The popular annual CJVI 
Boxing Day Golf 
tournamenf: Is once ap 
being:? held iat wy 
Uplanids Golf GlulyDec. 26.
Last year there were 143 
golfers in ladies’ and mens 
events. Reg Effa won top 
/honors in low gross and 
tiRon Roberts of Uplands 
look low net. Bca Breffiu 
captured low gross for the 
ladies and Sheila Stuart was 
low net winner. ,,
This year’s tournament 
will be a sltdtgun start at lO ;
Entry;/fee/is"' $25,;■ and:/;: 
includes the gplf^ baron of 
y beef Muitclt; refreshrnents 
and many prizes,
Canada’s only Christmas 
■'’;gblf:;taurnamchL!be8«b/;in;;5. 
;''4,954;;./'Sppnsorcd;5,/by;;,;thc:;;;;
Daily ColbnisL In previous;
*5 years'y' it'';'/'' has'-;; only ■■.-been / 
^t:'chncblled'?'"Ihrcct''::/tlitics- 
■.;:;bcca'usc, of. weather.
Entries arc limited and 
forms arc available at golf 






8:00am C;,;. Holy Eucharist 
/10:00am . / .MorningPrayer
CoffeeHour
Wedn
/10:00am y . .;, Holy Eucharist
9686-3rd St.




SUNDAY, DEC, 11th 
ADVENTIIl
Sam:.;;/,.;..;- 
9:15 am : ,; Family Eucharist 
//'(S;S,.,:Nursery)' 
, ;/// ycoftee Fel!^^ :
"lla.rfi; ■. . / .'. Morning Prayer' 
r,,/" ;;:,.;■./■'/'(Nursery) 





SIDNEY & NORTH SAANICH,
REV. R. HORI PRATT 
Off. 656-3213 Res;6561930
10930 West Saanich Rd.
2410 Malaview
The Church By The Lake





Rev. L. Funk 
477-6957
ANGUCAN
"JESUS CHRIST IS LORO"
DECEMBERIIth 
Advent 3
8:00am.;., Holy Communion 
10;30am y yHolyCommunion
Rector Rev,. Aliiltlr P. Petrie 





9.45am , leaching 





; Pastor Gareth Evans 
052-4273
CENTRAL SAANICH 
Rev. Stephen Swilt 
ojf.652-2713 lle$.G52%35
KSHADY: CREEK
:/y7180 East Saanich Rd,
0:45 am I ainiiy Soivice 
' and Sunday School
BRENTWOOD
7162 West Saanich Rd.
1!:15am Faintly Service 
„ and Sunday Sctrooi,
OF
7726 W/ Saaniciv Road







5 8:3(14111. ;y/V’'". V//'i/i'^':,i'
;/9.;s64m.';/,//■./.i/MmkytutiiJiai,:
«i!)UiigiiySt,boei;
'■; / ; /':/;//■ .y',S4i«(ii(;b!(iiiSLhi>oi/;
: :il :1!ifim'//,'/' ,i '■://;/ ■/;:, ' //. 'ti,r.l\4ti5l’’
10030 Third SIC Sidney' /
f)’00 (im Saturday Mas?







.OO'Jh)(y:;/y';y „ :,//■ ,//tiif,Mi'iM
joiNiis IN wdiiWiiP :
Heelw. Rev: Iven r inter i';;/;'.//.’ 
oii««phw«6»2;4jii /■;///;i/;';'
L.
Sidney, B.C. V8L 2X6 
Sunday
j0;;30 /:/,,;,JVIorningWorship 
and Children's Church 
6;00 pni;;,IvoningWorship
Tuesday
















. A f.jy. It! fstrr>'ff«'m 
; iiiW(li«n,ii A cnr.io't'pajiy
fteiiesmnenMoii iiwrMifU)
■■'/// ■/"/■// ■ .^tUHnAY*
0 W'»Vn / ' //‘rfim.iyBib'eCiji.Mit
11 OPam/.,' ;: ■ ■ /'■/ ; . '
■',.■■ ■■;.■./. ,; .■■■■: ., , .
/- ; .;TwrsoAy.'"'
,? ,39pm' . ; , . ,/. .HcmeUip'tSiuay
. UrtONtsDiy........
- f:'.;:;'/' "
■; '"f'■ '':;C".|;»lfnAY'.'/ ;C':'C/,:''';;' 
lb, :■/;■.
10364 McDonale Park Rd.
/ (olff^atBay Highwav) ^ 5 
011108 650-3712 
PAStORVERNTISDALLE








Sunday Deceniberllth i 
Advent ,3
fl; 15 anv.,.,, ;Ho1y Communion’ 
:tO:OOam/':/^',MorriihgPraylr









































■ A nonmcfionsinaltonal /;>■ ' 
;';;';'CtiUtch,n')fieting;m/;*;;;'"':;'
; kealinfl Elerndnlary School 








,' Cecil Oichmsnn. (Ofl?-3301) ’
':l:.’"oi)v!dOic'e;(056-4r3O):;,;;y':
"'■",t)avid';W5nicr''{CS3''83'10!:''
■■ ■■■■ ■ ' v'i;y:,yv
7008 W; Saanich Rd.i
'y;/,'';;8rcnlw'odd Bay;’;' 
IflOn.’im Stind.iiy School 
11:00a,ml/:;i:.,; Family Worship 
7;00p;,m.;: . Evening fellowship
Wodnesday/;;;;''.'' 
,.7;30p',pi;' ■:'. Bible Study 
and Prayer Meeting
Pastor V,'"Nordstrhm'/';'--/'''
/' A Frierirtlv f'arnliyChtffch ' 
SnivifinCi»fitiaiSa,inir;h
'///'/■■/^'z/y''; 652-5631
; mt Mine R«: ; oiifiiiv ' 
Weill (ijB-sou'//
■ Pilfer,N,B,,;Hiriiien';:. 
Rii'i. PiitiHr Rrien Jeyte,
Two Memlng Servicee
9:30a,m.,;/V,FamllyWor^ihop
with Nursery Facilities 
11 ;00a.m, ;, . .Second Service 
EVENIHri FELLOWSHIP 
8:30 p.m, and youth program 
WEDNESDAY 7;30p.m. 
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SMU in final
Parkland Panthers senior 
boys’ basketball team 
captured a peninsula high 
school tournament over the 
weekend by edging St. 
Micheals University school 
77-74 in the final Saturday 
night at Stelly’s school.
Tom Johnson, Mike 
McCulloch and Kevin 
Ottewell notched 18 points 
each for the winners, who 
advanced to the final by 
defeating Esquimau and 
Stelly’s in games earlier at 
Claremont school.
The Panthers, who 
trailed 37-30 at half-time, 
had two players rookie 
Tom Johnson and Mike 
McCulloch — named to the 
first allstar team. Steve 
Hodges was selected to the 
second team.
! In previous games, Tom 
! Johnson collected 25 points 
j’ and hauled in 11 rebound to 
j snark the Panthers past
Esquimau by a score of 81- 
51. Andrew MacKay with 
17 points and Ron Green 
with 10, were other top 
scorers for the winners.
Mike Mculloch notched 
19 points as Panthers 
racked up triple digits 
against Stelly’s — waltzing 
to a 104-49 victory.
Parkland outshot their 
local rivals 51 per cent to 32 
per cent from the floor and 
completely dominated play 
throughout the contest. An 
evenly distributed offence 
saw guard Steve Hodge get 
16 points, while Andrew 
MacKay threw in 14 and 
Eric Eichhorn contributed 
11. Kevin Ottewell — one 
of six returning players 
from last year — was used 
sparingly by coach J oe 
Milligan, but made the best 
of his chances by scoring 10 




The Sidney Nordiques 
men’s hockey team will face 
the Vancouver Island 
RCMP selects in a full 
body-contact contest 9 
p.m., Dec. 10 at the 
Panorama Leisure Centre.
The game should prove a 
fast and entertaining 
match-up. The Nordiques, 
spawned from the now 
defunct Sidney Men’s 
League, are currently riding
on an eight-game winning 
streak, while the RCMP 
squad are on their way to 
the Canadian police 
championships.
A team spokesman from 
the Sidney team says the 
police will be facing a stiff 
test against the high flying 
Nordiques.
Friends, fans and minor 
hockey players are 
encouraged to lend their 
support. Admission is free.
Taking early shower thanks to miss-kick by Thunderhird Marina player during division 6C soccer ac­




I Kevin Parker’s three-goal flurry in the first half of play 
’ i sparked Thunderbird Marina to a convincing 6-1 victorj' 
;■ f over visiting Prospect Lake in division 6C youth soccer
i The Peninsula squad has come alive in recent weeks,
; ^ recording their second straight victp^ and out scoring 
■( their opponentf l7-lv The win improves their win-loss 
^ I record to four and five.
; i Although it was Parker 'vvho supplied the offensive 
il powerV it was perhaps the play of goaltender Gary Towle 
'I that iitsured the victory. Prospect Lake scored early into 
i s the second half and only some brilliant saves by Towle
Lee Rodgers, who has played exceptionally well in 
midfield throughout the season, has just one game left 
before he leaves for England. “Our loss will be England’s 
gain as Lee has played superb soccer for peninsula clubs 
during the past four years,” a team spokesman said. >
as
i; Jason Finnigen with two and Skye Beddingtonwith one
P.B.E. Panthers, di-vision TB, turned in their best 
I performance: of the season, clobbering Cordova; Bay 14-2 y 
and extending their unbeaten streak tp four games/ I i /i
; Nine Iplayefs figured:in goals inlari evenly distributed:;: 
attackLRichard Pike,, Andreas Ritzier, Joe Gregory; Ryan 
LeaskandStefan/Jakobsehallscpredtwogoalsapiece,- 
while A J/Tupper, Nick Parsons, Jason Reynolds and;Jeff I 
Colley tallied single markers.
, In division 5C, Peninsula GWG Rentals travelled to 
-Duncan and probably wished they had stayed at, home as 


















Old Counliy Riitilals 
TWU United '
Harvey's Sporting Gooos 
SaanicnCabteuision 
: Cent. Saan, Lions 
i GWC Rentals ■
Cent Saan. r-iretighters' 
: Sidney Tire ; /
; Thundetbird Marina ■ - 
iPBE.Panihets' i 
■ Flint Motoi’s 
; Windsor Plyv.'ood 
■Primo Contractors i 
Wesicoast Savings ;
.:. Homo Lumber i 
■ Sidney Home Hardivate 
.' .Tanners ;.
Motorota' - ■ :
.; Magic Colour Centre i.
. Sidney Radio Shack : ;
.Kennametal .'
BOYS' LEAGUE




:.,-0 ■: ■ 
. ::: 9 /■'
; .,. 6 -7-
















L; ProsoectLalre : i 










-lit;;;I'" ''prospectLake.' ■' :■'-










Central Saanich Firefighters continued to 1^ the Peninsula squad s worst performance of theIn division 6B,
^lonintrate.j5lay,-13.-..w... «.■.^...i—. — —
Striker Daiyl Lawes opened the scoring on a spectacular 
;i goal off David Milligan’s well placed corner kick. After a 
•/short stint in goal, Lawes fired three more goals. David 
; Birdsall counted on two w'cll-placed shots while David 
: 'i Milligan, fArnnKpirand DphnlHendeLsb^^^^^
L'i-VOiTiiyrs"; 
■'/il'Or'LVfs:; 











' ■ t . Marauders ,
: -r 0 'CSvadSiAttackeri,'';
? J Gt'eveMoiors
In girls soccer action. Peninsula Queens Payless came up 
with one of their best matches of the year in shutting out 
visiting Prospect Lake Minors 1-0.





I A big thank you goes out 
> j to Pizza Peddler, 10-2527 
;i Beacon Ave. --- they will 
? i donate a three-topping 
’ i small pizza to the league 




r Barb Mahalek won Mr. : 
[Mikes steak dinner by 
i bowling 185 POA triple and 
Judy Glihgwall won the 
[ i Peddler Pizza with a 166 
POAsingle.
snow, slush and oh ice!
700 P STEEL BEUED, 
LOW PROFILE SERIES 
-WITHSIIPERFILLER!::::':
t" Other top bowlers this 
t[ past week (Nov, 28-Dec. 2) 
in the Mermaid.s League;
.' M. Millwater 670 (264), B, ?: 
:: Mathews 647 (219).
Legion: D, Toller 703 
: (258),:::/k'.":/:.'Gl)phani::'A67::;:[
. (264), R. Nunn 663 (249).
708 P-STEEL BELTED WITH 
SUPERFILLER FOR HEAVY 
DUTY RELIABILITY!
'v;-\ .N'-'v:
Goldies: S. Slow; 670:
(235), S. Hollow-ay (238).
ComTnercial; M. 
:(;Hcywood 867 (303), G. 
“Parker 786 (306), J. 
•'Clihgwall 752 (350), B.
:;;'::'Stack.:;706.;.;(259),:'R.':Sc6t-(:;::





; / J uniof: V/ Mobey 606 (241); 
I? Bantam: T. Plcasahcc 456 
“ (170); Pce-wee: J, Maratos! 
■■“2254128),








m HEADY FOR 
WINJERWIW
Clown Unit
★Draw for Polaroid Ganiera 







(1 Roberts 527 (234); Junior;
I E, Lnscontb 'SOI (188);
■''/ [ Bahthm? ■■ Bewky■' 418
;[)“l"80);'^[’Pce-wcc;;i..N'l.'Barclay' 
247,(135).^'?.:-:.
9817 RESTHiiVEN SIDNEY I MW, Maw' mm rtm »•*•< mm mum !««•,«««. iwn mmtmm^mm mmm *
VliC "bowlci!. of lilt 
| m<>nlh’" are: Kcviri Roberts 
?[? Senior, Jimrny Peterson » 
ji"“ Junior/''-Aniia/TBudd'""'-"' 










^'f^ < '' •*
The University extension 
calendar of spring courses is 
now available. Pick one up 
at most libraries, recreation 
centres and bookstores. Or, 
at the University extension
office, second floor of the 
University Centre at UVic 
campus. Registration for 
extension courses begins 
Jan. 3. Phone 721-8451 for 
more information.
a-new®
By MURRAY SHARRATT 
Joe Milligan in his 10th season as coach of the 
Parkland senior boy’s basketball team is predicting 
this year’s rendition -— which included six returning 
players — to be the strongest team since 1980.
And it’s a good thing because come January the
r.mm Mevlew
Up until this year Parkland has always been a 
single A team, although they did declare themselves 
double Ain 1978, 79 and 80.
Back then the Panthers were a powerful team, 
miles above the level of competition in single A. In 
fact, the 1979 Panthers with the likes of Greg Wiltjer 
and Quinn Groenheyde in the line-up — now stars 
with the U-Vic Vikings —^ were probably the best 
high school team in the province.
But they fell short of proving that status with a 
disappointing loss to Richmond in the semi-finals of 
the B.G. championships.
This year the boy’s basketball coinmissibn under 
the governing body of the B.C. Federation of High 
School Athletic Association changed the format.
•P
Christmas concert
Parkland school stage program which includes 
band and choir will be Ghristmas carols, 
presenting a Christmas Youngsters will aslo give a 
concert starting 7:30 p.m. performance at Sidney 
Dec. 14 in the school’s elementary Dec. 15 at 10:15 
multipurpose room. Ed a.m.
Staples will be conducting a






The new .ruling states that all schools with more 
thari 160 boys in grades 11 and 12 must compete in
was
setat 200.
j Milligan feels the change was unnecessary and
...‘The leyel df competition in single Ahas impiroved
immensely in the last few years. I think they should 
have left things the way they were. ’ ’
Esquimau, who placed last in the Greater Victoria 
single A league a year ago, have decided against 
entering a team in double A this year, although they 
will play some exhibition games.
© - ■ ' f
1.
::::: SAirDATES / 
December 6 -10,1983
expects every one of them to be a real dog fight. :
“Mount Douglas are favored to win the league 
again this year, but they are not as good as they were 
last year and like every other team we feel we have a 
shot at first place,” Milligan said.
. ^‘Last year they (Mount Douglas) were so strong it 






CiiiFmMCMillDA'rBtEF: ^ ■■ REflDY-TOEfiT
BONE-IN....................................................................lo-
las-i
Two returning players — Kevin Ottewell and Steve 
Hodge' — were selected to the first allstar team last
CUT FROM C&HRBR ‘R’ BEEF EOHELESS
fSWlFT PREMIUM







Ottewell, a six-foot three-inch centre, was leading 
scorer in single A last year ~ averaging 23 points per 
game. Milligan says he’s got a lot of talentand looks 
like a good college prospect.
CUT FROM CftMRDft 'R’ ilEEF
A
n FOR TaSTS, 
PIES, ETC. .
Im'
• the University of Alberta^
; a&of di rig to tiis coach can Vshoot the eyefout of the 






‘He’ll play a keyj roll in the team’s:success,’^ 
Milligan; ‘‘He’s very quick and gets a lot of steals.’’
The ‘‘floor general^ is grade! 12 
McCulloch.
‘^He’s a real thinker, you have tq have guys like 
hint to produce a winner,” says Milligan.
The last spot on the stating line-up \vill probably 
j go to rookie Tom Johnson. He’s a six-foot one-inch 
forward who’s “growing like a weed." , !
“He’s an ace in the hole,” says Milligan.
‘‘Tom is a strong aggressive player who likes to get; 















I PINK GRAPEFRUIT CBUM« ; v:
KIWI FRUIT.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GLAZED CHERRIES RED. BROKEN ib
moshroomSmobefs
NUTS HOW AVAilABlE t
■■■■■■ ^C‘
ASSORTEDSOUP CO-OP 24'i ;; . . . . ;
tflAlLI IT IT C Iff Cl I C C INOIVIDUAUV VYHAPPIO ,
m ;c,.
HEAVY DUTY 
. CO-OP 7.DIII , , . . , , .
't'ti Ai;




,, , I'l ji^
SWEETENID
eoopiiHf*
CO-Or^PURE QUAKER R.T.S. RECULAR, VARIETY PACK, I CINNAMON A SPICE 31 *«[
' '■ ■ ' .R' p ' Sh, '
RICEiI CO-OP DOTl V ., .
1;36 litre QUIKCHOCOLATE NEirUtkf.
, J «
, CO-OP lOOStpuREiiitb;,;,
' ' vi,;;/', Vnii '
PINEAPPLE JUICE COOPUHiWEITtMEDHAWAIIAN V-Mlltri; ^ .i I '"ij
CiAPEJUIGESSr'y,
IBIE AINI^ FRENCHnUECRIEN OR WAX aft'" "'0^ I**'"!-';
BAKERS SEMI-SWEET
CO OprAMCV JOB ml ;, I
.CREEH GIANT 




‘ARJiy tRIAM/KlRNEL" .' 
ill W H OREtNOIANT FANCY S0«»V J4I ml -..
CHOICETOMATOES 
SMALLSHRIMP 
WHOLE BABY CLAMS 
SM0KEi)CY5TERS».,.F«.
I ......., 1? " ;■ w-ti'
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TOOtHPASTEsttef''*:. t'i " ’f’S#,:
MOUTHWASH SCOPE BOOml ;3,«#|.,Vv,
r-;'
Phone 652.1188
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: ■ :By CRANIA LITWIN ; :,
People are sure to go wild over the 
wildflowers of Joan Ward-Harris.
In fact they already have.
Just released by Oxford 
University Press after haying been 
exquisitely printed in Hong Kong, 
her new book — More than Meets 
The Eye — is destined to be a local 
best-seller.
Already on book-stands across 
Canada, the U.S; and United 
Kingdom, it is a sell-out at many 
peninsula stores and dealers are 
“flabbergasted” by the rush to buy 
the.'' y'
Currently priced at $29.50 and 
subtitled The Life and Lore of 
Western Wildflowers, this delightful 
book is both written and illustrated 
by Ward-Harris.
All specime;ns included in the 
work are common to ttie four 
western provinces and each one
order they are also fine art, evoking 
wistful sun-splashed days spent 
wandering across blooming 
hillsides. The reader can almost 
smell the heady milkweed perfume 
or catch the floating seeds drifting 
out of the dandelion blowball.
As Lansdowne comments, “Her 
sensitive and beautiful illustrations 
show Mrs. Ward-Harris to be a 
botanical artist in the best 
tradition, one who has depicted her 
subjects with skill and evident love.
“In exquisitely detailed paintings 
and with encyclopedic knowledge, 
Joan Ward-Harris reveals her 
instinctive sympathy for and 
understanding of the plants, and 
flowers of her western home.
While Ward-Harris has been 
drawing and painting since the age 
of six it wasn’t until 12 years ago 
that she turned professional and 
held her first show. ^
Some 2,000 people visited 
Christmas- Fair Saturday a/ 
Sanscha. It was Peninsula 
Community A ssociation's 
fourth fair and probably best 
ever, says PCA executive 
director Gerry Edwards. Mar­
jorie Denroche and Margaret 
Ted lie were active organizers 
for the popular event. Sidncyf 
Lions sold food from mobile 
kitchen and STAG 
youngsters, including Senna 
Woods, top left, and Shawn 
Sheppard, below, helped out. 
Top right, Howie Nor quay 
fand Ken Pleasance serve 
hungry customers front Lions 
Lunchbox, below, ladies aux­
iliary to Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital tend fp custpiners, 
nextT overall shot of hall, and 
bottom, M Sealey with 
Paula McAllister receive 












happens to occur in B.C,, and areas 
especially hospitable to a; rich 
variety of Bora;
: The book is;; unique in that no 
artist or writer has previously 
attempted such a compilation with 
wildflowers.
; object ws 
to t he pnblic tjiat is I 
more than just a scientific 
identification manual.”
And achieved it she has.
The book is replete with myth and 
legend^ anecdotes, history and many 
fascinating digressions.
;■;' ■■"There: dre;;;; ■ gardening :,;;,Uiings,-.'::::;: 
directions on where toddok for rare 
blooms! how to transplant^ obtain 
seeds and take cuttings;
As; Internationally famous bird 
painter Fenwick Lansdowne writes 
in the foreword to the book: |To 
the person just newly come to the 
study of wiidnowefs, the writer's 
wise and lively information on the; 
enjoyment and protection of plants 
will be welcome and ynluablc^ while 
her emphasis bn the use of correct 
names and the understanding of 
litem should please the professional 
; botanist!
those less scientifically 
minded there is a comprehensive 
glossary: and the book^^^i^^^^^ 
catalogued in order of color for easy 
rcfcnce.
'; flowersare :''"|mintcd'';'::With' '^such;.
„:'realisrnit is^ds;; itthey■■:'wcre.;■,■ just 
tossed upon the pages of the book,
■ ■fty.While;, they':'are; tn»nu icly ;accu rate; 
botonic illustrations of the highest
Since then she has held annual , 
shows and published a book of 
animal paintings called 
ComfortS,^=y-i--y-:- r-yy';.:- -y,
: The last two . years have been 
'devoteb to an :c>;Haustiye effort in 
researching the; current; book and 
painting up to 10 hours a day during; 
the blooming season.
: Wurd Harris does not work itt the 
field herself because Of a spinal 
injury but tltat doesn't stop her 
from creating entrancing paintings 
‘ from the tiaost pristine specimens 
possible.
nveryihing from honey,suckle and 
glacier lily to Indian pipe and
studiol —
;wildflower gardeners and contacts 
she has in universities and clubs, ;
Live flowers, often still rooted, 
are flown or driven to her while ■ 
packed in icc; In .some case,s she has 
; J'Savcd ■i';,tltC',|secd|:and ;;';;succcssully,;'i;;;;'', 
introduced the species nt her 





She's been asked to do a book on
‘'''''';tmrMrroonts'''"'nhd'''''a ■'‘''';provl'n'C'ln!'; '■"
botanist is begging for a volume bn 
grasses,
■‘■■'■•■''’■'■“Biit'j'b'lovblrV do''mnssfs 'next!'’-- 
she says.
This would bo her most ambitious 
|:,:'projeci:yet,::dicpys;,;SinceJJie;Wprk';.;'r 
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© Parkland show 
features popular 
Grassroots Theatre
By Geoff Armstrong and Robb Gibbs 
^ If the only reason you go the the Grassroots 
Theatre Company’s production of Grease is for the 
' music, it will be an evening well spent. Sharing the 
^ are three of the top
instructors in the field: Joan Callihoe, Chris 
rDonison, dead Ed Staples.
Vocal coach Joan Callihoe began her professional 
career as a performer, most notably with the 
Edmonton Opera. After moving through various 
performing, she began teaching, working 
people suffering from vocal
difficulties.''
“I enjoyed taking music students that others may 
have turned down. I’ve watched music expand their 
lives and''scope.”',"','
Joan’s involvement with Grassroots began with 
last year’s production of Z)ames v4t Sea. She finds 
working with Grassroots a unique experience.
; have a very refreshing attitutde.
I’ve found them to be extremely enthusiastic and 
J cooperative, and they accepted me into the company,
even though I was an outsider.”
She describes Grease as a wonderful show; and is 
impressed with the way students respond to the 
music, which she notes is not from their time but 
their parents era.
Chris Donison, musical instructor of Grease, 
echoes her sentiments, and describes the music as a 
vehicle for the characters to come to life. ^
Chris'has recently returned from his fourth year 
s with the Shaw Festival in Ontario. He first became
i involved with Grassroots during its production of
Godspell several years ago.
Kerry Farquharson, 
Rachel Flicker and 
Andrea Le Prairie 
in two bedroom sce­
nes from Grease, 
above, while left, 
"'grease monkeys" 
Jack Horne, Steve 
Starling, Gordie 
Wright and Steve 
Johnson in nuniber ~ 
from popular, musi­














, applicable toward t)iir 
SER\dCE
He says he never thought of himself as an 
educator, but his involvement with the Grassroots 
program changed his outlook on working with young 
people.
‘I-how notice the positi’^® aspects of their abilities; 
‘I always considered thyself-a bit;o Scrooge - I 
wanted to work with professionals. But the
'*1
tVi
cent. Anyone who goes to Grease will see .something 
quite extraordinary.”
Chris is director and pianist of the six-piece band 
used in the musical. Other members are Eric Knight, 
acoustic guitar, flute, saxophone and clarinet, Ross 
Bofi'e/j, bass arid flod Geddej, electric guitar, In 
addition to these professional musicians are two 
talented Parkland grads - Don Clarke on drums, and 
Gerry Cooke on saxophone.
The third musical instructor, Ed Staples, is band 
and choir teacher at Parkland. He’s been involved 
with the lheatre corripany since he .started tcachiiig at / 
the school last year. His prirpary role in Grease is to 
prepare the chorus and work, in co-ordination with 









blossomed. Aside from watching a superb 
production take shape, he is especially pleased with 
the way in which his team of professional theatre 
teachers Isfgiying the students an tixperiencb that 
would be difficult to match except perhaps, at the 
uitivcr.slty level.
Performance dates arc Dec. 8,9, 10, 15,16 and 17. 
Reserve tickets are oii Sdlc now; arid niqy be obtained 
by phoning the school at 656-.5507.
tADIESi/VEAR
Dear Santa,





Don't forget Santa, 
'sr-Spooners'';-^^^
foJ
TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU I









with “Free’s storage 'til spring!
inw
2070 KEATING X ROAD
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I
The 14th annual Empress Hotel Christmas Craft Fair, 10 
a.m.-9 p.m. Dec. 5-7, features wide variety of juried 
handcrafts by 90 professional Island Craft-people. 
Continous live musical entertainment. New location this 
year in the spacious, elegant Empress Ballroom on the 
main floor of the hotel. For more information call Bente 
Rehm at 658-8333 or 658-8825. 3-49
Local holly is available in half-pound bags at the Candy 
Man in Sidney from Dec. 1 and at the annual holly sale, 
Beacon Plaza, Dec. 17. All proceeds to the Canadian
Cancer Society. 3-50
.'1(1 * «
Central Saanich Senior Citizens are holding cash Bingos 
every Wednesday in their centre next to the Brentwood 
library. Doors open at 1 p.m., bingo at 2 p.m. Bonanza. 
TEN
Vancouver Island premiere showing of “The Animals 
Film’’ will be held 7 p.m. Dec. 8 and 2 p.m. Dec. 11 at the 
University of Victoria’s SUB theatre. The film, directed by 
Victor Schonfield and narrated by Julie Christie, 
investigates the human exploitation of non-human animals 
— it’s not about them —- it’s about us. Admission charge. 
For more information call 727-2774 or 477-9480. 2-49
* ^ *
Sidney Personal Care Home Christmas bazaar and tea 
will be held Dec. 8, 10 a.m.-3 p.m. at 9888 - 5th St. 
Entertainment by Sidney’s prospective Chapter of Sweet 
Adelines Pacific Winds. 1-49
.................... ,
By Wendy Laing
Slumped for lhat special present? Give the best gift of all 
for Christmas: the gift of health. There’s no need to travel 
too far from home, just enjoy a brisk walk or fresh bike 
ride to Panorama Leisure Centre.
Give this winter flair by starting a fitness program for a 
family member, a friend, or yourself. Recreation is 
popular this year so “go with the flow!’’ By this time you 
have received Panorama’s winter brochure. If not, drop by 
the centre soon to pick up a copy.
This session. Peninsula Recreation’s brochure has many 
special features. If you are looking for interesting reading 
material, study the multi-coloured pages of the winter 
programs for 1984.
Registration is 9 a.m. Dec. 10 and will continue until the 
beginning of each program. This year, patrons from the 
centre’s fitness classes have volunteered their services
during the hectic day. Panorama salutes these people and 
all other recreation helpers.
When browsing through the new brochure, please fill 
out the “Notes for Registering’’ on the back page. This 
effort will make your processing much faster on Saturday. 
Keep on the look-out for an “1 play at Panorama’’ button 
this season, and wear it with pride.
In addition to the regular program information in the
aiviui. aqiialios, community recreation and leisure arts 
areas, llie brochure also includes the winter public pool 
and rink drop-in schedule. A list of dates to remember are 
also on this centerfold page.
Several new programs are featured in the booklet, as 
well as a “special events’’ section for liquid and frozen 
water enthusiasts. Christmas and spring school-break 
schedules, fitness class information and other exciting 
goodies are all a part of the 1984 winter brochure.
One final word from the Leisure Arts department. 
Programmer Marie Laturnus, is excited to announce the 
arrival of Christmas craft workshops. Check out the 
details for yourself by viewing the display cabinet in the 
multi-purpose area at Panorama.
Phone Marie at 656-7271, for the workshop information 
and we will see your rosy cheeks and Rudolph noses on 
Saturday!
by Janet and A lien A hi bergEach Peach Pear Plum,
(Collins $2.95)
This is one of my greatest favo'irites for young readers, 
say from two years old up. The text is an old rhyme: Each, 
Peach, Pear, Plum, I spy Tom Thomb; Tom Thumb in the 
cupboard, I spy Mother Hubbard; Mother Hubbard in the 
cellar, I spy Cinderella ... . and so it goes on, combining
Norfolk House School Christmas fair and tea will be jp ^ game of hide-and-seek for the child looking at the 
held Dec. 9, at 2:30 p.m. Home baking; preserves, 
chutneys, candy, jams, tree decoration, and gifts. 1-49 In each picture the “I spy’’ character is slightly hidden, 
. . . so the reader has the fun of finding them, and the book
Christmas Tea, sponsored by the special education class vvould be well worth having if only for the gloriously bright 
at Belmont high, 3067 Jacklin Rd., Langford, Room 134, detailed illustrations. This is one of those special 
Dec. 9, 12-3 p.m. Admission price includes tea and 
goodies. Christmas crafts will also be on sale. 1-49
books that grows with the child and will be remembered 
fondly by the adult.
JACOB HA VE I LOVED By Katherine Paterson (Avon 
$2.25) for age 12 and up. ,
From the start Caroline, the golden-haired, golden­
voiced younger twin, had grabbed the lion’s share of 
everything; or so it seemed to Louise. Sickly as a baby 
Caroline had been pampered and fussed over while the 
first-born, Louise, had “never given them a moments 
worry”. ,, , ^ . .
Now, at 13, Louise begins to see how Caroline has stolen 
her birth-right, robbed her of her mother, her friends, her 
hopes and dreams. Goaded beyond endurance by her evil- 
minded grandmother, Louise begins to hate her young 
sister.;'
Jacob has won the Newberry Award as well as plaudits 
from the A.L. A. and the School Library Journal. The New 
York Times called it a novel of “special brilliance”, and I 
can only add my recommendation to theirs, and say this 
was a deeply satisfying book.
Paterson has won many awards for her writing; 
to Terabithia, The Great Gilly Hopkins and The Master 
Puppeteer all richly deserved their awards, but 1 do believe 
Jacob is the one I would award my prize to, had I one to 
offer.,




Jack & Elsie MacAulay
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1984 CALENDAR NOW AVAILABLE
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ALL FANCY SAUSAGE MADE 
ON THE PREMISES
Island ¥i@w freezer Ltd.
Weight loss due to - : 
cutting and boning wilt. 
inciease the price per pound/kg
7005 East Saanich Rd. 652-2411
8-5 Mon.-Thurs. 8-6 Fri. J
Rose Manor, 857 Rupert St., Victoria, plans a Ghristmas 
bazaar, 2-4 p.m. Dec. 7, tea home baking and raffles. 1-49
Sidney Pentecostal Church, Dec. 10, 8 a.m., Men’s 
Christmas breakfast, lovver auditorium, speaker - Rueben 
Schmunk from Surrey, 656-56()4.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 1-49
St.
bake sale 10 a.m. - noon Dec. 10 in Margafet Vaughan- 
Birth Hall, 4th St., Sidney. ; I 49
-iv'r vr/ ^'r*;: J(</:'.iK,/
ByErnieEdwards the Lower Island Council, and is retiring but will still 
On Dec. 1 the Sidney B COAPO conducting be with us as a (director, 
branch 25 of the Old Age elections. Those elected to Ann Braithwaite; Ethel 
Pensioners Organization office were Ernie Edwards, Ghalwin^^^^^^^^ 
held it’s annual meeting at 1st vice-president for a two- Sumplon did the usual fine 
the Senior Citizens Centre year term; Ethel Ghalwin, job on the sales tables with 
The gift of life: This Christmas give the “Gift of Life”, at 10030 Resthaven Drive, secretary; directors for two a report by Edith that there 
Sidney’s Red Cross blood donor clinic will be held Dec. 7 With; the? singing of? “O years include Grace Clark; is; now $185 in the;“Timrny 
^ from 2 p.m. to 8 p.m. at Sanscha Hall. Sidney residents Canada”, accompanied by Gladys McDicken, Glen Television
have an excellent contribution record. The last clinic held May Cornell at the piano Cusdon and Mona Winner of the door prize 
in Aug. 1983 at Sanscha Hall had an attendance of 288 the meeting commenced Barsness. Also elected to a — a $10 script to Pon Shop 
donors and resulted in 260 pints of blood collected. with branch president Alex one year term as a director 2 in Brentwood — was won
With the onset of blood fractionation, each donation Clark welcoming some 45 was Georgie Fredenburgh. by Ada Dunbar. I
may help four or.five patients. This means Sidney residents members and guests. Clark Retiring officers were Edith Smith and Ernie 
^ possibly.gave the Gift of Life to 1040 or 1300 people. This gave his annual report on given a vote of thanks for Edwards will visit shut-in
\ Christmas please be equally----------------- -•. ----------- - -------^------1. —u.........
' appreciated.
!y as generous, it will be greatly the activities of the their good work. Clark and members with fruit, candies \
2-49 organization including the the new officers were made and other Christmas ^
; * increase in membership welcome in their new goodies this year.
; All coming events items must be submitted before 5 p.m. which is very gratifying. positions. A hearty round A Lower Island 
I Friday to be published in the next issue of The Review^. All Election of officers was of applause was given to BCOAPO picnic hosted by
I items may run for a maximum of two insertions. Non- next with ..Dave Lomax, Gladys McDicken who was branch 25 will be held at
i profit organizations only please. For more information regional representative of secretary for seven years Goldsteam park July, 1984.
; please;pho'ne'656-1151
MR-BUSINESSIViAN:
If your Business Phone NumbDr is new or has been recently changed^: p!ease,cali us; 
and we’ll run it free of charge for a period of three months. This service limited to the: 
Review’s Trading area. \ . t,.
Company Name Phone Nuniber
104) Ames Repairs and Rentals.................................................... 652-2512
i07)B.H.R. Brothers Ltd..............................................................656-8911
I!)i)Carol's Beauty Salon ' t <—•><“ 6525<ls
\V (07)ExcaSih6r Glass *■ -.v.-■.»'........ • < -
^ iwGilldeiiShoalBakery ' . ) ..
, ,«Hal'sCiinipdte,E»es 65^ 215
I (t,o)lrm.a Industries..................  ......... -.................................
(goMcTaggart, Dr. Sue................. ....................................... cS’nnlJ
. (,3)MichaelFeeConstructionLtd.............. . .................................
(OMPeninsulaOldaNewShopll.............................................656r6282
(07)Protect-0rr Alarm Services .................... 056-9822^
(M) Sidney Feed & Garden Supplies ....................................... 656-9444
Video Scan..................
Please let us have some 









government^^ h^ been that are truly public fruit? industry: He told
performing functions not responsibilities and shoulid delegates Minister^? of ^ ??^ ?^ >
appropriate to the?public^^?b^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Agriculture and Food, The BCFA supports the 
sector, said B.G. Federation He also recommended? Harvey Schroeder, has government’s commitment
of Agriculture president exploration of ways to turn ? redssured the federation to streamline and decrease
George Aylard in a recent over some services to the that the Fll progrm is not in its regulatory role. Aylard
address to delegates?and private sector and farmers :?jeopardy and the points to the agricultural
guests at the BCFA’s Themselves,
IVIeet author
■S’ri.
annual convention in “The BCFA’s proposal committed to it in principle.
Kelowna?^^^^ to establish a research and
i B.G:’s agricultural industry dcvelopmeht corporation is 
( “accepts The need to reduce pne example of how our 
j the size of government and industry ? can ; assume 
’ the extent of its influence responsibilities which; until ' 
over the private sector, As a 'nowjifltave been performed 
result farmers cannot by government," Aylard 
expect programs and commented, 
i services for agriculture to Aylard spoke of two
; remain untouched." priorities the government
Aylard recommended must retain despite restraint 
: existing government and down-sizing: the Farm 
programs and services be Income Insurance program
Ay lard ad ded, ‘ ‘ Wh en we 
rate government priorities 
for agriculture, supporting 
the? tree fruit industry
application? of workers’ 
cornpensation hcalth and 
safety regulations as an 
example of how agriculture 
is leading the way? ? ? ?
rotor
autographing
Debrett’s Illustrated Guicie to the Canadiarv 
Establishment, h.c. $45.00
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By Marjorie Denroche 
Great fun was had by all 
at the Christmas Fair held 
last Saturday. A hearty 
thank you from all of us at 
PCA for the co-operation 
and support given by the 
whole community. If you 
did have the misfortune to 
miss it, then mark Dec 1,
1984, and make a point of 
coming next time — you 
won’t regret it!
Sidney Lions and 
Kiwanis are also grateful 
for the great boost given 
towards toys and food for 
Christmas hampers for the 
.■wedy..V:;,:
There is tremendous 
activity amongst all those 
involved in “The Spirit of 
Christmas” a blanket name 
for the many aspects of a 
caring community- 
hampers, toys, Peninsula 
Old and New vouchers, 
invitations to join family 
dinners, etc.
One lovely Christmas 
thought - local brownies 
and guides wish to provide 
six small Christmas trees to 
elderly folk who can’t get 
oiit to choose one. The girls 
will also decorate the trees 
with items crafted by 
themselves, and then will 
sing a few carols to 
coriiplete the picture, What 
a wonderful thought! If you 
would like to be a recipient, 
why not call Joyce at 656- 
0028. The youngsters are . 
really looking forward to 
sharing ‘‘The Spirit of 
.Christmas”.
Thanks to the Kiwanis 
Club there v/ill be a toy 
shop once again, where 
parents can choose several 
toys for each of their 
: children. There is a real 
benefit for both parents and 
children when toys are 
given In this manner.- 
There’s many a girl who 
want only a truck, and 
many a boy who wants a 
teddy bear!
Parents know and it 
gladdens their hearts to be 
able to give what the child 
really wants. One recalls the 
father who came last year 
and requested only one 
picture book for his little 
one, but he knew the joy 
this would bring and he 
wanted nothing else.
The Lions have their 
food depot in the ex-Radio 
Shack shop on Beacon Ave. 
this year and the activity! 
will be frantic there come 
Dec. 16 as they divide up 
the donated foodstuffs into 
of hampers. If 
you haven’t addeid a little 
food (non-perishable) to the 
Christmas pot, vyhy not do 
so today? Things can be left 
at either the Review office 
or at PCA.
The Peninsula Old and 
'.'"New 'Simps, afcalsq actively ‘ 
involved by providing 
vouchers redeemable for 
goods only at cither .shop. 
These vouchers will enable 
families to choose cither 
clothing or items suitable 
for Christmas giving. 
Again, It’s nice to have the 
choice.
There arc many 
wonderful happenings to 
gladden and warm our 
Christmas spirits. More 
next time!
SoineTlO parents arid friends gathered at ^ir Cadet Mali No^ annual
—: ^fixf A."fk ^’flyhawk ir Cadet Scfuadron. It was
r -ri Majl PriPerry has beeaC^
______ _______ ___________ \as been wifri the sqri
capacity since 1974. New C.O. is Lt. Col. R. Johnston who started his 
military career as air cadet with 89 Squadron, Victoria, and has been 
associated with military and cadets for past 35 years. Prior to change of com­
mand, Perry awarded promotions to seven cadets. Marksmanship awards
and two scholarships were presented; Refreshments were served by. the sppn-- 
soring committee and a special ^^thank you" goes to Bradfields Bakery for 
beautifully decorated cake.
iNEEiiNlLECTRlGlftNl
To replace a faulty switch; add another wall plug, con- :v 
nect an appliance or add another light in one of the 
rooms' or basement.
■ Qualified Journeyman Electrician; Licensed and living 
• ;in your area can provide an efficient-service.
No Job Too Small






to visit S each
WHILE QUANTITIES LAST
This Christmnii Victoria 
Jaycces celebrate the 21 lit 
annl'lrcrsary of tlieir Santa 
Ship, which brings the spirit 
Of Christmas to children in 
:'idie:''',OuU'7;and'!'San!Tuani 
-Tslands:as'■,l-.7.;;mcmbcrs ..■:' ■ 
distribute toys, fruit and 
;;:candics!;..to:!0;qme:;:,l,0()0,;:; 
■i'.’'^ouhgstersL:;Thl!i;;ycar The'.;. 
ship arrives in Sidney 
between 5 and ;5;30 p,m, 
Dec. 9 and Jaijcces : Invite 
residents tO Owafeh: or greet 
!ihe"slup,’! as'ii'ctltbt utioij of;. 
; the spirit of the season,
The project, is financed 
through the ; sale of Grey; 
Cup lottery tickets and by ; 





I , I.... • ■ •.. > • t •
, 2S lb, 11 kg • >, •»• < • > • • < t *' *
WASHINGTON
SO III./22.78 kj! . .





Corner I’a't Bair Highway ft.lcffltuIVlfw.lTeatl:::,,,:::.
':.':.'openoAily'.';'.:
8 A.WI,‘6;30ll».M* 
7 0AY9 A WEEK
Wednc.sdiy. Hcci’iiilx'i' /, PJH3
We deliver all
VISA
Items on Sale 
until Dec. 14/83 
or while quantities last
STORE HOURS 
9 AM - 9 PM MONDAY TO FRIDAY 
9 AM- 6 PM SATURDAY 
CLOSED SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS^
Iti Beautiful Eresntwood Bay
■ ■■









With less than two weeks of school before the Christmas 
break, the school is a flurry of activity as many people rush 
to meet many deadlines.
The Students’ council has been working hard to make 
the Christmas dance on Dec. 12 something special. 
Complete with canned music, a smorgasborg catered by 
King Arthur’s Catering, and a visit by Santa, students can 
expect one of the best dances ever.
The songs of the ’50s echo through the halls as the 
members of.Grassroots Theatre Company rehearse for 
their upcorriing musical Grease. The cast is made up of a 
diverse group of students: dancers, drama students, 
volleyball and baskeball players, and an unlikely number 
of rugby players. There have been an incredible number of 
rehearsal hours put into this show, so please support the 
effort of this theatre company.
Sports Scene:
The basketball season started Nov. 22 for the senior 
boys team. Since then they have compiled an impressive 4- 
win, 1-loss record from their exhibition games. They are 
off to the Victoria Police tourney Dec. 8, 9, 10 and their 
first road trip is to Duncan Dec. 13. Good Luck Panthers!
All teams hosted the Gulf Islands Nov. 29 with some 
great play by Parkland. Both the senior and junior boys’ 
teams won their matches, and the girls’ teams put in super 
effort.;/O'
Our own Parkland dancers entertained the teachers of 
Stelly’s, Claremont, and Parkland at Stelly’s on Nov. 25 
■ during a staff workshop. They performed the same dances 
as the ones from the fall fair in October; Teachers were 
very impressed by the Cat’s talent. Thanks to them all for 
giving up their day off from school to perform.
; The C.R. 12 class enjoyed a three-day trip to Strathcona 
Nov. 23, 24, 25. They had a great time building snow 
shelters, hiking, canoeing, and practising survival skills 
they are so familiar with. Thanks to Ken Angus and Ray 
Spencer for the unique experience.
Rap-Up: Parkland Panthers are talking about . . . 
Tacky Tourist Day . . ; scholarship meetings . . . and the 
15 more shopping days until Christmas!
By Angela Isaac
Christmas is coming. The 
goose is getting fat . . . and 
Claremont students are 
preparing for their long 
awaited holiday. Amongst 
activities being planned are 
sking, sleeping, and going 
over to the mainland. Ski­
ing is always a popular 
activity and at least half the 
students plan to ski down 
some of B.C.’s mountains.
Many students are 
spending at least one day 
off the island. Although 
most are only travelling to 
Vancouver for the day to go 
shopping others are 
planning a trip to Banff and 
Jasper.
More domestic activities 
include reading, sleeping, 
learning how to drive, 
shopping and working. The 
remaining, undecided 
students figure that they 
will take the holiday one 
day at a time.
M ore recently, 
Claremont held a ‘‘Hat, Tie 
and Glasses” day. Students 
and staff joined in the 
amusement and snickers 
were heard throughout the 
day. Alex Markham was 
particularly creative. On 
top of his hat sat a 
Christmas tree, complete 
with presents. Another 
student. Brad Smith was 
seen wearing a flying saucer 
on his head. Other 




lampshades and detective 
style ones.
Mr. Osborne wore a 
“Sherlock” hat, opera 
glasses and sported a bow 
tie! Mr. Giles on the other 
hand appeared to be 
wearing his wife’s hat and 
our principal Mr. 
MacKinnon, was caught 
with a top hat adorning his 
head. The day was a huge 
success, and congratula­
tions to all who showed 
their Spartan spirit.
Now' back to Christmas. 
Candy grams, a Christmas 
tradition at Claremont, are 
being distributed in the two 
weeks preceeding Dec. 16. 
The annual event is being 
organized by the Students’ 
Council and fundraiser 
John Gresham. During 
coming lunch hours many 
students will be writing 
notes on green and pink 
paper and folding it in half. 
Then after paying a very 
small fee, the name of the 
receiver will be written bn 
the outside of the paper, 
which is then tied to a candy 
cane.
The following day during 
homeroom “Santa’s 
helpers” will deliver the
notes. Everything is done in 
good fun and even teachers 
have been known to get in 
on the act.
Other Christmas events 
include the Christmas 
hampers. For this event a 
box is placed in each 
homeroom and a prize is 
given to tlie homeroom w'iih 
the most goods. The 
Christmas dance to be held 
Dec. 9 seems to be shaping
up w'cll. Students are 
reminded admi.ssion is free 
but invitations will cost $3.
The final school activity 
of 1983 will be Dec. 16, 
when the band will hold a 
Christmas concert of carols 
and a sing-a-long.
•Despite the near 
freezing w'eaiher Nov. 30, 
the junior boys’ rugby team 
played an action-filled 
game on home turf. The 
opposing Stelly’s team lost 
and Claremont is now 
placed first in the Saanich 
division.
During the weekend of 
Nov. 25 and 26, our senior 
girls’ basketball team 
played in a tournament held 
in Courtney.
School reunion
Mount Doug graduates 
of 1974 plan a reunion June 
8 and 9 next year. For more
information call Carrie Loy 






TDue to dreurnstahees; which vve didn’t com 
7 last week’s Buzz didn’t make it to the presses on time. But, I 
have nib fear ! We will not desert yoii two weeks in a rovy.jlh ®
Prices Effective Dec. 7 -10,1983
Il 5A.W.vSMMlCH: RD. EREHTWOOD: BM:
L; fact, having missed last week!s edition, there is even more 
|i to tell you! ’ ■ -
[ On Nov 24, Stelly’s held an airband contest. We were | 
1 graced with the professional services of Dave Murphy as :l 
I emcee and Westwood Ent. provided lights and music: The ■
' nine groups that entered the competition were judged by
BESTFOODS
I Central Saanich volunteer firemen who kindly donated 
i their tirhe to this cause.
: First place went to Ross Isherwood, Daryl Gray, Mark sW
I Snobelen, Tom Jsherwood, and Sean O’Brien who dressed 
h as The Jackson Five and sang “BiWy Jcan" . Toni Rossner,
V Dale; Bennettv JefX Tomlinson/ and Tim Boiten took 
1 second place with “Don’t Change” and a close third went ;
^ io/dim Townley, Dick: Guenther, Tomm Rossner, Tim 
\ Bolten and Matthew Barney doing “Talking in Your: 
j Sleep” ; All participants received a free lunch.
;rv':'OnTlie,.sportsscene:': 7';
•Stclly’s swim team went to the Island finals Nov. 4 with 


















pkg. ; . :
Duncan Hines
backstroke arid freestyle, Sean Oldfield receiving a third in.': FFil^S
freestyle, winning a second in the backstroke, m MB Y
Steve Holland, Mike Winkel, Paul Harvey and Martin K®l W 
IF/z/ke/ placing second'in the boys’ freestyle relay, arid 
Brenda McGuire, Vd! Salter, Daphne Van der Boom, and 
Debbie McGuire rccemng a first in the girls’ medley.
Then at the B.C, Championships on Nov. 25 and 26,
Brenda McGuire iook a gold in the butterfly, a bronze Blue Ribbon
medal in freestyle, and a fourth in backstroke. All swim.:. Ki fi* A ' 




























I . •Junior boys’ rugby also put Stclly’s on the map by 
I [ imiking it to Hhc sent M'lor a victory against
j 1 Claremont ztheyrplaycd in the finals-yNov: 23. Though K 
deleated; Sicllylkis proud ofthe tcariv for r^







Neilson's; as they did.
•Senior girls’ volleyball played at an invitational M 
yk touniarnOnt No’i^r 23. Following the winning trend tl^ iATir
I'! taken oyer Stclly’s Ititely, they clkFcxtremcly^^w ihriffl 111
second; overall.
,, •The start of Stelly’s new policy of rewarding the |9 ®.........
1; hoiiour'rbll stttdcnts with bur principle Mfl
||:;L;r,Garraway and Mrs,;^M the grade 10 lio^ttri ^ ;
roll students bn a buriiiy lour of UBC. Keep up the: good 
work every bnci: It riotbiily pays b the long nin but iF 'l^ 
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I bKSlclly’sTliouglil For The Week:
: Have you ever slopped to think about the importance of
I conskierntion? Probably nbtblt’s not one of those things 
i that pops into your mind in iliu normal course of events,
■ But when you dp stop to tliipk about it, you realize that 
society cannot function without it.
^ The ;4andom Flousc Dietionary defines consideration as „„
I ’‘the act of showing kindly avyarencss^ o^ 
j, ' iinotIter's feelings; to be coneerned.’’ Thai covers £ilotjpf __
things, too many: to cover in tlicsc few lines,; So my; IQ: BOOK 
cliallenge to you is lb stop and consider for a yfliilc the iHui pkg.,,,,,
NABISCO
SHREDDIES
: it means heft’ire you yell, liiink aikiut how riulch it will 
hurt the person’s feelings before you turn up the stereo, ■
:;triusickaridonandoiC
Think of liow what vou sav and do vvill affcct bther' 
!;:pebple l)cfoi‘e yoii say or do iti Ybri’ll find ihe niprc y<^u 
' think about it, tlic easier it beebmes to be consideratt;, and 
the more you appreciate mlicrs’ considertion toward you 






Bouricc fioi!, or Unscentcri :
FABRIC
SOFTENER
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Isn’t it wonderful to have an end to all that rain, even if 
it is suddenly very cold, and “the north wind doth blow”.
If you haven’t been feeding the'birds, now would be a 
good time to start. Some of them are so small it wouldn’t 
take very much more cold, plus lack of food, for them to 
lose all their body heat and perish, the lambs.
mid-September so the birds know 
where to come for a: meal long before it begins to get cold. 
Now during one day we must feed more than 100 birds, but 
as you well know it is 
so there may be many more than that .
Perhaps if you have a piece of fish netting (usually used 
to cover the strawberries) you could throw that over a part 
of the holly tree, and not worry about the birds eating the 
uncovered berries.
I haven’t mentioned the starlings . . . 1 think they are 
UNmentionable! They nearly drive us crazy. They are such 
pigs, eating everything in sight, driving the small birds off 
with their .squabbling, and leaving behind such a mess of 
“you-know-what” you need to get out the ho,se to clean up 
after them.
I must shoo them away a dozen times a day, tiut have 
learned not to throw rocks at them. Last week I picked up 
a Stone, and without thinking threw it high in the air over 
the fence. I missed the starlings (of course!) but nearly 
beaned our nice neighbour who had been quietly squatting 
down examining some sprouting bulbs. Makes for poor 
public relations, and is very embarrassing.
Our bird feeders are so close to the windows the crows 
haven’t yet dared to sneak in for a quick dinner. In my 
opinion if they are hungry they can always go down to the 
beach and eat clams, mussels and dead crabs, and leave 
these “teeny wees” to forage in peace.
I’m sure I’ve told you this before, but just in case you 
missed it, and would like to feed the birds, maybe you 
would let me repeat.Your meat department always has 
pices of hard fat, either free or selling for a very modest 
price. Himself puts pieces about four inches in diameter 
inside mesh bags, and hangs the bags up with fish gut. He 
also nails pieces of fat to posts where the woodpeckers will 
: find them.'
We buy the round soup bones (I think they must be leg 
bones) about an inch in diameter, and Himself strings them 
up, one about three inches above the other, by threading
Sunset Riding Club 
ended another successful 
year with a banquet held 
Nov. 18 at the Legion hall 
on Mills Rd. when members 
were treated to a turkey 
dinner served by the Legion 
Ladies and a dance 
following award
presentations.
Door prizes were donated 
by Hannigan’s Burgers, 
Panorama Leisure Centre, 
and CKDA radio station, 
and many thanks to Camille 
Martin for' arranging a 
pleasant evening.
The following awards 
were presented:
Hi-Point Western 
Pony:Waiton’s Shadrack - 
Sabrina Temblett; runner- 
up: Alegria’s Eachen - 
Vikki Coppinger.
Hi-Point Western Horse: 




Megan Soellner; runner-up: 
Liz Peirce.
English Equitation B: 
Denise Tidman; runner-up: 
Ian Soellner.
English Equitation C: 
Carell McCabe; runner-up: 
(tie) Jennifer Shaw and 
Leona Platt.
English Equitation D: 
Kathy Harrison; runner-up: 
(tie) Gail Jewsbury and 
Darlene Watson.
Open Jump: Karl’s 
Shadowfax - Liz Peirce; 
runner-up: Christopher 
Robin - Denise Tidman.
Green Jumper: P.H. 
Crystal Fire - Megan
Soellner; runner-up: Pixie’s 
Gold - Karen Coombs.
Jumper A: Karl’s
Shaeowfax - Liz Peirce; 
runner-up: Be My Valentine 
- Janet Agombar.
Jumper B. (tie for first) 
Mara - Beth Doman and 
Waiton’s Shadrack 
Sabrina Temblett.
Jumper C: (tie for first) 
Demelza - Jody Temblett 
and Bear Berry Hill 
Larkspur - Carell McCabe.
Luella Goddard 
Showmanship: Anne
Grebe; runner-up: Laura 
Meyers.
Hi Pont Competitive
Trail Horse: Sugar-Dorothy 
Jordan; runner-up: Eveda 
Taffaur - Scott Bakewell.
Playday Participation: 
Denise Tidman.
Overall English, and 
Western Hi Point 
Combination of Horse and 
Rider: winner: P.H. Crystal 
Fire - Megan Soellner; 
runner-up: Beu Jule - Laura 
Meyers.
Wa 1 k er/Tomal i n 
Sportsmanship Trophy: 
Jack and Rhuna MacKay.
Coppinger Horse/Pony 
of Year: (tie) Wahna Toke 
and Victoria Rose.
' ■■
The bush-tits come in, in small clouds, never staying , t i-. u
more than a couple of minutes before moving on to fishgut through the, marrow and trying each bone as he Scamper s Image - ^orotn 
someone else’s garden. Then the chickadees arrive scolding goes along, finally suspending this string of bones like a Jordan; runper-up: Heniad 
one another, plus anyone else insight (even us if we dare get gruesome wind-chime from any convenient branch. (The Ap^x - Jody Crawtord.
■ chicadees and bush-tits will hang upside down to eat this J r. Western h’leasure.
yummy stuff). • Jule - Laura Meyers,
He also makes up a concoction of oatmeal, cornmeal, runner-up. P.H. Crystal
sunflower seeds, melted fat, breadcrumbs, and any nuts P're- Megan Soellner.
the cook feels she can spare. I part with /the nuts Western Equitation A: 
reluctantly, groaning that nuts are now so expensive, but Wendi Jordan; runner-up:
to
feed on the fat, and usually a few towhees come in silently 
' ,;to have a's'nackf/;'.,'-:/
The residertt finches (one male with three wives ... yes, 
three) feed on and off all day, and the house sparrows are 
around most of the time, always hungry. The robins are
nearby too, but they seem terribly reluctant^ preferring at
and
“his nibs” always manages to get some, and these he chops 
up, finally adding abit of peanut butter for flavour.
/ quite happy to sit watching the/ smaller bird eat our ; Thismessy stuff is spread out in a largish bird feeder,
K dffenn ^ and/attracts all the small'birds. We also have a bag of
If you read this morning’s paper you may have noticed “chick-scratch that we throw by the handtul under the 
an article about the robins eating holly berries much earlier shrubs for the seed-eateis. Yqur local feed store will have 
this year than usual, so maybe it would be a good idea to chick-scratch.
pick as much holly as you are going to need for Christmas__________________
decorating, and let the birds have the rest. If you plunge
the stems in a bucket of water and leave the bucket out in News bulletin on holly preservation --- a product called ; '
the garage, your holly should still be fresh in three week’s stick Powder is available at Elk Lake Garden Centre and
timp' Borden’s Mercantile. „ , , ^ ^ ^Soellner; runner-up:
y/aiton’s / Shadrack -/
SabrinaTemblett. -
Hi-Point English /Horse:
Cards, billiards, Serenaders; 11:45 a.m. Thursday - 9:30 a.m. Saturday and Sunday - 1 Crystal fire - Megan
' . ....................... "/Sdellh.e’r;" -
Judy Murray.
Western Equitation B: 
Laura Meyers; runner-up: 
Joy Lindley.
Western Equitation C: 
Vikki Coppinger; runner- 
up: Mary Campbell./ V 
Western Equitation / D:
/ Dorothy Jordan; runner- 
up: Jody Crawford.
Hi-Point English Pony: 
S c h e h e r a B a h a f / - I a ri
ISl
ANDSUNROGMS
SiiverJ/riii’eads* four differeht styles, as/well/as im 
/aginative additionSy/all/ designed to ; complK/
nlient;/ yQur home^ i;GalI //now / estimates v
:r’s bridge; carpet bowling; 11:45 a.m. drop-ins. Stamp Club first Christophei Robin - Denise
lunch; 1 p.m. bridge, tai and third Saturday. 1 idmam
library, morning coffee, lunchy/l / p/nniy lapidary/: lapidary, weaving; 10 a.m. p.m. to 4 p.m. open for /:•/, ;/.: vVithdut oblisatidn/^^^
■ ■ • " 1 ■ . i: intinniif c KA,,fU r," 11 "AC r,  ■ ri nn. c f51 tS OliiK c r c  ' 6
English Pleasure Pony: '
Schehera Bahar - Ian ' ' "
Soellner; runner-up: Miss s
Tango - Tracy Stevenson. i-s > ---vu -■ vi
English Pleasure Horse: - ■ uoyyx • AVVNiNGS'* ROOFING
P.H. Crystal.Fire - Megan • - '
lunch, afternoon tea. whist, begiriiief
Monday - 9 a.m. 7:30 p.m.
ceramics; 9:30 a.m. Wednesday - 9:30 a.m. chi, 1:30 p.m. dressmaking; Dec. 7 - Concert 2 p.m. 
beginner’s French; 10 a.m. advanced French, novelties; 7-9 p.m. crib. Serenaders
■ quilting; 11:45 a.m. lunch; 11:45 a.m. hot. lunch; 1 ■ Friday - 9 a.m. Spanish; Dec. 10 - Christmas /6785//y£YANESS
Tuesday - 9 a. Wednesday of each month; chess 6:45 p.m. ■ Dec. 31- New Year’s.Eve Soellner; (tied foi tirst) Beu






//I OPFN DAILY 11 AM lor 
Fine Canadian & Chinese Food 
DINF IN OP TAKE' OUT




/, ■' , "On Th(i Wiiliif lirdilwooil Riiy'
Try our tantoitic
Wltm mhd 
/ BreakfaiL l.uncli 4 Dinner Daily 
Sunday Brunch lt53q-l;30 
7172 Brentwood Drive t 
Phone 652-2413 or 652-D51S
Ciilsinc Uani:»lsi'
OPEN FROM 5 P.M.
7 DAYS A WEEK
West Rd 'Dv |








rri.-Sal, 8 am “0 pm




First Class Moals • Fast Service 
2280 Beacon 656-1176
Cliinnso & Caiuuiian Food / /^
//iv;/::;':' (ircH Mnn/>Ai)ii«;; f jn /ii'oq
J. SAT,'<C3D't 311* 11)/' /I'lsiln. * ioBiab'ii'im.’^ 
: ■ I'nlivtliy Will) iniiiimiiii) odler,. .
2493 Boacon Avo/ 656-3944
FAMOUS CHARBROILED
STEAKS'/::;//':':'/:
''/ l/iiiov: plif ?4'ilonv Saliid B,u:'/ , /' 
!AK!, OIM ORtllHf
IN THE BFACON PLAZA MALL
2321 Beacon Avo, Sidney
656-4822
STEAK, PIZZA & SPAGHETTI IIOHSE 
Evening Ohihig In 
Fine Mediterranean Tradition
11 o.nili) I3fiiiiini!il : : / i.:; 
:;"/frl/»,i»l/ir*.m,.l »,m./';i;:
iM SUM, • H0U0»V6 4 (1.II1.-J0
"I; orrH'roH
/ / TAKE OUTS 858-8598 • 7 / ; 









; /tll’R) I’AlL'i a w AM-'/MI pm;::
:Groai Hainburgcf Sandwiches'
■' ..I AKl'rl)))!-'. .'.iiA'sifti :
csodcai
tut' til) 31., tIDKtr
;.;;///fil'.iiiNti'ii'ii/r‘b!;.I i;i;ij(}t::;;,r.
/: InCillCft [ll ;/
Van Isle Mnrino
Mon. to Sat. 8 am to 4 pm 
Sunday 9 am to 4 pm 656-651^
JEcfitaurant
for FAMILY DINING 
^ PRICES!
Mom ta"frl,'^9/am/- 9'pm'-//";:'-' 
Sat; 9 am-10 pm Sun, 9am*9 pm
656-411S 2359 Beacon Ave.,
When it comcTlo dining oiit our readers do more; 
than anyone! let us help you plan an appropriate 
advertising nieipu, call today for assistance, i;
iCOONfWG. Brontvvood Shopping .Cenlre'/
''■';‘i0%'S0nlor Cllben''nieemmf'''’"TRY :DUR MDMDAV
Z p.m. - 7 ri.m, daily BUMDAY CUR6ER
7 DAYS A WEEK 7 n.m. • 7 p.m, uconinod 6524192
Wednesday^ Decern her 7, 1983 THE REVIEW Rente n? ;!
GREM nJUSE 




All ctassified ads must be submit­
ted to our office before noon on Mon­
day prior to publication date. We are 




9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday to Friday 
Closed Saturdays and Sundays
The Review reserves Ihe right to classity ads under appropriate headings and to set rates 
thereloro and to determine page location.
The Review reserves Ihe right to revise, edit, classity or reject any adverlisemeni and lo 
retain any answers directed to the Review Box Reply Services, and lo repay the customer Ihe 
sum paid lor the advertisement and box rental.
Box replies on:"Hold" instructions will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are 
received. Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send originals ol documents to 
avoid loss.
All claims ol errors In advertising must be received by the publisher within 30 days alter 
the lirst publication.
II is agreed by Ihe advertiser requesting space that Ihe liability ol The Review in the event 
ol lailure to publish an adverlisemeni or in Ihe event ol an error appearing in Ihe advertise- 
meni as published shall be limiled lo the amount paid by Ihe advertiser lor only one incorrect 
insertion lor the portion ol the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or omitted item on­
ly. and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid lor such 
advertising.
FIHIHSyiA DliliCTOilY
of PROFUSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES . . .
MATURE, personable, intelligent, 
educated, versatile, public 
relations oriented secretary, 
anxious to return to work force 
full-time. Excellent skills and 
references. Willing to learn. 
Please reply Box “E” c/o The 




Obituaries ..,.:.,. , 
Cards of Thanks .. , 
Notices : ...........,
Lost.... .L ..,.. ...
Found .'........
Personals . .....:.,.




Miscellaneous For Sale 
Garage Sales , ..





Boats & Marine . 
Motorcycles . . ,:,T .v.' 
Aircraft . .L ........
Recreation Vehicles,.
, Snowmobiles .. . . . .. 
Cars...... .v.i.....;
Trucks ::. .;.;. . . .:
: , Machinery . . .v.":
: Farm Machinery. . 7.: 
For Rent.
Wanted to Rent A . : ,. 
ReaLEstate For Saie 
: :;Mobile:Homes::;;:v...; 




will clean your home, apt., or 
boat. We’re fast and thorough. S 7 







1 WE HAVE ALL TYPES OT FE'N-j 
CING. Residential — Industrial! 
-— Farm. Pressure treated! 
posts & lumber._ Supply or in-i 
stalled,: ask about ourl 
specials.-' 652-241 2 —I 
652-1121. . 33.!





will do kitchen, vanities, 
furniture, antique reproductions, 
repairs, millwork. Handcrafted to 
your specifications. Low rates. 
656-9135. ^ 3nc51
WILL DO PAINTING, wall 
washing. Reasonable. 656-6949.
3 nc5 1
WOOD WINDOWS, DOORS, 
SKYLITES. Largest selection. 
Lowest Prices. Walker Door. 
Vancouver 112-266-1101, North 
Vancouver 112-985-9714, 
Richmond 1 12-2 7 3-68 29, 
Ka mloops 112 -3 7 4 - 35 66, 




FREE 120 page Career Guide 
shows how to train at home for 
205 top paying full and part lime 
jobs. GRANTON INSTITUTE, 
265A Adelaide Street, West, 
Toronto. Call (416)977-3929 
today. 7pb49
EAGER YOUNG man 22, will do 
any jobs around the home, 
gardening, chopping wood, 
insulation, and carpentry skills 
available, weather conditions not 
a factor. $3 per hr. 656-2639.
2c5 0
EARN EXTRA MONEY part-time 
as a Regal Sales Representative. 
Our Gift Catalogue is all you need. 
Write REGAL, 939 Eglinton Ave., 
E., Dept. 448,Toronto. M4G 2L6. 
1 pb4 9
LOVING FAMILY DAY CARE in my 
home. Newborn to 5 years. More 
than 25 years experience. Full 
time only. 656-9998. 8p52
; BUY IN BULK. Save up to 30 %
Alberta A-l meats, top quality 
brand name freezing products.
Great West Foods. 384-5488 or 
652-1475. 8c50 B.C. VOK lAOt (604)453-2261.
(ipb4 9;':':-:;-'
EDITOR WANTED FOR WEEKLY 
- NEWSPAPER in sunny Southern 
Cariboo Area. Position available 
immediately: Send resume to: 
Elsie Carson, ASHCROFT 
JOURNAL, Box 190, Ashcroft,
TYPIST will take in any office 
overload or personal 
correspondence. l.B.M. Selectric 
typewriter. Reasonable rates. Will 
pick up if necessary in Sidney. 
Darlene 656-4167. 2p49
WILL BE OPEN WEDNESDAYS, 
THURSDAYS & FRIDAYS 
UNTIL 9:00 P.M. 
FROM DECEMBER 1st.
We have a wonderful selection 
ot Giftware & Books Irom Bri­
tain and U.S.
Just Arrived -- Canadian 
madeBreeches, exceilent 
.quaiity, $69.95. Lots 01 colors
Aerborn Coolers - navy, red. 
brown and green. S45.95 
English Made Brioles from 
$75.95.
Boot Ponies - a new idea in 
boot trees $29.95.
Come in & enter our 
CHRISTMAS DRAW for 
$50.00 GIFT CERTIFICATE.
384-5011













FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER. 






•Certified Body Shop •Radiator Repairs 
•Auto Glass •Frame Repairs
•Insurance Repairs 









MOBILE AND MARINE DIVISION
• PRESERV-A-SHINE * UNDERCOATING • SUNROOFS 
• ENGINE SHAMPOO- TAR REMOVAL 
•COMPLETE INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR GLEANING AND PROTECTION
WILLING TO DO house cleaning 




THE STRIKES, AND THE
brew you r own beer a nd TOWN
: ■ YOy GET:
T&IAI^:^EWS|i
The Review
1 Pubiished on'Wednesday of ■eyery/Weefc'
CARIBOO PRESS (1969) LTD 
2367 Beacon Ave Sidney B C V8L
1W9 - ■ ' •:
CLASSIFIED RATES
I it:.' Fjfsl Jn^rtton;>:20::words!or'less’.i;S2.:oo':. 
I .lyinrRDAvqriBnl rRie iv'onIvV-: :,Cdns^
OF CRESTON needs 
: wine with' supplies from Sidney : person with mobile home to 
Natural Foods: 656-4634. 4wc49 provide ; securityand - related
CASKPAi^SF'pFebiou^gem set ^ 
jewellery aiid so!id silver. Phone nua ry , 16, 19 84. B.
EUROPEAN TRADESMAN of 25 
: years, : all - facits Of : building,T 
cabinet,T drywall,: painting, 
insulation etc. Money not a big 
:factor:656-5342. ' yT 2c50::
LIGHTING FIXTURES. Western 
Canada's; ;largest display. 
Wholesale and : retail. Free 
catalogues available. ; Ndrburn 
Lighting Centre Inc., 4600 East 
Hastings St., Burnaby, B.C. V5C 
2K5: Phone 112-299-0666. tf
6 5 6 -718 9 6 p. m. to 8 p. m . 3 nc4 9




i Olszamowskiy:Administrator, Box 
1339, Greston, B.C. VO B IGO. 
428-2214; " v : :: :ipb49
: H. ISDAHL - construction, 
-renovating,' designs, framing, 
sidingand finishing. 656-4131:
THE PENINSULA DISARMAMENT V
: group meets;regulariy, To join us; ; 
help us, or just;fqr infOrmationY;j
dal 1656-484 2 atte r 5 p: m i; ;tfn;:
IF YOU WOULD LIKE to know 
about i the:- hea Ith;; and beauty: 
benefits of Aloe:Vera,; pieasecall: 
;652>5654; Ndob|igatibh: ; : ;4c5i:
;NEED A ROCK WALL? Charging/
;$6! .00 sq./ft;Oneyear experience/;
/ Phone Ben, 656-5959. 2c50 i/
HAVE, YOU A POODLE? Cou Id 
you share some T;L;C. with/Vnine/ 
'/oyer the Christmas;holidays? ;l’lt ' ': 




jewellery/tpewter, rock),;:knitted ; 
baby items, toys. 2424 Beacon.: 
Vinta^ Beritley / car for;; hire,: : 
(weddings,'etc.) 656-3 714 or 656- 
6693. , 26p04
aOLOEN SHEAF BAHEH^r )
2354 BEACON AVE.
FRESH, QUALITY BAMRY GOODS
AND FRIENDLY SERVICE ??656^3i32'Lou & Joan Neudecker
ySATELLlTE SYSTEMS LTD:, 5330 
; imperial, Burnaby' B.C: V5J1 £6;:/
( Complete satellite packages/frorn ;//; 
;-;$l,995Y Financirigy available, no - 
/; dowri payment : O.A,C,/ $29per://
imbnth/Dealerihquiries welcome::*; 
glass 34 : x 76 , /;Phone 112-430-4040. tfn
• L®tS nnore.::: . •n/'e; f\ku rxEreu’ It o cn t-
" WORK j
BRITISH ( QUALlFIEDs MOBILE
HAIRSTYLIST, will do your hair in I AA/AIMTED '
Gheao rates i______________________ _
NEWTEMPERED
'/I'gS'K/
and old clothes rack $25. Closet $15 
King size:custom-made mediaeval;/'discount;/pricesLyNew and:/bid;
Ip epaymeriljt ai y- niyj;; onsecutive::. 
..■ .repeal insertions,. $1.00 per week, Over - 
;'26;y/ofds(li,rsl':week);:;each;exira,wordi- 
14 cents -; CpnsecUtiye: repeat : inseition; 5 
;pyei;2p ;wbrds;:lO:cenis;per;each:'acl(lK:; 
;; ttonai;*-vvord';;Bpx;!:;numt)eis'; siioo/; 
Classilied ■' display/ rale; upori '.request::/ 
Charge classiliedsaie.SB.bo'lpr llie lirsL 
::<;:week: ViSA/tale isalso S3,00Tor,ttie lirsi / 
'■'■ vveek;.'■::
YlOST IN STORM Thurs. fm home. Cheap rates, ^
/Lands End Rd. White fiberglass i^9''anteed satisfaction. Phone
//Dinghy, 7' approx. Phone 652- Susan;656-8838._________ EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING
//2633 or656-2723. 3p50 WEDDI NG ■ GOWNS, and general gardening,/ /
AQQESSOR!ES,.; by . maii- order. . Reasbriable/rates.‘ Call 656-5382 '■
////wbbd • doors etc. VISA,
MASTERCARD. Clark Enter, A^Poster waterbed, $350. 656;
9750 - 4th St., Sidney. 656-6656 ^“2----------------------------- _iP2i/
;:;'br 389:-8l80 pager302. tfn ONE GREEN,yLARGE:arm-clia1r:;|
;656:-2859S
/GINGER FEMALELS months: old;/






2072 HENRY AVE., SIDNEYBEE^, FOPg mm a
WBSSliEY BBTILES-T-AHEN -
;0AVE HELLUIVII
in /the vicinity it Resthaven S^e trave^^g^phijr^^- after5 p/m.K 
Dvernment idbeks./Missine
;.;;tf;; offer. 656.3863:;
Wand/ goy /docks. i i g '"''?'^-; :/PROFESSIONAL:;;;;WINDaW :;: nouBLE ‘BED-:good condition'
about one mbnth; Finder/contact °I] CLEANING - reasonable rates. $55 Delivered 652-5920
of Florence Gowns of,Abbotsford :phone656-3317 35f ;iYYiL>euyerea.00z qafu-.z.
'■'.Ltd, '' ' ■ ■■
ACRESl/TREE FARM; 
txiR cr Christmas trees for Sale, reduced
prices, the Church at McDonald —
Park Rd: : 3p51;
:Box 2383;Sidney, B.C. ■ lp49;
UP TO $100. PAID for your
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
SI6 per year in Canada lot the Hevieiy. 
.$12 per year lorseiiior:cui2ens, :
vLOST/MARYLAND; DRIVE: Vyhite? ; 
/terrier /erbss/ spayed/female,; 12 : 






9269. Reward. : / /
,656-:
lp49
* ■ .a . FIREWOOD FOR SALE, full cbrds
up split and delivered
;;SPECIAL.;$40,00 per night, THE S^wear^SvSS-S’ seasonedor Hardwoods and; 
BLUE HORIZON HOTEL In the ^ oxx. 1 • -nh®" softwoods. Very reasonablynvIwL. in.tne cusden, 2440 Malaview,; Phone - nricpd Phone 656;93l2 br 656-
ceri re mf Vancouver. / Ideal, ; 6 //' ; : /8p^
location for Christmas shoppers, -.■--- --------------- :r:v
appliance/vyorkihg/or hbt? Trbde; 
:vyoufs;;in(/,fbr/mewer ;br.- better; 
appliances. 656-2797. 4p52
Coftpciions shoiilfl Pn'madu before/the ’ 
second inseihon;: Allowance tan/bo madB;; 
,;ior, one incoifk.l ins(.'ilioii;only :'Wi)
■ reseive; ihe'.liglil lo tiassily ads iihiief 
, rippropnale ho.idings, ■ :/ ■■: '
LOST MAN'S SIGNET RING with a 
gold nugget on ■ one side and 
Masonic emblem on other side. 
Rewa rd. 656-4930. 1 p4 9/
sports fans. Full facilities. 112- 
800^663-1333/ /
IMMACULATE GARDENERS will 2 STEEL BELTED RADIAL winter
take care of all your gardemng zaires,:; good; condition, $25.00,
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING IN 
VANCOUVER; Stay at the MR.
/ SPORT HOTEL; 3484’ Kingsway. / 
Minutes / from;: downtown and 
//major :
Reasonable /rates,: include Tull 
complimentary/ breakfast./ 10%
: discount with ad, Reservations - ? 
433-8255. /;: ;/: : lpb49 /
and; maintenance: needs. 




with $10,000 worth of time saving; 
tools. Available/ how,: hourly: or, 
contractrates. 656-7658. : 5c50
each, P175/80R13 
clippers, like new, $25.00, Phone 
656-9243: :2p50
BAND LOOKING FOR WORK.
Very danceable. Very reasonable. 
642-3063 or385-7580. ; inc49
CONCRETE STEPPING STONES, 
19, 20x20x2,;$18: 18, 8x16x1 
3/4, $10,00, 060,652-5818,
.: 1 P'4 '
/ V A1.L EY COM FO RT -
wood/elbctricr^^,
:government grant '//approved;
' compact, / efficient, / automatic. 
Information and nearby dealer's 
, , / name, VALLEY COMFORTy? Bbx /
Pet grooming ; 15/ Crescent Valley,;B,C.;(604) 




// Bonded & Insured
Windows-Floors-Caipets , 
, Homes & Ollices : ,
Gultei Cleaning
656-1353.:::'‘?./FREE/'.??:ESTIMATES
K 2 SK IS ■ 17 5's a nd (810’s), Look / 
bind! n gs,' $180? Oa k 11 q u or' 
cabinet, $ 165.6 56 -1040; 1 c49/
1 WHY PAY S250-$30b FOR 
I ‘‘CANNED MUSIC" when you can 
, hire "Eric‘s Music Machine" (the 
j boogie-man) for $150? Tm new 
i here, but have a $5000. sound & 
I light system and have 10 years 
i experience entertaining at 
hundrcis of functions across 
'/ Canada,656-2797, / 4p52
BLACK AND WHITE CAT. 2
collars, quite young.: In Madrona- 
Wayne Rd. area. Has been with us 
for a week, 6 5 6 -5 6 56, 1 nc4 9
PEFtSONALS
COLOUR YOURSELF PAINTING Exterior - interior 
BEAUTIFUL! Feel confident, look houses. boats./ Power washing - 
your best in the coiour‘s of your woodspray cedar siding - 
season. Draping consultation, whitewash - roofs, gutters 
HeatherFetherston656-0014, treated, yards cleaned. Free 
4 c5 2 ' ; estimates. Phone Brian, G56-
1683, 3nc49
ONE LARGE MAN‘S
sweater, worn once, $ 75
6949..
WURLITZER ORGAN, Funmaker-5 
:2:keybbard //with//rhythm,/hew; 











6TH ANNUAL CLEARANCE 
SALE, 10 to 50% off selected 
, pieces. Hands and Earth Pottery, 
r 8525 '/Bexley Terrace,//Sidney,.
/'"■B,C,656-537.7.?;‘':.’?■■:/■/':‘:;''/.:::;:ic49:,
WOMEN‘S SEXUAL ASSAULT finger snacks or a cold buffet. We 
CENTRE Crisis Lino,;383-3232. can also supply your Christmas 
‘ We offer information, support and cake? Take the worry out of your 
;rqferrals,;2f hours a day, 7 days a//party and enjoy yourself, :;3c51: 
week, ' tfn ■ ”
CHRISTMAS. No time to cook for ____________________
your Christmas party? Call 656-? experienced CARPENTER
1690 for assorted:, cold trays; co^P'ote^tinishingj^icle or/out. Handmade
TWO FRIDGE AND STOVE SETS,
avocado and coppertone, $500, 
per set, Washer and dryer $300, 
Colour TV $150, Dishwasher 
$100,656-2797, / lp49
/ accesories, automatic ball returni ; 
good condition. 656-3256. IpAQ:;
/COLONIAL chesterfield and: 
/chair, : $106; / box/ spring Land; 
. mattress, $60; Ciedenza cabinet. 




Renovations and repairs, $9 per* 
hr, or free estimates. Don 656-
ia76;.‘.:'"''."/. .,;,.3nc49''':
/COUNSELLING for (amilios and
/individuals;,of all ages;: serving ;. 
/the !; P 0 n i n s u I a. V C orn m u n i t y:
: Counsolling;: Service,/: 9 788-: 
/: Second St., Sidnoy/656-1247. / if
1 BELLY DANCERS ■ /Greek 
; ' Dancers-liven up our Christmas
'‘/■and Birthday parties, Stags; all - -------------------^------- -----------------
occasions. //Amira productions.: IS . OVEREATING: - croatng 
:474-2462. / / ;/^-^ ? // / problems Iri yoLK life? Ovoroators
''/'SENIORS teoToR more)7Row to;? APboym°uS:/cnr
BUSINESS,
rORBHSfflNiflEi
FAST, ACCURATE typing done in 
my homo. Anytime, Reasonable. 
656-4853/ / / ;3nc49
coW
PORTRAirS IN PASTEL (tom 
photo, no sitting necessary, 
CHTLDREN‘S CLOTHES up to size Beautiful Christmas gift ? idea. 
6, Metres of FABRIC, assorted Children and pets a specialty,/ 
cottons and blends, Month of Doc. ..Guarantoed results: 656:3401, 
Weekdays 9 a,mi - 5 p.m. 11290 4 p5 0
West Saanich Rd., Sidney. 656; JjNDLAWFli^PL^
'/"//':/' /;■. :'(Llquld'Dry)
“IHxport Cnrpot & Upholstery Cldahlng Tho Uniquo WoV'ri




SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD/j 5330 
/' Imperial;, BurnabyJ B,C,; V5J1E61 •
DEEP
"/House, ,................„.........
/ irialntenance, carpentry, hauling 
away, ; window:^ - 
/eaVestroughs,': roofscleaned; 
"chainsaw work, / /fonclng, 
Reasonable rates: anywhere: oh
3190:/ excellent: condition, $250, 656 
SAMSONiTE /TRAVlL BAG, rnon‘s 2132. 3 p4 9
' sidn«^?'lb<^t1^o^anvorto’’Tho? dues/no woigh-ins/Mco ingsare///
'■ q Mondays a p.m: at 9751/hrd St..?/: VI.9.95.00./Financing ;evailablO;:/;,9312,/;';/;
s u iter ?" Pull man ,5. /1 an w i t h 
wheels, ( soft-sicle, wide centre 
bucklostrap,Ph.656-5498. lp49
/iTX12 carpet. taoTiia, $46;^6"
:,.4542;''''??':::?;?':' '''iPl9/:.:/:'/MViWAY|ROD^^
FIREWOOD cut, split, delivered
; ; and;;stacked?/mostly fir,/4100' a/ 
'■'Corel,?$50:?W'cdrd>/Phdno Brook /
??'65 6'-0018 ;?/.'■''■:■??■:'??■????''?;i:/":. 4,C5 0
p,m.
;Sidnoy;65G-233i;:::/;1/Sllvor?,.Threadclassos;v''8ctivitioS:!and:?a'.;:Warrn ------------------ -------------------------------- -------------------------------i welcome; Drop? in (b l0030 /DISCOVER SOMEONlfSPECIAL./ 
/' Resthaven dr call usat 656-5537., ///Refresh your soclal/life/Excellont :'
/;'/t'f ■'"■■• ;"■■■■■■' ' ■' ' ■■■■■■"■"■■■-COm
tfn /j^o^Pwn i^ni^t ^,0,429.00/,.^
por? rnonth.///'Dealer/ Tnquirlo!






EARN vMONEYI SAVE MONEY]
? 'Learn Iricome/Tax Preparaliop at 
home, For froobrochure write U &
//HEAVY DUTY WEIQH'r BENCH ■ and personal /service,/? 100%
'r plus/weights 'and bars, :$325i:/ : moriey//back/?/guararitoo, 'We /
After5:00 p.m.,652-9893." Ip49 y':clelivors;0ver/2,300 products? to? 
woslv'656-6693/'':??/?//i'/.v''??;'4p51''//?,fADDLE;‘:FAI^ -/fhcToriglnoi fah : choosefteni,656/00__ 
FULi Y?^FXPERiENrED^oflrrinnftr' '' stoi'o. Wifdlesalo and Retail; Fred OARDEKTshED 8‘x6‘6,‘'; Ovantlty
'C()iiN|;i| i)i; nijiiNSii)L*;i)0unLA8
/.Co rtimic; ■ filoa' 4?'?4 c c?os8 or/bs.; 
Estimates & Instnllntlons 
383-3811"
I THE PENINSULA COMMUNn^
i ThbYrnShorv " VoliditeoK ^^
= . 2&4V ? / R'JAX Set^OOLS, 1148,Ma^St;,
?.: ' volunteer a few hours a wock to ' Wpuldjou like sorpeono/to share . 
i help others in your community, "fun? 'Food? Expenses/;Wo will
; f /Bton wood klomentaiy, Tscticx)i,^ ~ and corporation promotions, /
i;vMondays7?3q:9;30p._AIUgM / G^ : AARADVARK/ ADvIrTISINQ, '





requires rpart time job, Roliable, 
con ;work Indoors or outdoors, 
Call Mike 652?33a5'? "^ 3nc50
■ Gallery Inc; 4600 EastiHastings 
' Street, Burnaby;: B,C. V5C 2K5?
; Phone l,12-299r06C6. : : : na-tf:: INCINERATOR BARRELS for sale . by Poiiinsula, Ree . Wee /.Rep//
welcome. Further in
?t'?652-l531'‘.? ...
ET SPICEY! Meet a secret now 
652-4580; friend by mall.? Penpal/club for 
tfn '/ adults; For free information, send 
- "stamp to: EXCHANGE, Box 1577;?
, IS 0'’eREATING, _ creatmB :.o,jaiicum, B,C, V0R2T0/" lpb49'
i/?.probloip5 In ydur life? Ovoroaters ---------
' ??! Anonymous can help yoel/ Nd': 
duds, no weigh-ins. Meetings are 
Mondays, 8 p,m. al 9 788 • 2 nd 
?;?:??:./..St., Sidney,056-2331. ' ? . / . .tfn
? P.O. Box 82366, North Buranby.? 
'V5G5P8. (604) 294-9511, after 6
oiunoyr wUfi'Zaw 1 • . n
SlJRVI^M~“'OF'"“mUAL'''
ASSAULT Drop-in ?6roup meets';
* every Wednesday, 7-9 p.m, at ALICES DRESSMAKINS - Mens,
./ / ? 1,045 Linden Ave,> 383-5545; 10-5 ' tadieu,": Children's; ' iilteralions, ? 
,;i p rn.,Monday;to Friday (or more .repairs, drapes, .kmlling, 2043 , 
'Y:'"'info'"':".' '■■.''■' '?■''’?■■'■ '".'"'■■'■’'/?“'"tfn' ■ "A’''couser Drlve.‘656>fll70Y ?''■'":'?
srM6WirBS5KP?(5it"/??'?5c|.v../.^,.^::.:.„„
CHILDREN, This single ovoninB ! SKf liOLlMYS - T3f(l fliTfi;5,
): su,ssh;(Ii Will bitoileriHleveiy Wed,KtbQ'WHA, F.iViinigliU from 1«9&.: 
througti?Nov. and Dec/ Ploaso ; per >
/: /! register for the? Wed, of your swimming, hot-tubs,/ kitchens, 







(604) 298-6037,:? ; /.'''.‘Ipb49
i-’ULL^ ,/LINf'^' / bstoBTlshod 
fabrics/wool/sewing notions 
store In Crostdn, Going concern. ? 
Stock, building; business/' land,?
: priced/ right? ? (6O4)420'4On ?
evonings, (604)428-9284 days,
. Frod or Lucille, . .y' / ; I pb49 /
fiAVEr"D0SINESS TSPCRAff
.■TOURS..YY/,/.Locally.":'; /.'.and./?? 
Intornalionally, By Time Sharing , 
Equipment and Mai’koting 
Exfwrtiso, ."Full or Porl-tlmo‘T / 








T II« Ro VI« w of for • 
,l*«EE/'.^Cl/AS8ll*IEO 
ADS to tHottO poriiipiio 
: w, li'o:?'"'n TO''''' /' o/o r.in n 11 y? 
omptoyed but nro cur- 
rbnily out of work. 'You 
mny ndvortIffO for «iob 
. or???fpr/tlio;?«i|iile ??of?': youir' 
own.;/inorcl^ndlao;''.To 
/ BCinor'oto" f uxVds. /ITboso, 
nd» miiiit bd (ilaood In 
portbn nt tho Roy low 
off loo. No ado for thio 
olnoolflbotloit Ywlll bo 
nbpoptod Tiy phone, 
ilmlti 3 oonoooiitiue 
:'lnftortlono''orily."'"?.'
Y FIREWOOD:'alder/$05 per cord,' /Hockey ?Toami; Froo?dollvory?or : 
/split, $75 ilnsplit, Maple? ,$95 ?' pick up, $8:oach. 656-8648, 656- / 
?split, $80 unsplit, Also/logging 4983 QrC52-4723. /?. ? 3cSl / 
truck lOiids, 10 cord loads,:$550. PAY TV DE-SCRAMBLERS. Build
'Allcords guaranteed, Phono 1.12// your own. Schematic and 
653-9240, / ' ^ 20p01 comt_ _ ____ _ ___ _______ _ _ ____ 'comploto instructions, $9,95, ■
;NI;W .iFteVER DETECTOR, ? Cheque or rnonoy order, Choquos 
Children/ A Mom love the now must clear, ' F T S, ;
/Fever Dotoctor, It's the easy way ELECTRONICS, P.O, Box 574, ,
to find aTovor. Easy to road/fast Brantford, Ontario, N3T? 6N9.
rospdnsd, rousoblo, imbreakable; : Same Day Service; !!pb50 :
STEWART/CHANDLER
RESIDENTIAL » LIGHT INDUSTRIAL & COMMERCIAL y^^^ 
ESTIMATES INSPECTIONS COST CONTROL
SCHEDULING CONTRACTS PLANNINOf ; /
pohalil Tliompsoii G56-128II)
Hospilai; tested, accurate within
/'/» tiogrti'o, Send $2.95 plus 75c 
/ postogd to: CLINITEMP, P,0. Box:
- 86404. North Vancouver, B-G. 
/m4K6. ■ '../?'■ .■:■■'■; ?Y -^bliO 
'/'iJAWiflivifra cnr'watsiTG'M"" 
Silver Cross car bed on wheels, 
booster seat; umbrella sfroller,
; G,M; BabybuckcL 652-8781;
'?' rloM«i(ra
Shrubs,::: ■ T ro pica I s,: : Ca ct!, 
Hyacinth,T'Amarllys, flowering 
plants,; planters? and terrariums/ 
Direct from local grower. 6S2“
&NE USED REICHENBACHER 
RWN-70 Wood Solo Milling; 
Machine,' Used mill inly/lor tho 
manufacluro of wobdon cIoks. . 
Offers? Contact BANK OF 
COMMF.RCE, Campbell River, 
:(G04)267-954i;?. ?/ ? Ipb49
lEAf^llND -SAWS?'
Constructioh,? $535,// Dokixe
model $649 ."TAYLOR 
INDUSTRIES' LTD,/ Box 997/ 
Melforti Saskatchewan. SOB lAC),, .: 
Phono:(306) 752*4219; : ;lpb49
BART BUITENDYK









NO JOB YOO SMAH.
'
INFORMATION? Groat/solpctloh/ 
ol. UouKs aiicJ: ,iria«iJ2iiiO!S..:' 
KhowlodBoablfl Service, software,
Underwood typewriter , $56? Also supblioC special brdori? : MICA 
"iFtSli .... ■■ ■ " ' ■ ' 'newer modeTOlivettt UndorwtxMf 
'typewriter/ vary little used, $80, 
■ Phone656-4198. r.:: , H ' ‘
(COMPUTER BOOKS. 3727 V/ost 
. Broadway tat Almai, Vancouver/’,, ;'
■i.‘:i'.M;)St. tbnAlh 'k' '!Vi tfb'rj'ir. R/kln
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PENINSULA DIREaORY
of PHOFESSSONS, GOODS ond SERVBCES . . .
•SECRETS OF CHORDING ON 
• GUITAR. New home study course. 
Fast, easy method. For sample 
Chord Finder write: Studio 
C1205, Russell & Associates, 
vl0060 • 102 Ave., Fort St. John, 
,B.C. V1J2E2. Ipb49
78 DATSUN B210, 2 door, 4 
cylinder automatic, good 
condition, view at Brentwood 
Esso. $2,250.656-2797. Ic49
iCHRISTMAS DECORATING:
' Beautiful Gift Box for gift giving or 
home decoration. Contains 
; decorative green bows, cones and 
one pound holly. Order now for 
Christmas, $11 postpaid. 
■ Minimum seven pounds. No 
C.O.D. LADYSMITH 
EVERGREENS LTD., Box 548, 
J Ladysmith, B.C. VOR 2E0. (604) 
245-4402. Ipb49
TWO VOLT BATTERIES 210 AMP 
eight hour rate. Ideal for solar, 
wind or. water power. Also 
■reconditioned 80 lighting and 
starting batteries. COMMERCIAL 
BATTERY.879-9204. Ipb49
3 Room groups, Bacliclor 




VIDEO MOVIES. New and used 
VHS and Beta Movies. Studio 
.originals. Quality guaranteed. 
Call or write: VIDEO TWO, 4315 
Canada Way,.Burnaby, B.C. V5G 
133.(604)434-6635. Ipb49
EEjSIDEWTUL DtSlCr-l/peAFTIU-.' 
EE.'SlOtWTIAL <U>H-^rZoC-f iDU 
FiNiiriiMc, oere-wTEY 
c/BiMtrs/FUEMrTue^'








SANSCHA HALL FLEA MARKET
every Sunday, 8:30 - 2:30 p.m. 
lnfo656-4523. rts
GARAGE SALE — 1585 Munro 
Rd. (off Mills X Rd. at Wilson). 
Studio; knitting machine; electric 
fence; brand new, numerous 
(household items and toys. 10 a m. 
; .■-3'p.mL'S-'-\c:>.;-,'-c,,Tv;^ ,;,lc40
SIDNEY B.C.
9S05 SECOND AVENUE 
■ AT BEACON
Beautiful walerlront location in Sidney, Water- 
views Irom every suile. large units. Fridge, 
stove, dishwasher., washer/dryer in most 
suites. Convenient ground lloor mini shopping 




OLD REALTORS NEVER DIE - 
They Just Become Listless.
We have sold most ot our 
listings and are anxious to go 
to work tor you. It you.'re 
thinking ot selling, either 
residential or commercial, call 
us tor prompt etticienl service. 
Bill Mosher Res. 656-7117
Bob Fre» Res. 652-3043
Steve Salaga 388-6275 pager 1599
Insurance Agents 
AUTOPLAN
Member - Victoria M.L.S. 
656-1154
BACHELOR — $300. 
ONE BEDROOM; $440 
TWO BEDROOM $640.
i CALL: Bob and Pat Richardson
■rlivi; T-i656-5251,:,'■
COLLECTOR wants pre-1920 DUPLEX — SIDNEY. 3 bdrm.
postcards. Write stating topic and fireplace, fenced yard, ho pets; 
price wanted. W.Li Secord, Box References. $500 per mo; 656- 
;r 274, Valemount, B.C. V0E2Z0; 4066 or656-4003.:; ; 23t
2p4 9 ONE BEDROOM CONDO, stove, 
WANTED. 1; Sink cabinet; with or i; fridge,; dishwasher, fi replace,; ho 
r without sink, small greenhouse, pets. References. $ 450 per 
used lumber suitable for month. 656-4066 or656-4003.
) construction, compost boxes. Will rts
(’salvage. 652:5818.;:; Ip49 ;,ONE;:BEDR(X)M furnished suite:; 
Brentwood Bay. Linens, utensils 
;; (suppliedweekly ' room: service;;:;t
Retirement Near the
:.;:’,:;(2Sea'in-
Spacious : 1 bedroom 
'suite:: with ( extra ((large 
patiO;? Newly: decdratec!.’
imaintairied ; inside Tand 
















When a movie hero like James Bond ejects himself from 
a speeding aircraft it may seem like a piece of cake.
But for the ordinary pilot the truth is something 
different; in one out of three ejections, the pilot will be 
either killed or seriously injured.
On the average, three accidents occur during pilot 
ejections in the NATO forces every week.
Working to reduce this loss of life and limb. Dr. S.A. 
Gracoveisky, an electrical engineer at Montreal’s 
Concordia University, and Dr. H. Farfan, an orthopaedic 
surgeon at St. Mary’s Hospital, Montreal, have come up 
with an explanation for these accidents.
As Dr. Gracovetsky explains, the riskiest part about 
ejecting oneself from an aircraft is not the fall to earth. 
The big danger occurs during the split second when the 
pilot is thrown out of the cockpit.
Under each ejection seat is a small rocket which must be 
powerful enough to throw the pilot so far into the air that 
he won’t bc dashed agains the aircraft’s tail.
The rocket’s acceleration subjects the pilot to a force of 
about 15 “g”s (15 times the force of gravity). “It’s a brutal 
kick,” says Dr. Gracovetsky.
“A 15-g force is the equivalent of multiplying the weight 
of a person’s body by 15 times,” he says. Thus, a 150- 
pound man will suddenly feel as if he weighed 2,250 
pounds.
And this tremendous accelerative force can lead to 
injury and death.
In his laboratory. Dr. Gracovetsky simulated the 
conditions under which an ejection occurs to determine 
how the g-force strikes the pilot.
Studies have found a average person is actually capable 
of withstanding as many as 50 gs, but only if he has 
complete freedom to move his head and spine.
A pilot’s freedom to move is severely restricted, 
however, because he is strapped into a cramped seat.
This confinement is most dangerous to the pilot when he 
tries to deal with ‘‘shear” forces — forces that act at right 
angles to the top of his spine, called the “atlas-axis 
junction”:;;
In every human body, it is a natural reflex to minimize 
the shear forces. Anyone who drives a car knows this.
A L B E R TA ‘ ‘Whenever you make a. turn in your car, your head and 
CH. 850 acres, spiiie: will: automatically turn into the curye,” says Dr.
FRANK JAKOBSEN
FINISH CARPENTRY • CUSTOM INTERIORS




EtWOOD E. THOMPSON CONTRACTOR tTD.
Concrete Waterprooiing
Concrete Driveways Quarry Tiles Sidewalks
Fish Ponds. Home Renovalions






JOHN BARR FREE ESTIMATES 656-9659
Drapery rv Classic ,







Woods 2387 Beacoi? 858-7333
Blinds
:(ColpLlred:cablejTV;';Available Dec;^ DONOVAN LOG HOMES, send $5 Realty 
1, $4 50 month. 652,-2234 brochure/plan book. Box 777; ; 628
((Bachelor;(units,:: furnished with lOO Mile House, B.C. VOK 2E0. 10442
kitcheijettes, Brentwood Bay, Phone (664)112-395-3511.' ■
SOUTHERN
FOOTHILLS RAN
icio^'^v^ -^^dxid^^^kesi Gracovetsky.“You do this to cancel the shear forces, 
springs;: povyer, gas:;(Estatesale;h i; A pilot will ■rlaturally try to react;in the same way, but; ;
iRmGATEET^'GiOT^/GRAm may have:to struggle ;
(Large newer dream home/barn, violently to do SO.
(400 acres, three aditional “Your muscles will fight to eliminate the shear forces, 
quarters: available.:.Priced lov7. ____Jack Fulsom, Chief Mountain Gracovetsky. ^ This lowers your ability to
i . 1 (403) 626-3232,1 (403) withstand other forces acting on the rest of the spine.-The 
(37 75.____________ lpQ49 consequence may be a broken back.
'4,2; .RESTHAVEN:::-::Excellent:, -':Yhro>-r\\7#itcL\r : rllcr*/SU;c»rf»rl :
((T.R, SKITT ;;
■'.((ELECTRICiAN:;(',.('( 
25 Years Experience 
Residential', Commercial. : 
‘ioCTyCIndustrial ■: (( (■.■, -: (,-
Rewiring, electric 
heating repairs, ( 
appliance 
connectibris;? (
“No Job Too Small’ 656-5^04
PUREBRED registered, Black oren ooa Day, PHoney
Labrador pups. FIELD- TRIAL utensils supplied, weekly 2pb49
, CHAMPION stock excellent for room service Available Dec. 1, WATER
.. .. .. Once Dr. Gracovetsky discoyered:thfi^auseipf ejec
:Kri,-rr,:Ki,r;o;iwi.,> inniries. one (solution (was?:straightorward;:: change the: ’
iiS;S(G I stock, excellent for rvice^diiaoi uec. 1, FRONT TRADE: My 1070 sq.
hunting or as pets. Ready Dec. ro per montn. vendor has a special waterfront room and
View. Vacant, 2 bdrm bungalow, i juri , s
(lOth; 592^6636 evehingsS((;’(l:c49(;( : Sa hddwrt Motel .'65 2-15 5 Iv
,..«MONE BLUE and one green budgie, :in rase $707656-3137 1 c49 accommodation: - Onr. . Saturna^.^^ (
gTA'••"t—' i-i Island, low winter, : rates home
1 KiTTeNS: Twn : r-: i e on oorvo ; , : i ^ i
___________________________ home with its own boathouse and carpeted:
i;;AND;i2;(BEDROOM(Waterfront marine railway in Saanich Inlet;; 2926(; “- .
consider trade for^Sidney resTAURANT :- : DINE
. ft. Large bright living po.sition of the rocket .so that it doesn’t concentrate shear 
Asking shoo'd "^^656- *^^rces Oil the atlas-axis junction. “You only need to
-i ..i/i o'i/'re'brieht:::'!He'VrnrLpr few::': Hporppc":'hiit .('the •; pffppt
SIAMESE ( I E : o lilac 
(( sea 1 a 11 (ma les,(: Go rgeous 
656-3144 days, 652-0387 
evenings.lc49
—(Svlsl vic /lv^ho  on,property: Darr Garside, nAKirF iw rHFTWYNn R G ’ n ^ u (j-rr- 1:; .'>a , 3. Furnished. Phone 112-539-2208. RoyalTru^384-^01. 2c49 Central location. 65 ’seats. . fj/acovetsky says it may ; be difficult to
’.0387 ^ ________________________ SATURNA ISLAND: 5 acre fully Excellent potential: Ti4-houmL:M^^
LIVESTOCK
SPEC|AL(-:CASTLE HOTEL;: 750 ( :;serviced(sub(waterfrpht lot; Good :( 
(:;:Grahville, Vaheouveri acrossfromy(anchorage,yachtclubprivileges.(( 
(((Eaton's:; Rooms : $28 aniJ ; up, :(($42,000.; Also 11 acres timbered,-;
; single or double occupancy. T.y,,( ; beautiful views. Price negotiable.
( : all services. Reservations/ write 112-539-2208V: ( ( ( : 3p50^: (
(or phone 682-2661. 3pb50
service. Good (terms:; Write/ Box 
598 br call 788-3135. T :: ipb49
:;:;ip49 reorient the rocket by a fe  degrees but the effect is 
AND significant.”
But Dr. Gracovetsky says it may be di ficult to 
incorporate his suggestions into an aircraft design.“A
( 1 c* (• n Id ri f i 1 r f ri oc irtVixarl tz-v tv-i o Ta\f T 1 i ra r*f iz-vta c* •
Thorne - Lennon Electric
S9813 THIRD ST. SIDNEY, B.C. V8L ;^6
Industrial / Residential./ 
Commercia!
Phone 656-2945
MIST HAVEN RIDING ACADEMY.
-Riding lessons for; Christmas ? 
Also : 4rday: riding/horse (care t 
::clinic for, beginner'and novice 
riders: Dec, 27-30. 8;30 a.m; to 
12 noon.(Indobr arena, 10 min.
; from (Victoria. Gift certificates) 
',656-3167,■■:-:/('(■,(:';.(■:(;::,5c5L
HOUSEKEEPING ROOM, stove 
and fridge, private bathroom. For 
more information phone 656- 
1905,^^; (,( ( : 2p49;
WATERFRONT LOT on (Magic 
Lake/ Pender Island. Includes 18 
ft. trailer. Reduced to $25,500. ’ 
Phone656-6129. ’ : 5p01:;:
pilot’s sbat -musL be designed! to carrY:out many fiinctipnS;
the seat will -
REPOSSESSION' '62:'':ACRESA-Y^-' ::, C":":;:'’
OKANOGAN : VALLEY;; Rolling De orientea. ; :
hills, power near, $3,895 back For this reason, aircraft designs will probably not:
balance, incorporate vandther of- his findings: a pilot is (best 
Bank Wires accepted. Call after 6 protected during an ejection if he crouches into the fetal
position''p.m. (206) 676-9494. Ipb49
SPACE IN SIDNEY HOME
(available for female, One room/ 
$ 225. Two adjacent rooms $ 300., 
including laundry and utilities. 
;;656-5023,(/ (: ■ ( 4p52 ’MMB
9 WHITE LEGHORN 
•$ 2,50 each. 6 5 6 -5 916,
LAYERS,
:lc49
PERSON TO SHARE 2 bedroom 
fully: furnished house (in 
Saanichton,: $325,: a month.
(REAfESTA^S
' Everything included. 652-9893 
- after5:00 p.m. :':■'(.(: :(/Tp49'(’:(:
GROW LIGHTS OF ALL KINDS, 
Fluorescent, Metal Flalide, High 
; Pressure Sodium. Full guarantee,' 
Best prices. Immediate delivery. 
;( ■ Send(($2.00 ( for: price ( list; and: 
' catalogue. (IncludesGreenhouses
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. 1
bedroom: apt., (adult oriented, 
Heated, cable, covered parking, 
excellent water view. No children 
or pets, $380.00 month. For appt. 
to view 6 5 6 -7117.  2 p5 0
RENT REDUCED $100. Now 
($600, month.; 12th month free. 
Deluxe condo, 2 bedrooms, 2' 







«and hydroponics), / WESTERNWATER':(;>ARM,S,f (General;:;
De I ivory, Aid 0 rgrb ve, B .C,: VO X 
lAO, 826-0322,
and hot water. Available Jan,i I. - 
:Ph6ne652-1819. ... 2p5n
21
SHARE 2 BEDROOM lurnistied 
/ house, ::$i90r/s plus;:-utilities,
: Security do|X)sit;and;roteronces;: :: 
: 656-9951. li:49
iEHieiiES
1966 18^ TRAVEL TRAILER,
(oxcellopt condition,,$1,400,:1978‘
BRENTWOOD BAY, 1 bedroom;






15 mm drive Ironi Wooico,
,Frod(ly(Slark6/%2-9602^ 
Joo (Starko 381*1578: 
G56-0747 Oasllo I’ropertios 
(:: (1982)''Lt(l,
HOWIE OF THE WEEK
i Suzuki 400, 4,000 original miles j
mmnoo. (Can: be :soon ( at ; 2302; <ftW i V children. ; tailanc49:,:
CLASSIC ~ ECONOMY 1965 
Austin;; Cambridge/ (4 door, 
autoamticr radio, no rust, low 
miles/;oxcollorif running order; 
$950 obo. After .5 p.m,, 652- 
;;''0032:',■( 'ii ■(".■'■ 3c49:
STYLE (Sidney




Managemont/Kont MacLeod and 
: Assoc,at381-3132c50
FBEDRO’OM lSW bUPLEFJtl
appliances and drapes, w/w 
carpet, parking available, Deo l.
; Approx, T150 sq, ft, $435 per 




(' from; jiindijimk;,!, iktlfl (''Aft-!' 
Diox, 0,000 sq, It, For 
.moip mio c.iii Freddy 
Starke 652*9(302 (cir 
'■"606-0747.':F:"F:::;:!m:/<':'
BUSINESS
Out ol town ex-lishermaiv 
looking lor viable business 
such as deli, restaurant, or 
small retail (Shop;:; Must be 
established up !!lo 
$100.000;;For conlidential 

















( •backhoo service: ( (': ,;:
! •plowIng. Cullivating: ;!:( :; (! 
!- S- rotovatlng: ; (
“blade work *
' ( “postholes !,(
:(. (:' : :;(^^ (^ “brush cutting 
( “rock rake:' '(
2 BEDROOM HOUSE to rent in 
Sidney, available now, 656-1905. * 
('2 c5 0
1974 AUSTIN MARINA, hoods 
■ transmissibh work, 69,000 miles,
( Offers. 666^49/
(■ '**''('■ 7FF6]^lXfTORIffW7P§ri^
: ( 6(1,000 imi; Needs: minor repair, 
$1,200, or best oiler, Kerry, 656- 
^ S 28: ''''
'pOrciuSc -dlfllASE aiow m'B
used cars ' and trucks from our
(Xli:
cTORENT
(or $97.800,(this; Hilly jtf 
'su|jii(m older (Characinr 
holiin on'/? acre lot(jiygocd 
ynluo. 3;;!largq^bo(trnenm;
; l:V$ baths, i!separaie'dmmci 
aikf ’llvihfjraoin:((Tb: view 
call Tod Phillips 656-5337 
01656*0747,
BETTER THAN NEW 
S77,900
3 U drill no ulnp raimhor ideal Starlei or lotiromonl home 
;kitchun((:witli!:'(:iatiii() 'atoar , lii('iiim livlnfl-dlriingrnir' with-;
, imntilator |-P(,Plui;tvwali to wall thrimut, Easy cate yard, Close; 
to shnppinq and Harmporation: E^lra wido(0ntrnnce door lor 
■ whtielohair!/u:cofis( l'ar more inlo, Joe Starke at 381-1578, or' 




(2-.3;bodrin’, rancher dn„ha!l! 
(a n i a 0 rd ;0 r, ihoro!, (s u il 111,p( f o ri 
ihobby farm;i AII casivup to 
$120,000;', iiiquickiideci:; 









BACKHOE SEWER STORM DRAINS
WANTED TO,. RENT; Garage or 
„ * share .Tworkchcip, to built a proto
1 huge stock,_ Low on-the-spot: (typo tfailor. 662-5920 i: 2p4^
' financing O.A.C/ Overnight TOOnyrn^To'renra’Si^n
;accommodation providod free tor reasonable
:-.ouot: town buyurs-! Call C0(lui.t.; rash or - trade tor ward work 872-7411. ZEPHYR MERCURY 0/ TTapo Varo wo'A'
((/(SALeS UTD/iao WestBroadway,*!:
Vancouver. B.C, VS YIP3 1 pb4 9
ra'p owraiT""'” piir'imi’
accessories' tof:: Jeeps 1942 : to ( 
1983;- GiBantiC'StOck, tow prices, V 
. qUick*'service,* GEMINI wLGS, 








Wnnted td rent from February:: 
151h to July Uti 2 bedroom 
yhomo, unfurnished,; Trustwoifthy : 
older wupla. Seitaus ieti}ie.r(C<3s. 
:::652-l328r""''^ '













4 YEARS OLD; ; 
$77,900
;il'hm(; family/,hpnie i lmsi;:3 
bedrboms; up and, 2 dowii 
fine basmmnt has a, iiv;* 
Jnqioum, full biitli, (itul kiPi. 
',rh'(Mmit(iii'iT|mi,,(iTV!m iioop 
:Has/:':il: tmdroo'ins/i livinti;: 
,room::.:fiininqf,nam/i qqd: 
.i.pumuu,s i.nuduKi. Mlulitm,,
: At:the'enfl''o'f a cui'do-sac' 






VENDOIV WILL FINANCE 





'iiiildearicirhcii tips' or;dtlifl,ri 
((liyoifitock,•'The two;bedim;.;,
' bimgaldivii! is i'tidmplbtcilvi 
' rmim/almi: * and*':ih' '* Im** 
/macMlate:;Conditloniii,/plU3(. 
Ihore Ismoorn foi' aivyorj*;;- 
(:isho'p/,in.;(';|Mifl;,baGfiienti 
HulO:;:JUUtiy ;,;S01D JuijiW 
'irowi sOhuriy/PhonG'i i'/i: ( 





family d:iome( ((argniljving- 
'dtnlngrdom-laibilyiiifoorni 
with I’isher iislbv0:'::.3 
balhrm./ ,double iTjaragbi: 
,separato./storago-w.ork' 
shop, Hilly serviced almost; 
2/3'ot,an aero jaridscapodi 
lot . witnifuturoi potential,: 
pabo.ii swipimingi ipopl 
ifiogotiablo,; ■thiS'!S:a"nHibt 





SIDNEY ROTOVATING & 
TRACTOR SERVICE
:p|QugHih(): levelmq: ionah (msi'lligninit f; puimhinq/
656-1748
7115 West Saanich Rd./BrenWtood Bay, B.C,
Ph. 652-2512 VOS 1 AO
'/•Small Engine' ■Repalrs:/"b'f/,(i;;i':'''‘'/(:i;
-(.Awnniiowors, Chain Saws, Small oiiihpards, 








T V'i balttsi'lnfs ofifftflaron 
wallsiand cfliiinQs; A boaf 
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For all your Roofing Needs, 




Marine, Auto & Safety Giass' Insurance Claims Promptly Handled
Window Glass — Mirrors 1 ^
Windshieids Instailed '
10114 McDonald Park Rd.
South Islands Roofing Ltd.
DAYS
TAR AND GRAVEL, NEW & RE-ROOFiNG 
REPAIRS, LEAKS 8f MAINTENANCE 
FREEESTimTES
478 2349 evenings 652-0593
382-7396
‘’f 'Lahiiskaping
Pedrosa Masons Supply Ltd
6777 Oldfield Rd.,
Keating Industrial Area
stone, Marble, : Masonry & Landscaping 
Supplies, Masons Tools, Cement, D.F.C., 
Decor Stone & Interlocking Products. B.C. 




»0VER 80 CHANNELS 
•SUPERIOR QUALITY RECEPTION 
•SYSTEMS FROM $1995.00 
FREE SITE INSPECTION 
CALL JANNIE THOMPSON
3400 DOUGLAS STREET, VICTORIA, B.C VS? 3LS
Q reen -Scene Landscaping
652-3089 “/rfed7s Through Planting'COMPinE SERVICE
•Interlocking Stones for 
Patrios, Walks, 
Driveways
•Lawns (Seed or Sod)
•Lawn & Garden 
Maintenance 
•Pruning & Spraying 
•Fencing, Cement Work








HERBERT BROTHERS TREE SERVICE
SERVING THE PENINSULA 
QUALIFIED STAFF — FREE ESTIMATES
•Topping and Felling Dangerous Trees 
•Seleclive Lot Clearing '
•Pruning ‘fdatures Trees •Fruit Trees •Ornamentals and •Hedges
CERTIFIED SPRAYERS •BOOK NOW FOR SPRING 
FULLYinsured; REASONABLE RATES .
NOW AVAILABLE IN^OCK -^ UPHOLSTERY FABRIC^^^^A^^
10200 BOWERBANK RD.
SIDNEY
■ir Fully Insured -ir Residential/Commercial 
★ Quality Workmanship ★ Free Estimates 
* Interior/Exterior








By The Newspaper Club
Our school musical play 
“Places Please” opened 
last week and had good 
audiences uud lots of fun at 
each of the three 
performances. The cast and 
chorus worked hard 
practicing their lines, songs, 
and dances. Main 
performers were Debbie 
Durrance, Helen Bradley, 
David Bennett, Lee White, 
Jodi Iseke, Dale West, Erin 
Kuzz, Lisa Hopkins, Sam 
Meeres, Jodi Duncan, 
Leagh Armstrong, Steve 
Smith, and Michele 
Watson.
Mrs. Shumka and Pam 
Townsend Were
accompanists; Miss Burris 
and Miss Nugent did a great 
job as co-directors.
Mount Newton students 
outdid themselves again in 
fund raising this year. A 
total of $680 was turned 
over by students for 
Operation Eyesight with 
Div. 8-6 as the top fund 
raising division. Mount 
Newton students have now 
been directly responsible 
for 66 operations in Third 
World countries and their 
money is miatched dollar for 
dbllar by the federal 
; government for a total of 
132 operations! :
At \ last Friday 
recognition assembly The 
students
acknowledged the 45 grade 
8 L students, 53f grade : 7 
H studentsand. 34;; grade 6 
: students; who qualified fo 
the first term honour roll. 
The Great , Persons 
citizenship list made up 
from teacher nominations 
was also read as well as the 
names of the large number
of students involved in 
sports and tlieatrc activities 
in the school.
Our boys’ soccer teams 
have just completed their 
middle school schedules - 
both teams were victorious 
in their middle school 
jamborees and played some 
good soccer near the end of 
the season. Thanks to Mr. 
Pollock and Mr. 
MacDonald for their fine 
coaching jobs.
Our girls grade 6, 7, 8 
grasshockey team coached 
by Mr. Waterous had a fine 
season and were also 
victorious in their jamboree 
(and lost only one game 
during the season).
The hoys’ rugby team is 
just finishing their season. 
Their record to date is 5 
wins and 2 losses. The girls 
and boys volleyball teams 
have begun playing at a 
good skill level. Coaches 
are; grade 7 girls - Mr. 
Fisher, grade 7 boys - Mr. 
Waterous, grade 8 girls - 
Miss Nugent, grade 8 boys - 
Miss Moniz.
The grade 6 and 7 
students from Miss Burris’ 
music class have been 
invited to perform their 
mini musical “Wheels” for 
the annual school 
Christmas performance.s on 
B.C. Ferries Dec. 14.
Christmas activities will 
be starting this week with 
the annual door decorating 
contest. Each division will 
be working on gathering for 
food hampers, and the 
Student Council will also 
help several fund raising 
activities.' ;
r
The Sidney group of the traditional songs are sung. 
Save The Children Fund Men and women of all 
holds regular meetings at 2 voices are welcome —^ if 
p.m., St. Andrew’s Church you like to sing please join
Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, on 
the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. 
New members or visitors 
warmly welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress 
Club meets the second and 
fourth Thursdays at 8 p.m. 
in Shady Creek United 
Church Hall, 7184 East 
Saanich Road. Vi.sitors 
welcome.
Sidney Stroke Club will 
be meeting the second and 
fourth Wednesday each 
month, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in 
Margaret Vaughan Birch 
Hall. All “strokers” 
welcome. For more 
in formation call co­
ordinator Ruth Snow at 
656-2101.
! You can help, the 
Salvation Army needs 
clothin g, h o u s e h o 1 d 
articles, appliances and 
furniture for its 
rehabilitation program. 
Call 727-2293 for pickup.
Can we help you? Call 
the Community
Counselling Centre, 9788- 
2th St:, Sidney, ;V8L 3Y8
the group. For more 
information call 656-5301.
Sidney Teen Activity 
Group (STAG) located at 
2304 Oakville St., behind 
Sanscha Hall grounds, is 
open to Saanich Peninsula 
youth aged 13-18 years. 
Clubhouse winter hours are 
7-9:30 p.m. Tuesday, 
Wednesday, Thursday and 
7-11 p.m. Saturdays.
STAG floor hockey 
nights at Sidney elementary 
school gym are held every 
Monday, 7-9 p.m.
STAG also offers pool, 
foosball and ping-pong, as 
well as many other special 
events and community 
projects. All activities are 
free and no registration is 
required. Parent and teen 
inquiries welcome; For 
more information call the 
PCA office at 656-0134 or 
drop by and pick up a 
program at 9788-2nd St.
7 Abili ty T;,P'e;rspnael, ■ 
Association is a project 
created to promote 
employment opportunities
for men and; women aged 
24-hour answering service, over 45 years; The ;office 
Call 656-1247. will assist people in finding
I W o m e 11 ’ s S u p p o r t job opportunities, working 
Group. A discussion group with them to determine 
for women dealing with their skills and capabilities 
their current needs, and helping them to present 
; Newcomers welcome themselves in saleable 
Wednesday afternoons at terms. For more 
1:30 p.m. in the information phone 385- 
Community Counselling 5000. tfn
Centre, 9788-2th Street, Sidney 676 Kittyhawk 
, Sidney V8L 3Y8. For more Squadron meets every 
information call 656-1247. Thursday at 6:30 p.m. to
Grandparents — are your 8:30 p.m. at the Air Cadet
ir o\\/av;9 A,: Ufar away? A Hall on Canora Rd. Come
f 1 ' t ' . Y ^«f y-k* « rr ■ *•*1 yvf t; Ty f - vnyH L, - o »Ho f . wtck T ri ‘ T/-fc
child care 1 Vz hours each the hall at 656-4423'. 
week. Call Patti at 656- TheCapital - Region 
I 6296. Association for the
Victoria Housing Mentally Handicapped
"SADLER’S;;;:: 
Decora ting Ltd^
Interior — Exterior 
Paper Hanging
656-5646




Spraying Wall Papering Renovations



















Bert M orrey Plumbing & Hoatihg
Licensed Plumbin’ 77Nbw Coiistruction and Repairs > 
,v L SpocinlulnO|ln Hot Wator^iratirig
m nay Rd., Sidney phono BSB-ISBO
J II '
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1923 Fernwood Christmas store is now open 
Road. Free matching rental at Springwbod and 
services. Landlords 381- Sentinel. Products made by 
1335, tenants 381-1205, the handicapped. Location 
Monday to Friday 11 a.m.- is in the Trafalgar Square 
5 p.m. Help with housing shopping centre,- 
problems. Brentwood Bay. Store
Attention ladies: all voice hours are 9 a.m.-12 p.m. 
ranges - we want you to sing and 1 p.m,-4 p.m,, Monday- 
barbershop-style. It’s a fun to Friday. 6-51
time! Most Monday nights Pregnant and Yvondcring 
7:45 p.m. at the Legion what the future holds, for 
Hall, Mills Rd. For more you? Sidne^y Community 
information call 652-3030 Health Service offices of 
or 656-1906. the Capital Regional
Central Saanich senior District can help you. Join 
citizens have moved to their us and other couples in a 
new centre at 1229 Clark comfortable atmosphere of 
Rd , Brentwood Bay. (652- learning through films, 
4611), New7 members slides, discussions and 
welcome. A calendar of exercises. Register now. In' 
activities is available at the Sidney call 656-1188 
centre, whiclv is open daily Sidney Twlrlcrs and 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m; week day’s;, Drum Corps take lc?soris at;: :7 
and 1-4 p.m, Sundays. Sidney elementary school
Santiich «nd the Islands from 6 p.m. Thursdays. For 
Ladies (SAILS) for Social more infdrrnation call 656- 
Credit meet the tltird 6098.
Wednesday of each month. The Peninsula
For further infortnation Disarmament Croup meets, 
please call 656-6232. regularly. To help tts, join
Save The Children Fund us or just for Information 
Christmas cards arc on sale call 656-4842, 
now al .lumping Mouse Sidney Activity Centre, 
Book Store on Beacon Ave, sponsored by CMHA and 
Ail proceeds from,the sale the community, mcet.s 
of cards go to (lie children’s Mondays 10 n.m. - 1 p.m
‘V P* i \t\A ':.7v'' ■7-'''7':'" Q'^AI I c; -*4 ' K4 <Hi mn 7\f fi'ii #
iL.rr.'
17.: 1/
Arbutus Realty Inc. ,
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in Margaret Vaughan Birch 
Speak French and want Hall, Handicrafts, games, 
to keep conversational filtips, recreation, light 
skills? Toastmasters En lunch and an opportunity to 
Francais meets Thursday meet others. For more 
evenings 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. inrormalion cull 652-1483
IW more information call after 6 pVmi or7658-S414 7 
598-3729 or 598-1316. weekdays.
All ages welcome to table Penlnuula
tennis at Brentwood Toaslmnsleru Club now
|;cIemcn.tfiry::,schppl,7;7(;U);;::^.L:;::,„eets:at;7';30':p^
;9;30 p.m. Mondays. More cvcnlngrat CentraliSimnich 7S 
information 652-4580 or „umicipal hall, 190.3 Mount 
6.52-*1.531 ’
problems,;;;;' in;;:;;:ygMr7i, li,fc?;;' "■are ,nc<t4ea, to 
Oycrcatcrs Anonymous can at
I
I ' ,'i'' ' , I ' I '
vvViVYv; Graham’s Rooting
^ 656-0626 : Kotlilnnlln,-:
Repairs', to 'Vents';"'
. Eaves A Chiifirtey
'.. 'V -y
\ U ^ ^ ? ,| ’ I ^ ’
'' ^ 7 i, ^ In 1 h e k' . M , t j ^ f 4 t f ^ f I '... („7....... ,1...................................1 ...7
..The;'..
help; No dtics, no weighing. ^
I" or,..'.:;,-, mo re.
inlprmatiQn call Margeitux t
Fltilaysoh at
j A! I’T M7 ‘ 7’ > ‘7 '7, ‘ 'i ,).* 77' , ‘ ' 7,. ,.. 71 .
it f ' if ^ ' iijl 'i V I ()i P" ''' f ' ‘ ' 'I \
r.
I";.1
DISCOUNTS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
Mecfiri'i’s “are' “'at" 8'
Mondays, 9751 - Snd Street,;
I,:,Sidncy:':Call'652-993.|7:;''7;|::7„,
meet
every Tuesday 7:30 - 9:30 Alcohalle» Anonymous 
p.m, at the Royal Canadian - 10 groups meet every 
t%iW Rd. week un the Saanich
Now members and vl.:itors T'enhi'.tila. For more 
welcome. Well known hits information or help call 
from musicals as well as 38.3-04S5
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Margaret Vaughn Birch Hall was the scene 
recently of a happy and busy afternoon at the 
regular meeting of the Save the Children 
Sidney Group as 18 members packed 21 
parcels of quilts, afghans (donated by a 
92-year-old), knitted articles and good used 
clothing and toys for the Yukon. (Photos 
left). This includes Watson Lake, Upper 
Liard and Lower Post.
The group thanks "'‘many friends"' for 
donations with a special thank you to the 
Morning Group of St. Andrew's Anglican 
Church for its generous contribution of good 
used clothing. Thanks also go to the children 
of Deep Cove school for their collections in 
the Save the Children Halloween cans. " We 
appreciate donations and support of our wild 
life show, " says Lillian Milne, secretary.
Sleepover for youngsters
As a service to parents childrenagedsixtol2years 7:30 p.m. Dec. 31 to 10 
and a special evening of fun New Year’s Eve. Activities a.m. Jan. 1- A fee will be 
for youngsters the Victoria include games, swimming, charged. For more 
YM-YWCA is offering an movies, music, and evening information call 386-7511. ^ 
all-night program for snack and breakfast from





See mt SelecMm M
IVlanv Styles & Colours 
Bridal, Wedding, Baby, 
Recipe, Photo, etc.
7167 W. Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay
“Evervthinq Barrel Size but The Price”
©Unique puzzles that will 
entertain and delight.








Mon. -Wod. 9-6;' 
Thurs. & Fri. 9-8 
Sat. 9-6
At The Brentwood Inn 7i72 Brentwood Drive





















• ASIAN ROSEWOOD FINGER
• TEAK FINGER
• TEAK TIGER FINGER
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GLASS & SILVER 
SWAN DISH with spoon
^W/
1 *
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Do your man a favor & fill out this chart to help him 
with his Christmas shopping;
•bust measurement __:___
#102- 2506 BEACON 













•colours you cahjt wear-ll



























& many more Ideas
Our staff offers gift 
:v;;;vlcounsellingi^' 
Drop in anytime
'Tour full service pet store"
"Your pet’s happiness is our business"
BIRDS - AQUARIUR/IS 
SMALL ANIMALS- TROPiCAL FI^
















7 DAYS a WEEK 
9:00 a,m. - 9:00 f 




TmPWmESf SHOP on the penihsula 







to be (Irnwri December 23rd
COFFEE;:--:;:;::':';'
i
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W^: also have ..;.
Christmas 
Center Pieces 





/ i' d /..ft te'/l O^A;'




... . .. . . . . . . ''M
Florists and Gift Shop
6SS-3B33
SEABOARD FUlZA 
2144 Keating X R^d
0S2-SMS
HAVIBG TROUBLE FINDING ANYTHING IN GLASS?
WE CAN HELP WITH TABLE TOPS, MIRRORS, 
MIRROR WALLS, ETCHED GLASS & MIRRORS. SKYLIGHTS, 








BURGUNDY OLD-FASHIONED 11 QZ. 
BURGUNDY HI-BALL 13V2 OZ.
■m
f J - APifaLy ' @ If^ i'^‘i —~
2 PIECE SET Js Ji
SAVE ON mkmm paper*





35' 50' 65'vvmimd/V medium K.';^:‘a;LAR6E^'';:ft^





Brentwood Gift & Grafts
BESIDETHF. BRENTWOOD FERRY DOCK
\-% ■"
PLACE YOUR ORDER 
EARLY FOR iYOUR 
FRIENDS AND 







TTw CmmI/mi Toy CmikII
/^''!iS7■■v.i-/:n,^,■■ ).,' ,-^;,v'M, ■,; r'a- ■ ■>’.;= .'''V;./!'' f||09lVt|TMACl<Uf HMHW' '"' -’"' '•■.'t''-' VV..-; ..r,; rT-*;'
WE HAVE THEM! STuft Tult Train Sols................................ from $15.95 1.
a lots of sparo parts & accossorlos " >






































. to serve you
::v'av,v|
Brentwood Vitlago Square
7120 W, Saanich fid,. 





i6>7120W. SAANICH RD^ 
ORENTWOOO BAY
^:S':r>-p''6S2-4633.^.
C.G:E. POWER PLUS 
1300HAIR 
DRYER






•Lined Car J Coats 
•Fashion Bulky Sweaters 
•Full Length Lined Coats 









7105 W. Saanich Rd.
I'Broniwoodicay,;:;;' '652-31:43:
ii





THE REVIEW Etiyc ( I
North Saanich eyes cluster homes on 75 acres
North Saanich farmer against the property,” said subdivision down to one- said in an interview after 
George Aylard wants to Aylard. “Soil and acre parcels but Aylard the meeting, 
develop cluster homes on 75 topography are keeping if Wants to leave a large buffer Committee chairman
acres fronting on Wain Rd. from being productive zone round the property Eric Sherwood told Aylard
and North Saanich land.” and therefore is requesting that the committee would
committee told him The farmer said he has cluster development be like a formal submission 
Monday night they would had two soil studies done allowed, still at a ratio of rather than a request for re­
welcome formal plans and a and they both “strongly one unit per acre. zoning, adding there is a
submission from him. indicate a property with He will continue to farm new council now and a need
Part of the property has little or no agricultural his remaining 300 acres, he for basic information, 
been in the Aylard family potential.”
for more than 50 years and Aylard noted the 
ismainly very rocky. Agricultural land
“There are two factors Commission has supported
“ins
money was
its 90th birthday this year
Break-ins in the Sidney Canadian
and North Saanich areas stolen,
are on the rise, Sidney Two more break-ins were
RCMP say with five reported on Dec. 5, one on
incidents reported last 5th St. where only a
week. handful of silver coins were
Some $300 dollars in cold taken and one on Resthaven
cash and a 20-inch Hitachi Dr., where numerous
colour TV plus remote cabinets, cupboards and
control were stolen during a drawers had been searched
break-in Dec. 8 to a house through, but nothing taken,
on Ardmore Dr.
One day earlier a During the night of Dec.
and onion with fries for a single dollar. This they termed re.sidence on Ocean Ave. 6, the Trading Post within
the Prairie Inn Special. was entered and eight the confines of Blaney
Today, the Prairie Inn, owned and run by Dave and bottles of rye, a tape deck. Terminal was entered, but
The inn was originally built by a pioneer settler named Wayne Duncan, still stands and serves the community as some foreign currency and police believe nothing was
Henry Simpson. He and his wife Adelaide Simpson, made The Neighbourhood Pub.” 
the decision to build a public house, which was to be the 
first in the area. In order to obtain the needed cash for this 
project Henry mortgaged his 300-acre farm and town lot in 
Victoria to a John Schmidt, fpr 83 pounds, 6 shillings, 8 
pence — or about one-tenth of the value of a single lot in 
Victoria today.
These funds were adequate for Henry and Adelaide to 
erect a small white building and a neat stable nearby. The 
stable, however, burned down sometime later. It was 
probably the birthplace of B;C.’s first you-drive rental 
'transportation, .y;-;:;'
Henry would rent a saddle-horse to someone wishing to 
travel to Victoria, and he had ho problem getting the horse 
back, in the case of a one-way trip. Arrangernentswere 
made with the rider to pay h fee for the horsedland oncel 
1 arrived in Victoria, he was to take the animal to a ceitaih 
livery stable and pay for a meal for it.
After its meal, the horse was turned out and would make 
its way back home alone. ■ V
small amount of stolen.
1 In 1893 the Victoria and Sidney Railway, locally called 
j The Cordwood Limited, came through the area, its right- 
of-way running directly in front of the inn. Henry decided 
he’d better update his establishment just incase 
competition should move in on his location. That same 
year he contracted S. Martin of Esquimalt to build the
1' : AVictTrioat ''‘Favtam . .
purchased by Gavin Harper, Under new liquor regulations I"
the name changed as well. The Prairie Tavern is now \
known as the Prairie Inn. i
Gavin and wife Bev, redecorated the inn and repaired '•r-yyAl
the damages; hoping to f estbre the building to its original
1 State.K
iuilding brand new. //..
iiilHina nnrl nrnviHpH viicitnrs V : ■ Ij///The Harpers lived in the buildi g a d pro ided isitor  
with a meal of two meat patties, cheese and egg, tomatoes
Bleasdale, guilty to hit and run of ah 
42, of 704-647 ' Michigan unattended vehicle and was 
St. , Victoria, was sentenced fined $100. 
to three months in jail after ^Ro b e r u^^ ^
■'•■"pleading guiltyTO'impaired;:^'';Pennock,'^'■-27;;:.:bf7;Bed\veIl''';';7:;';7v.:'.|,ij'|,Ill'll 
driving Dec. 8 in Sidney riarbbur Rd., Pender V, " .'' V';
provincial court. Island, was fmed $100 after Vtiilvi
Martin'C;"Houghton, 23,';,''pleading,',:';;;;;guilt'y'V";:;;"t'o;:'-'..'''j'
■,'‘:;of ;''^92l I';'; ^Lbchside';:,; ';Dr;,; .■■' possession'of marijuana^. r-"'-'■! '
Sidney. Avas sentenced to 14 : On Dec. 6, Donald % • s
days in jail after pleading Howard Moongi 48, of
; guilty to impaircd clriving: 23620 32nd Aye,, Langley,
25, of; was sentenced to 14 days in
|7>1426 Vining:Sth5V>^ ^ftcr he was found
was sentenced toil days in guilty of impaired driving. 
jail and fined $300 after he Kcnnetlt Curran Clark, 
was found guilty of driving 38, of South Pender Island,,
: Vi* while'under suspeitsion. was found guilty of 
Terence Byron, 57, of impaired driving and fined^^^*
' Sallspring Island, pleaded $350.
This page presjehted by the tqllo>ying
Brentwood Bay Merchants;
Santa Claus will arrive Christmas eve visit to 
by boat f December 17,; Brentwood Bay .He; will 
1983;; for his annual prev" ^
Inn wharf atH:00 a.m; 
Saturday morning. His 
sleigh will be niounted on 
a hay wagon and pulled up 
Verdier Avenue by tractor 
lo the Brentwood Village.
Spobner's Ladies Wear 
1193 Verdier
He will visit the three 
main shopping areas in the V 
Brentwood I Village Trohi 
to 1:00. Hot 
chocolate will be served :; 
by the:l Central ; SaaniclV);
;Liohs Club. After touring; 
the iyillage,,SatUa^y^ 
atithe Brentwood IJniled^L 
fChurch frbm 1:00 to 
p.m„ where hc vyouId 1 ike:: 





First Pacific Credit Union 
Trafalgar Square 











Brentwood Shopping Centre 
1187 Verdier 
652-3333




7060 W. Saanich i
''652-5612''^'"^^''v':-;;'
Kaptcyn Hair ; 
Brcnlwobd Village Square 
7120 W: Saanich Rd,
, ;*,;.'652-1041 'i, "■
; Santa's visit has been ar- ; „ . ,
:pd bv ihe^tomwoor:
; Business Association. ^6,')2>1821
PhirsBakcry 
Brentwood Shopping Centre 
652-1923
Kristine Kaptcyn Skin Care




7105 W. Saanich nl Wallace Seaboard Properties
652-3143 ' 7173 W. Saanich ; •: I*
652-1141
Art Bolster & Sons
7088 W, Saanich Country Kitchen
;; 1199 Verdier? 
Brentwoc 
(652-1192
The thought Shop 
7167 W, Saanich
;652-36l2.'.)'/''^".'■■■■;:■•:
.. ....... .......,........ ....... , .... ............. ..
‘'"'il '''• ••"•'“•‘iniSStirtiTr, ^ I '■
Brentwood Hardware 5 
Athletics 




7175 W. Saanich 
652-38121;;;*;;.
Smitty's Brentwood 
6719 W. Saanich al 
Keating X Rd.
652-; 1764
m od Shopping Cenlr, p ly's
I Hour Cleaners 
7183 W, Saanich ■ 
652-5811 ^
Village Toy & 
HobbySboppe 
Brentwood Village Square 
7120 W, Saanich 
652-5838
.'1 ' i
^ f i :
"'I , , '■ • i ' ' 11, ,
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Free bus rides 
New Year’s Eve
New Year’s Eve with an extension of hours, 
partygoers will be able once The transit system will run 
again to ride the bus free of until 2:30 a.m. instead of 
charge Dec. 31. ^ t^^ midnight
The Victoria Regional closing.
Transit Commission has
approved free bus service Board any bus and ride 
from 7 p.m. onwards on anywhere in the transit 
New Year’sEve. system, from Sooke to
Regular Saturday evening Sidney to Saanich — free — 
service will operate Dec. 31 after 7 p.m.
it a news tip? ^ ■




We are please to announce 
has joined the practice.
Or. Breadner will be available for small animal office calls at the 
clinic as weir as a mobile farm call practice limited to horses.
PUT ON THE DOe 
NEW YEARS EVE!
NEW YEAR’S EVE DINNER — 7:30-8:30
Baby Shrimp Cocktail or Trout Cleopatra
...... or , Baked Stuffed Potato
Lobster Bisque Cauliflower & Cheese
Roast Prime Rib of Beef Sauce
& Yorkshire Pudding or Ice Cream Puffs with
New York Steak Bprdelaise Hot Chocolate Sauce
$59.00 per couple
YOUR EVENING INCLUDES; 
DINNER e PARTY FAVORS 





^ to needy through The Review-Sidney Lions Christmas
is responsible for distribution of 
Murray Sharratt Photo
PATRICIA BAY HWY ( 17) 
& MT. NEWTON X RD.
... When the party is over 
spend the night in one of 
our country inn rooms
REGULAR DINING ROOM MENU AVAILABLE AT 5 PM
RESERVE EAFiLY
'■T
It depends on how long your freezer is off. If possible, 
find out how long your freezer has been or is likely to be 
. off. If it will be running again in a few hours there is no 
need to worry.
‘ When it is, not operating, avoid opening the freezer 
' e.kcept when.absolutejj/rnecessary. Food in a fully loaded 
freezer will keep frozen for two days. If less than half full, 
food will keep frozen for about 24 hours.
If ice crystals are still present in the food and it is still. 
Wry cold to the touch it is usually safe to fefreeze the food.




If defrosted but still cold, fruits, juices and plain bakery; 
products may be refrozen. Other foods, which are still 
cold,, should be cooked immediately and eaten or re­
frozen.
to aboveTefrigeration tempemture for ah unknown period 
of time should be discarded.
Is there any danger in thawing frozen foods at room 
iTemperature?; '
while the inside is still frozen. This is inviting bacteria 
growth. For food safetyi thaw food in the refrigerator or
the frozen state. i _
If you need to thaw poultry arid meat in a hurry, place it 
in a watertight bag and immerse in cold water so that it 
thaws evenly. Food also thaws more quickly in cold water 
than at room temperature.
in the refrigerator or cold water is 
impractical, such as with a large turkey, wrap it in a towel 
or brown paper bags, to allow Irir more even thawing on 
the counter-lop.
Is it safe to use cracked eggs?
Cracked eggs may contain salmonella, a harmful
t)li|CtCri(V !«..»• I n Tf il-s r'hip/^^ii mil i T’liT ■
such as hard-boiling, in casseroles or in baked good.Si 
Never use cracked eggs raw as in eggnogs.
Is there any danger In using mouldy foods?
Yes, there is a danger. Certain moulds can.; produce a 
harmful toxin called mycotoxln which can spread under 
and around the mould growth. Unfortunately, it is not 
possible to tell which; moulds ipiriiduce mycotoxiris ari 
which moulds are harmless simply-by looking at thern.^^^^^^ 
Therefore, removing the the visible surface mould from a 
food, then eatingllie food could be dangerous.
Liquids such as syrups and semi-solid foods such as jam 
should be discarded if they contain mpuld. If hard cheese 
has a patch of mould confined to one hfeia, the cheese may 
be salvaged by cutting arorind the mould to a depth Of 2.5 
cm (one inch).
When in doubt about other mouldy food, play it safe 
and discard It.
Arc green polatoes safe to cat?
Foiatocs
t"'V' 'COntairi, tt u,■
large amounts. It is a good practice to'peel away all of the 
green discoloration before cooking potatoes* Avoid using 
;;;;;.v';;;;green potatoesirif'baking.;/:;,
Avoid buying potatoes with green discolOralion and 
store potatoes In a brown bag or sack in a dark place to 
prevent them from turning green.
How long Is It«
Canned food n
"I!;. • no! leakage.'.orFih tt. ...w...',. w,....... *3....
place. Howcvci, the qualiiy of uuuicU foods dtitiiouUc:. 
with prolonged storage.
An overall average increase of 6%.
A general increase for Third Party 
Liability coverage Together with 
ments for vehicle use, will result in an 
increase of between $11 and $25,
Depending upori the kind of vehicle 
arid the insurance purchased^ some own­
ers of vehicles rated for ‘business use’Avill 
realize a reduction of between $6 and $25. 
Some owriers of vehicles fated for ‘plea­
sure use’ or for ‘driving to and frorii work’ 
and others who have trailers or vehiclesbn 
which the premiuni is much lower than 
average, will paymore.
Premium financing will be discon­
tinued effective with January 1, 1984 re­
newals and new business after that date. A 
cpmbirialiori of loss of investment inepnte 
and operating costs makes the continua­
tion of this service inappropriate in this 
period of restraint. Irislitutibiis dealing in 
loans ofThis inature have been advisrid of 
this change.
L'-..
3; DEDUCTIBLE OFFIONS ^■
(for private passenger and light commer­
cial vehicles)
Specified Perils may he piirdiascd 
with a deductible of $50.
Willi a (.'Comprehensive deductible of 
ekiicr $50 or $100, Collision coverage 
may be purchased with a deductible of 
cither $100, $200 or $300.
With a CCcimpl'chehsive deductible of 
$ 1 ()0 or $ 150, Cdl 1 in on ihay be jpiirchascd 
with a deductible of $500. 
'^■F;;^r;;V''/With'h■CDlnp^ehcns^yc1leductib^cn 
$150}^ Col llsion ■ niay nc'' pui'clipscd -wi Ih'.'a; 
deductible of $1„000.
(The: highei*. tlic; deductible^' the' lower' ili'e' 
premium.)
The definition of ‘business use’ has 
been expanded to include the use of a 
vehicle by an erriployee who is paidby an ■ 
ernployer for using the vehicle in; the 
courseofhiswbrk.Thisdoesnoteriicoin- 
pass ‘commercial use’, whichmeans the 
use of a vehicle for the delivery or carriage 
of goods. Consult your Autoplan Agent 
/for:-fuH'details.;' '
'5. TRANSFER PROCEDURES:f.
plates may be attached to a replacement 
vehicle and existing coverage transferred 
to a newly acquired vehicle for the 10 days 
permitted to formally registerthe transfer,' 
7/ /A' /Y-t/id/TY/ //id/ y///C or //i //;t’
previously Iweucedvehicle be transferred.
When a rchabilitatidn claimant fails 
to cihnply with riiedto^
■rCctririnierided' physical^^f^ 
trealincritorybcational training, disability| 
paymerits ritay be discbntinilcd after ex­
piry of 60 days notice.
For more detailed inibrmatioii on 
these Items and other optional 
Aiitoplaii coverages please refer 
to the 1984 Aijtop1‘m Molprist KH; 
dyailahie at all Aiitoplan ARents 
:':und'Mot<ir,T4lceiicc.X)ffices,F;;';.;;/:V,;,!
'7.;n*s.e;cheques,
The service cliarge on cheques rc- 
turhed tor reasbri of‘non sufficient funds’^ 
will be increased to $10 for each item, This




Tluv timc liiTvit for arbitratioiv or liti­
gation of Own Dtmiage claims has been 
extended inim one year to 1 wo-years. The 
two yeiu peritid runs frqni tlic date wf tbc 
; qcCurrcitce;bf the dbss^ br'damrig'e.. ■ 
T’hcfimelimltdGrlitigation of'Acc!-'" 
dent Benefit claims has been extepded to 
two years fibnv Tore yerif, Tire two year 
: period j'rinfi"frbnr'eithcrAhb"'(latc;;of::the'' 
■;'accjdenf'Ar:the:!'date;:; of-IbcAast/benefit' 
paid. Them are a number of conditions that 
apply to this lime limit and arc set out in
COLLISION—
covers loss dr damage
vehicle resulting from upset dr collision
with another object. It can be purchased
only in combination With Comprehensiye
coverage and is available with various; /
deductibles.
CCIMPREHENSIVE— 
covers damage ft-om any cause other than 
collision or upset. In addition to specified 
perils listed in the 1984 Motorist Kit, it 
covers glass breakage, vandalism, mali­
cious mischief, falling dr flying otpects,: 
missiles, and impact whh an animal. When 
purchased in combination with Collision, 
(jornprehensivc iy subject to various de­
ductibles. When purchased separately, a 
deductible of either $50 or $100 applies.
UNDERINSURED
;;:motorist:;Proi^ecti()N;---;'^
provides extended protcctibit to the^^ v 
tims of an accident when thc^^^^m^ 
:/;carricd:;;by\ihe':;driycr;’/at;bfauIt;ds^v;'n6i:.;:; 
sufficient to pay claims firr iirjury^^^^^^w
death. It provides that the yictim’s pvyh 
/ Third ; Parly Liability cqveritgc /can/be / 
applied to bring the total payment to the 
higher limit of liability.
For cxariaple, in a/ situation^ ! w^^ 
driver at fault has $100^000 Third Party 
Liability coverage and the^^^Y 
.$5b0,()06, the maximum payment for the 
accident js $50(),000;:^;:';::,
■'loss'0F:USE A:’OVERAGK^-A,:r-:;/:^:';■:/
provides leimburscrncnt up to the limits 
chosen, for expenses incuiTed for substi­
tute transportation \yhbh a yal^ 
made under Own Damage covm^
ENDORSEMENT---
' pr(Widcs'%par'a't<^''4dditibhal coverage for;'' 
', items "of spceial,; y'alucyattachcd; to';'The;; 
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Annual visit by Santa Ship, sponsored 
by Jaycees of Victoria, was met by only 
handful of people Saturday when it 
docked at Beacon Wharf around 9:10 
p.m. The Review had been given wrong 
time for arrival. Top left, youngster and 
parent wait for Santa's arrival, bottom, 
Lisa and .lodi Schwarz rattle off shopp­
ing list for jolly gentleman.
A 2,600-ton Soviet intelligence collecting ship is 
operating in international waters off the mouth of the 
Strait of Juan de Fuca under the close surveillance of 
Canadian Forces aircraft.
Rear-Admiral Gordon Edwards, Commander of 
Maritime Forces Pacific, said today the intelligence ship 
“Gavril Sarychev” entered the Canadian surveillance area 
on Wednesday and appears to be on a routine assignment
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The Sarychev carries a crew of 50.
Edwards said long-range: Aurora aircraft: from; 407 
Squadron at Comox will be maintaining a close watch on 
the Soviet vessel which is operating as close as 20 miles*: 
from Vancouver Island.
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•CARPET & UPHOLSTERY •TAR REMOVAL 
STEAM CLEANING ®VINYL ROOF CLEANING i
•ENGINE SHAMPOO AND RECOLORING
Our Reputation is Qualityk.. Service is our Motto!:
FREE PICKUP SERVICE AVAILABLE
the Soviet oiler “Him” which is now heading back to home J
^waters'.'-/ : 77-7, ' :-':7‘''y:,,:.;77yy': 7::.y,77: VISA
AUTHORIZED PEALER7 :
SIDNEY ELECTRONICS LTD; 




OPEN 9:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
CHRISTMAS HOURS 
FRIDAY, DEC. 16 9:00 9:00 
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Saturdays 10 & 17 December 
Wednesday 21 December
$1,00 per hour lier child
ADULT SUPERVISION'
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Shopping for Gift ideas? 
WE HAVE 
LOCAL CRAFTS & 
INDIAN KNlttED CRAFTS
AND























7167 W Saamch Rd. 
Brentwood Bay ;■
•^^^^■■AiS:'A-:"652-3612
IVIon.-Wed;:9 • 6 
ThursV & Fri: 9 - 8 
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TOY S HOBBY 
SHOP INC.
Brontwood Villago Square







CORNER WEST S/CANIOH & KEATING X RD.
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ik many; .more, Ideas: "'ivi;
Our staff offers gift
■:J■;^;;;^;;coul^selllng|4;;;’;
Drop in anytime




‘*Your full service pet store**
**Your pet's happiness is our business"
BIRDS ^ AQUARIUWIS
SMALL ANIMALS - TROPICAL FiSH 





7 DAYS a WEEK 
9:00 a.m, - 9:00 p.m.
Mil DECEMBER 24th iiidusive
(or
TRAOES WELCOME- TERMS TO SUIT O.A.C. -FREE DELIVERY
9:00-5:30 BEAUTY--QUALITY-VALUE HOURS: 9 a.m. - 6 p.m 
else but ... Monday i Saturday
ON THE PENINSULA
::98i8’5th:si;.L';;l::;..:i.;;;.:;:,/:L. 656-6313
«■Irt ISLAND FURNITDRE MART 11».
2513 BEACOM AVE:','SI0NEY' " ■ 058-3724 ''I'^'i
PARADISE WHYDALSPlus Cagn









W cdnesday, December /■/,
As the end of the year approaches, the thoughts of 
many investors turn to the gains they have made in the 
previous 12 months and the inevitable tax that will be 
payable on them.
Advisors counsel that attention be paid to those not- 
so-successful investments on which an investor is 
currently looking at a capital loss and suggest they 
evaluate the potential for recovery in those investments.
If the potential for recovery is not great, then such 
investments are candidates for sale prior to year-end in 
order that a capital loss be realized as this loss can offset 
realized capital gains.
In my opinion, the benefit in selling an investment 
■ that has failed to achieve expectations is the
The prize for the unluckiest man of the year must go 
to the unfortunate soul who paid for two weeks on 
sunny, friendly Grenada just before the invasion 
(rescue?) started. ^
As the shells burst around him he must have 
wondered why there had been no mention of bombing 
in the glossy brochures that the travel agency had sent 
him and, huddled under his deck chair, he must have 
felt very alone and friehdless. Now he knew why, of all 
the islands in the Caribbean, Grenada had seemed such 
a bargain.
The same thing happens in the stock market. The 
hapless investor can be caught in a fire-fight without 
warning, his best laid plans spoiled by some unexpected 
i development, his “bargains” shot from under him. 
® Mitel, Digital Equipment, A.T.andT., are only a few of 
the stocks that have been brought down by poor 
I earnings reports or some other unexpected mishap.
The declines in most instances have been severe, 
shattering the performance record of fund managers 
and undermining the confidence of investors generally. 
It is not surprising, therefore, that they have become 
extremely cautious of late and have run for cover at the 
first sign of trouble.
The market, beyond doubt, has lost its earlier, 
seemingly unshakable optimism and is no longer proof. 
This is the most obvious change that has taken place 
since the upward trend began. The result is that more 
portfolios are becoming pock-marked with paper losses.
Long term investors, including the institutions, are 
becoming increasingly trading-oriented and positions 
are being established more protectively (as witness the 
strength in the utility stocks).
A further consequence is that tax loss selling this year 
will now be more widespread than had been previously 
thought likely.
Under these new conditions, a flexible investment | 
strategy is important. We must recognize, first of all, | 
that the present situation will not last forever, | 
Confidence will eventually return. 1
What is needed to bring investors out into the open is | 
a further sharp drop in interest rates and evidence of a | 
clear and sustainable upward trend in earnings. These S 
are not remote prospects. Both could materialize in 1984 s 
to impart new vigour to the market. s
Until they appear, however, strong defences should | 
be maintained. Quality should be emphasized and risks | 
should be spread through broad'diversification. Cash i 
reserves should be maintained at a comfortable level so 
as to be able to take advantage of buying opportunities.
And particular attention should be paid to income, 
the best defence of all.
(The above article was writen by Howard Crann of 
Pitfield Mackay Ross Limited, Toronto.)
At one time or another, we have all made poor 
'investments which we have come later to regret; to err is 
-hiiman! The object of our error of judgement haunts us 
as we live in hope that there will come a time when we 
;can make good our misfortune.
. It is far better to recognize the mistake and to correct 
it; in the case of a poor investment, by disposition. Yes,
■ there will be a loss of capital (and possibly a little pride). 
There might even be some tax relief to soften the 
impact.
The benefit, however^ will be a relief that comes with 
taking decisive action and rectifying a mistake. The slate 
is clean and you can go forward with a positive outlook 
Stewards the future. What a good way to start a new
[Stephen Taylor Is a representative of Pitfield Mackay 
Ross Limited, Victoria.]
record
If you turned up in the 
afternoon last Friday to see 
the Santa Ship at Beacon 
*wharf — don’t blame The 
Review because it didn’t 
come in until late evening. 
We were given time of 
arrival as 5 - 5:30 p.m.
By John Down have under-performed the
The market came market, are due for a major 
through with another lack upward move. The primary 
lustre week the TSE closing groups involved are 
down 17 points at 2532, and industrial products, metals 
the Dow Jones off 3 points and minerals and the 
at 1260. Gold was flat, forestry sector, 
closing at 390 an ounce. This doesn’t mean to say
^ Although^ the market’s that other, groups will not. 
performance last week, was perform w^U, however, as 
poor, analysts still ^beljeve an investor, I always look 
the primary upttend is to the neglected stocks for 
intact. The consensus bargain prices, 
estimates the Dow Jones One such stock in this 
Industrial Average will category is STELCO ($29 
reach 1500 by the end of 1/2). This year, the 
1984 and the Toronto Stock company should report a 
Index will close near 3000. loss of about a dollar a 
This prolonged correction share. Next year’s earnings 
that we have been are estimated at $2.50 to $4 
experiencing since June of per share which would 
this year should end no later make a target price of $40. 
than the first quarter of per share in 12 months-- a 
1984. reasonable goal. STELGO
An investor therefore, pays an annual dividend of 
must ask himself what areas one dollar per share, 
will participate in the next The stock is also 
leg of the bull market. It optionable, allowing the 
appears that the cyclical investor an opportunity to 
stocks which, up till now, increase . his returns by
covered writirig.
For individuals requiring 
income, STELCO 
Preferred “C” is a more 
appropriate investment 
vehicle. This convertible 
preferred gives a yield of 8 
per cent allowing the 
investor an opportunity to 
participate in any capital 
ajppreciation in the common; 
stock while maintaining a 
reasonable income.-. 
STELCO should be 
considered a conservative 
investment and is suitable 
for self-d irected RRSP ’ s.
The author of this 
column is an employee of 
Mcleodf Youhg Weir Ltdf 
and may own or have been 
involved in underwritings 
i of securities mentioned in 
this column.
made
are not a guarantee of 
peyfotrhance and purch^ 
Mouldy:
following consultation with 
ah investment executive.
m






On bohall ol various groups and residents on the Saanich Peninsula who recognise that 
' I this may bo a particularly different Christmas for you and your family, wo arc Inviting you to 
I partake in any or all ol the following.
SIDNEY REVIEW/SIDNEY LIONS CLUB; provides Christmas hampers and food certlficatos, 
KIWANIS CLUB; provides gifts lor children ~ toys, books, games,
, j ? PENINSULA NEW SHOP:,
at the PON sHop,' 9781 • '2nd Sl i Sidney;/;
Penlniula Community Assoclutlon 
f ^m- 2nASi.,
Sidney, B.C. V81. 3Y8 E
DEADLINE rOR ARRIVAL; DECEMBER 3,1983
Mall now to avoid disappointment, Wo look forward to hearing from you!
pleasoiput an:X









Listings in this directory ate provided tree ot charge to Saanich Peninsula Churches as a public service ol the Sidney 
Review, 656-1151
ADVENTIST
Sidney Seventh Day Adventist—10469 Resthaven Dr.
Pastor ............... .. -............ — -......... ■... ., ...... • -........................... ..  ■ • ■ ------  ■
ALLIANCE
•Sidney Alliance Church — Masonic Hall, Saanichton , ..... .. ................ ..................... .652-4273
ANGLICAN
•SI. Andrew's — Rev. David Fuller . , ............ ■ ■ : ■ . .656-7669
9682-3rd St.. Sidney ... ------ ................... ................ ....... 656-5322




. . . . 652-3850
.666-3223, 656-6603
-St. David By-the-Sea — Rev. A.E. Gates., .............. ............ ........... • ;
5182 Cordova Bay Rd... ,.:.;. ,., . ... ............. ...............658-5022
-St. Mary’s — 1934 Cultra Ave.. Saanichlon 
•St. Michael & All Angel's — Rector: Archdeacon W.J, Hill
4733 West Saanich Road. Royal Oak ......... .. .. ........... .........
•St. Stephen's — Rev. Ivan Fuller.. . . ............
St, Stephen's Rd. ...... ......... ......... ......................................... .. : L..................
•Brentwood Parish Church — Rev. A, Petrie, 792 Sea Drive. Brentwood Bay ..
•Holy Trinity — Rev. 0, Malins, Mills Rd. and West Saanich Rd. - North Saanich.... —
BAPTIST
•Bethel Fellowship — Pastor N.B. Harrison
. 2269 Mills Rd ,. Sidney ^ ,
•Friendship Baptist Church — Pastor Ernie Kratotil. 7820 Central Saanich Ret, ,,.
•Sluggett Momorial Church — 7008 W. Saanich Rd...Brentwood Bay - Pastor V. Nordstiom ..
•Elk Lake Baptist Church — Rev. L.M. Funk. 5363 Pai Bay Hway. ; ,. ... ...;. ■ • .658-8111,477-6957
•Royal Oak Baptist Church — 898 Royal Oak Ave.. Corner of Royal Oak Ave. & Royal Oak Drive,
- Rev. Reed Eiley....... ..............:..;...,: i .,;. :
CATHOLIC
•Our Lady o! the Assumption — 7726 West Saanich Rd. . •







•Sidney Foursquare Church — Pastor Dean Wiison 
9925- 51hSt.. Sidney. ................ ............. ; - ■ ■ - ^ * ;
LUTHERAN
•Peace Lutheran Church — Pastor Dennis J. Paap, 2295Weiler Ave....... . ..,
NAZARENE
•Ist Church o( The Nazarene — Rev. Riley Coulter, 4277 Quadra Street. Victoria...... .
PENTECOSTAL
•Oldlield Hoad Gospel Chapel — Rev. Joel 0. Neltleton, 5506 OldlielO Road (P.A.O.C.) .,.. 
•Sidney Pentacoslal — Rev. Vern Tisdalle. 10364 Mcdonald Park Rd. (P.A.O.C.) ,:..
PRESBYTERIAN
•St. Andrews — Rev. B.J. Molloy. Masonic Hall. 4th Ave. & Mt. Baker.........
SAANICHTON BIBLE FELLOWSHIP
Keating School, 6843 Central Saanich Rd. ................ .. .......— . ■ . ■ ■ •
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST, LATTER DAY SAINTS
2210 Eastleigh Way. Sidney ............ .......................................... ....
UNITED CHURCH OF CANADA
•Cordova Bay United — Minister Will Waddell ..... ..........
5166 Cordova Bay Rd. ........... i::............:..... •... ■ •y- ■ ■ ■ : ■
•SI. John's — Rev. Hori Pratt...
10990 West Saamch Rd..,. ...,.............:.• v . : -
■;•St. Paul's;.,.,.';, .y ......... ;
2410 Malaview— Rev. Hori Pratt ..... ................... ,....•...
•Shady Creek — 7180 East Sbnich Rd; Rev.Stephen Swilt .
'•Brentwood.'.:;...j',.,. .l,:  .■.....v



























Every Friday 7:30 p.m. 
The Rev/William iL Gedrg^
angLIc^NI
(Episcopal)
9;30a.m. .. .SundaySchool/ 
&BibleClass 
11;00a.m. . .FamilyWorship 
Dennis J. Paap, Pastor 
Everyone Welcome! ' ‘ ;
St. Savior’s
Corner of
Catherine and Henry Sts.
Mills Rd./& W/Saanich Rd3 
/// NORTH SAANICH / ; /
ADVENT 4
S'.OOam ., . .HolyEucharist 
jdiOOam:/. Choral Euicharist:
Church School;
: 7 :00 pm: . Lessons & Carols






, EVERY SUNDAY 
Sunday School 
MASONIC HALL,




7820 Central Saanich Rd. 
652-2723
10a.m.......... SundaySchool




The Rev. D. Malins, S.S.C. 
Rector / / 656-3223
St. Andrew*®
9686-3rd St. / ^
SIDNEY & NORTH SAANICH,
AngliCcin Church 
/ : of Canada- '/
,'/'-'./ST.
STEPHEN'S
(oil MI. Newton XRd.I
SUNDAY, DEC. 18th 
ADVENT
8a.m.;/.Eucharist 
1 r a. m, ;:,;Sunday School; 
./Pageahtand Family Service
';;v:';/;;:; ;:;(Nurse;ry)/ 
4p;m;; :/; ; .//:, .theSpeclal. 
, : ‘ Christmas Carol Service!
rev; R. HORI PRATT 
Off. 656-3213 Res. 6561930
I The Rev. DAVID FULLER 
[656-5322 : AI.L WEIC0ME j
8T.;I0HN'S
10990 West Saanich Rd. 
9:30';:;:'/
:;://StI^pauil^S;':‘:^
2410 Malaview ; 
11:00 a m.
■/ 1 ANGLICAN









5363 Pat Bay Hwy.
SUNDAY
10:30 am
i : /; ;:IVlornirig Service 




10:30 am V./,;:. Sunday School 
//;,;//.,(Christmas Pageant;:
. / Rev. L. Funk ■,;;■;, /■;■",:' /'_.■/;;:.■':/';,;;/''/:'-:/
,/:/.,:;/^;:£',477-6957,'' :; ; Reclor: Ruv. Allslalr P, Polrlo,: /“/ 




/ {oil Ml. Nowlon X Rd,) 
SUNDAY DEC. 18th 
Advonl
;8;30am. /. Holy Communion/ 
;9;3;oam / /. Family Eucharist: 
&ChrislmasPr(jseniati()t);; 
'Saanichton School 
/iV'l 5 am;/.Holy Communion 
7;00pm :;,:; / ; t/Candlelight 
'//.■■‘=^:;C.iirol8drvice"‘ 
/ WEDNESDAY DEC. 21sl 
;i0;00am v ; Holy Communion 
liWoinvIte'youlo'//;/':,,-.:"' 
'^/ "/join'us in worship 




CENTRAL SAANICH // 
Rev. Stephen Swilt 
Off. 652-2713 Res. 6520635
8HADYCREEM




7162 West Saanich Rd.









10030 Third St., Sltlnoy
frOOpm , SaUifday Mans 






9 45 am . , Toaching 
l;.1l:daam:;:':;j=amily Worship/
WEDNESDAY








M2|i Film stmt 
Sidney, B.C. V8L2XB 
Sunday
10: 30 ;:./ ,;/M6rnlng Wot ship,
; /;; ;/ ;;, ancl,Children',s Church.' 
6:00 pm Evening Worship; 
Tuesdoy;"-:.:';/;/;;::;'/;,;'/
:7:30 pm.......... Biblo Study
OEANWILSON-PASTOR 











■' " ' fnmll|^filnlt'Clt.w•,k1i'
;1 !;00(ifn"'' -'.Wtifkhio'jPd':
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/. ', ,,:/',riiiDAv „ :,/./,
rtf. (i|f( 1 ' fi)iuN'«hi
10304 McOonflio Park Rp;











: 8:15;am; /;/.HolyCpnirnunion, 
10'.OOarn .Choral Communion 
:'/' ; ' ;/SHolyOaptlsm
;4;0Qptp:/./:/;//:, .FAMILY 
;.: ; :/ '// , CAROL SERVICE
iO.OOtiiii:llulyCuiiinaniiut).




: ,: A nan-ritinominnllonai;;
/;/church m(!ehng:ai::/;;;.
Keating Elementary School 
6483 Caniriil Saanich Rd, 
9'45 am ^ Commiiinloii 










/ 7000 W. Saanich Rd.
Bronlwflotl Bav/;;> 






Pastor V. Neldstroni/ 
A Friendly Familv Church 




; Mllli atl , Slllmy 
fhOM 856.60ir ;£ 
Ciiuiif N.B, HirrUbh / 
A»i'l. Pt«W Rrliin Joyti,
Two Motininii Services
9:303.rti/ : /' FamilyWorshop 





......... ’;30p,rWednesday / / 7: 8 ,m,










Wednesday, Decpnd)er 14, 198? THE REVIEW
By Ernie Edwards
A merry group of 22 
young grade three to grade 
five singers from Sidney 
elementary school 
entertained more than 100 
seniors, members of Sidney 
Branch 25, B.C. Old Age 
Pensioners’ Organization, 
and their guests at the 
OAPO’s annual Christmas 
dinner held Dec. 8 at the 
Senior Citizens Centre.
The choir of young 
people under the direction 
of Jean Prevost sang such 
favorites as Silver Bells, We 
Wish You a Merry 
Christmas, and The First 
Noe/, with a somewhat 
contemporary carol, Santa 
Usin Zebras Now, to the 
delight of all present. The 
choir was accompanied by 
Miriam Curtis on the piano.
Members and guests were 
welcomed by the Sidney 
branch president Alex 
Clark . Among guests seated 
at the head table were 
Mayor Loyd Burdon and 
his charming wife Lynn, 
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Loxam, 
Lower Island
Representative, BCOAPO, 
former Mayor Norma 
Sealey and Mary Lehan, 
director of Sidney Silver 
Threads. Other honorary 
guests were Mr. and Mrs. 
Edgar Bath and Bill Booth, 
an original member of the
branch who was unable to 
attend our 25th anniversary 
dinner.
A wonderful meal was 
provided by Silver Threads’ 
ladies — a turkey dinner 
with all the trimmings, 
cake, minced pie, candies, 
served by lovely waitresses.
A great round of 
applause was given Doris 
Bosher and Gladys 
McDicken — two long time 
members — as they were 
presented with lifetime 
memberships by Doris 
Smith, 1st vice-president. 
Both these members expect 
to be around for a long time 
yet. Keep up the good 
work, ladies.
Seniors enjoyed the songs 
and patter of Eric 
Sherwood and Chuck 
Harvey. Eric is great on the 
piano and accordian while 
Chuck had the entire 
audience singing along with 
such favorites as Me and 
My Shadow, Moonlight 
and Roses, plus many more 
including Tie A Yellow 
Ribbon Round the Old Oak 
■ Tree:
All in all it was a 
wonderful afternoon. 
Thank you fellows, please 
do come back again.
Branch 25 wishes all 
members the best for 1984 
and don’t forget the Jan. 
. 5th meeting, 1:30 p.m.
All emergencies, no may damage the propeller there is one, by shifting - make sure everyone puts - aim for the base of the
; matter how minor, have the and hull, or cause silt and weight inside the vessel. / on a flotation device, flames from a position
• potential to become debris to plug the engine : Fighting fire: Fire is one of - Never throw water on where you can make an easy
r disasters. This is especially cooling intake. the greatest hazards on any blazing fat or oil, or on escape,
true if adverse Heeling a sail boat will boat. Most are caused by electrical fires, -you can get closer to the
circumstances become reduce its draught, leaking propane or fuel - manoeuver the boat so fire by crouching and
compounded to work However, sails should be lines, poorly ventilated the fire is kept downwind, keeping your side facing it,











; assess the situation and give the boat further aground, compartments, careless fire, shut off the fuel brought under control 
j priority to the most serious Heeling can also be refueling practices and. supply, immediately, launch the
■■•V;-:'. ■.''■s'or*r*/Nrn'rvlicK'AH^ V\\7»......................................... A-PAAti xro'-♦Ua-'
bottles such as diving’ ?
breakdown usually lead to^a masthead to another least every two years. approaching the fiames, tanks.
; vessel eroundina. If a .................... tire extinguishers __________________ _ ___^____
i - . , . r ifc V either’ - vcarbon' -;V ' long-keeled boats may contain 
■ j - i fare better if weight is dioxide, dry chemical or
transferred to the bow, Halon 1211. Halon should
- it will be easier to be limited to use on fires in 
refloat a sailboat if the bow enclosed spaces, : such as
i Equipment If Therefore, you should pivot compartments. A standard
aground;
"On impact: Winter Driving]^
i necessary, lower sails, the boat if you feel the keel dry chemical extinguisher
- assess the situationi checking for leaks or other becoming hard aground. fire as a carbon dioxide one
I damage, size. Position
- make sure everyone puts changing fore-and-aft trim, extinguishers in acccssible^^^^^^^^; I
on flotation locations and familiarize I
plug leaks and pump effecUve than heeliiig.^p^^ y yourself and your crew with
out water ^ou are less likely to have their operation.
- if Ihe’boat is iaking on if
water quickly,' send a rising. However, if the tide coordinated y attack is
: distress sienal and board is bigb and falling: > 2 necessary as soon as you
i the life-raft ^ - it is imperative that you become aware of a. fire oh
plugged temporarily
tapered round or square accessary, adisticsssignal,
make sure a boat - gel everyone on deck
tapered round or square
j wooden plugs. Larger leaks , ^
with a stranded by the tide settles and away Irom flames as
canvas collision mat, a against the uphill slope, if soon as possible,
- cushionbrfo^
At this time of year and in areas , ;
subject to heavy snow conditions, 
you will see special signs requiring 
that your vehicle have good winter- 
tread tires or carry chains or, in 
some case, that chains be mounted. 
F;oryour safety and thatof other 
motorists, these signs are 
authorized by Jaw. y 0 y C
blanket, using an oar or 
, similar object to wedge it 
‘ lightly in place. If the hole 
can’t he plugged, try to gel 
it above the water line by 
heeling the vessel or 
changing tack.
If there is little damage, 
there are several ways of 
' safely refloating the vessel:
■ reduce the weight dnd 
draught (the amount of 
water the boat displaces) by 
off-loading unnecessary 
j L equipnicnt and transferring
drto.adinghy, -'"'.."yy ''"Vvi 
^ .''yy y'"';";heel thcycsscl, y.' y. y y;':;''', y 2' ■ y 
^"0:" 'yy'-'y'yysct''^"' they ;■ anchdryjo 
I seaward andy wait for the y; 
tide to rise,
■:',yt,"y*,' check',’,tWey,tables,;,.andy:,: 
! y depths around the vessel to
yy'; iy ydetcrniincy,,,;::y they'-l'y'best'' y
An anchor should b(j set 
'" outtO/'.;,tlic,'’.st:Mvyard,,i'.,sidC;,’.
, y either'from The; bdaf'or'they’:'
iBWTirS




Train Sets . f
Irom




high, tide, by |
,;ry,y,::yyusing'ttywlncl
mayj;,be,';poIc
t. Or, thebottt y| Br
d,,jafloat:;':'Wiib,f’:;’|,,-7J
(intwBod Viilago Square
20 Vi/. Saanich Rtl,
oars. i ontwoftrt Bay,,.:;,.,",;,,'':,"';
■ iNOic: usm
" During the next few weeks, random 
ychecks will be carried out by the
yRGMPirtproblGmydrlving areas, y v
’.morepartlcularlyJheHope-iv 
! " Princeton, the Squamish Highway to 
y yWhlstldt the Fraser Ca
You choose the entree ... 
everthing else is included!
SHRIMP COCKTAIL A genarous senmtg of tender 
East Coast Shrimp served with our own Cocktail Sauce,
SALAD BAR/BOAT: Our excellent Salad Bar consists 
of over 40 items — a meal in itself,
'y:':'y;,FRESH'';;HqME-BAKEpySGpNE':BREAP:'::Oifr':Sp^
fresh home-baked Scone Bread served ivann whli Butter. : < I . yy
ML ENTREES: ^ - FRESH VEGETABLES,
::4An S-(E, Siddn Steak, broiled to perfecliohy:4r accbmpahied by top 
,, (padity ihibau U]bster or Butterflied Prawns sauteed in Biiller. Clarliy^y , , 
i Herbs: ServedButter $2095
BUTTERFLIED PRAWNS
Ten A\istraliah Prawns, butterflied and sauteed in freshly gnvind Garlic 
and Herbs, seived on a bed of mixed long grain and wild Rices Sinv- ‘
The operation .Will bejn conjunction 
with the Attorndy General's 
"CounterAttack" pfooramire and 
yy plhetpolice traffic checks^
of vohIcloB not properly equippod 
may be turned backdr charged.
I eti with metieil Bnller
■y \M
SALMON FILLET
bocal B.C. Cohn Salmon linked golden-brown, topped with an East 
roast .Shrimp Sauce...............$'!Q93
VA
The Ministry Of Transportation and 
HiQhways is doing its best to clear 
snow and maintain our roads In 
winter to make them safe, Before 
driving Into snow areas, make sure 
you have good winter tiros and y 





y Bo on the lookout for snow clearing 
dnd sanding oqulpmont sdmotimesy' 
y operating in, conditions of limited 
vIsIbllityyTheIr floehlag amber lights y y 
j sorov/aniing you to use extreme 
y caution and elovy down, fyldkd sure 
also that you observe special 
y signing and directions of flagpersona 
if you should encduhter them< and y, 
y"'"'®'"'plens»'drive berefully. '
CHICKEN GORDON BLEU
Homemade Chicken Cordon Bleu using H-oz, boneless Chicken Breasts, 
carefully stuffed with Canadian Mozzarella and lean, tender Ham, 










blend of Soya Sauce, Ginger, Garlic, Brown Sugar and Herbs.
M':'-
PESSEUTf. A'lafl Piv our own home-made Pie...
miiile with Swiss Mocha Ice Ovtim on a Chocolate Ctiimh j
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Scrooge opens Dec. 17 yuletide tradition,” says curtain time for all evening 
and runs through Dec. 31, Keith Digby, artistic performances, 
at the McPherson director. Bastion Theatre.
Playhouse. This Christmas part of this holiday Scrooge features Warren
Bastion Theatre embarks family offering. Bastion is Graves as Scrooge; John 
on a new holiday tradition providing special family Gilliland, Marley; Howard 
with Warren Graves’ prices, with additional Davey, Tim/Young 
i sparkling adaptation of the matinee performances. Scrooge; Barbara
I Dickens’ classic Dec. 17th (preview), 18,20, Poggemiller, Belinda
1 Christmas Carol. 22, 23, 24, 26, 29, 30, and Cratchit/Belle; Robin
I Bastion Theatre hopes 31. Marshall, Bob
1 Victoria theatre-goers will Evening performances: Cratachit/Dick Wilkins; 
I take the opportunity to Dec. 17, 18,20-23,27-30. David Lereaney, Henry
1 bring the whole family To accommodate Monty/Mr. Fezziwig; Jan 
I together to share in the younger audience members. Wood, Elizabeth 
I special magic of the theatre there will be a 7:30 p.m. Monty/Mrs. Fezziwig 
s and the Christmas season.
There are some 28,000 senior citizens 
across the province who are not content to 
sit back and let ‘‘George or Joe do it”, 
nor are they willing to be put on ‘‘the 
back burner” when it comes to shaping 
their own legislative priorities.
They are members of the rapidly 
growing United Elders Association of 
Brisith Columbia which is a non-profit, 
non-partisan, politically activated
seniors.
The United Elders Association, which 
was incorporated Sept. 22, 1982, under 
the Society Act held its first annual 
general meeting Nov. 17, at the Blue Boy 
Motor Hotel, 725 S.E. Marine Drive. 
Vancouver.
Founding president, Stan Anderson, 
74-year-old seniors’ activist from 
Nanaimo, emphasises that United Elders 
is“a positive step forward and that it is 
i not meant " to be a replacement of the 
I current infrastructure” of the seniors’
i movement but rather as ‘‘a valuable
ii:;;Jenhancernenttp;it. ’ 
g Membership in United Elders entitles 
s one to participate in the process of self- 
l§tdeterimnatibn by seniors in Canada, 
a specifically to:
1
the community at large, government 
agencies and government for the needs of 
services required by seniors.
* Present briefs to the proper 
authoritites in furthering interests of 
seniors.
* Provide information on resource 
people to serve on various government 
boards.
* Promote through publications and 
conferences the ideas and aspirations of 
the elderly citizen.
® Confer with provincial and federal 
governments in order to attempt to 
provide pensions, and to ensure that 
federal money given to the provinces for 
seniors’ programms is spent to the 
maximum benefit of the elderly.
One of the SF>ecific objectives of the 
United Elders Association is to establish a 
B.C. Seniors’ Legislature so the 
province’s seniors can actively participate 
in shaping their own legislative priorities. 
The association is now in the process of 
setting up such a Legislature with 
nominations being called and voting 
scheduled for early part of 1984.
The Seniors’ Legislature will not be 
asking for government funding. Seniors 
intend raising their own operating funds.
® Promote better quality of life, in the maintaiining independence and political 
1 best interests of seniors, in all matters impartiality, thus abling them to speak 
1 pertaining to their welfare. with a unified voice that can, if necessary,
i ® Encourage all seniors to remain be highly political yet at the same time 
E independent. non-partisan.
1 » Act as-a co-ordinating group to It will be a grass-roots body not tied to constituting a Senior Citizens’ Advisory =
g initiate and encourage groups and any particular party in power and will be Assembly. The members of the board s
K individuals to develop understanding and democratically elected to represent the would receive no renumeration from the
1 support within voluntary organizations, best interests
concerns of all the elderly people of the 
province at the provincial level.
The Seniors Legislature will be 
modelled on the provincial government 
format with a council elder being elected 
from each of the 50 B.C. ridings. Each 
riding will represent one council seat 
making the Council of Elders a 50-person 
body.
Since there will be a council elder in 
each riding the seniors will receive local 
representation and through their own 
elder will be in touch with the MLA in 
their respective ridings.
The council will elect a board of 
directors and an executive who will hold 
office for varying terms from one to three 
years. The board will form a ‘‘Shadow 
Cabinet” to monitor the various 
legislation affecting seniors’lives.
Using information from the Shadow 
Cabinet the committees will formulate 
policy statements to be presented to the 
government by the Seniors’ Legislature.
United Elders Association has also 
recommended to the provincial 
government that they consider 
establishing, ah ‘‘Act to constitute a 
Senior Citizens Assembly” to assist the 
provincial government in developing 
policies and; providing services for the 
>;;;province’s seniors;-;.
One of the basic purposes of the act is 
to; have the provincial government 
; establish a board for the: purpose of;
Scrooge is ideal family 
entertainment and Warren 
Graves’ adaptation 
combines the timeless 
appreciation of Charles 
Dickens’ Christmas story 
with his own novel wit and 
charm.
“For us the move to a 
family Christmas show is a 
joyous one and will, we 
hope, become an annual
DECEP/IBEil 16, 17 &1S
9 a.m. - 9 p.m.V:
Handcrafted.: high fired stoneware for gifts and home; 
Very reasonable prices.
NORTH SAANICH POTTERY 
9190 EAST SAANICH RD.
Just North of McTavish
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underwater windmill is 
turning in the St. Lawrence 
River near Cornwall, 
Ontario, churning out 
electricity.
The underwater 
windmill, called a 
‘‘turbodyne generator”, 
was built by Nova Energy 
Ltd;, of Darmbuth; Nova
, design is adapted from that 
of vertical blade wind
the seemingly obvious 
notion that if these elcctVic 
generators can be propelled 
1 by the wind, then why not 
by water?
The simple system 
consists of a gearbox, a 
generator and a turbine 
with vertical blades, 
somewhat like the blades of 
an eggbeatcr, U is moored 
to u floating platform with 
two pontoons.
The generator is 2.4 
metres in diameter, 
produces 20 kilowatts of 
power, is portable and has 
little effect on the 
environment.
To operate efficiently, it 
must be installed in a 
stream that is 3 metres deep 
with a curreni that moves at 
least 5.4 kilometres per 
■ ;;:;v';;hour.
Tufbodync generators 
can be lastalled, singly or In 
- ;;t"groupS'^';iri^KsuUablc;: rivers' ■ 
which ,;itwould be ■; 
uneconomic or
inconvenieni to damn for 
conventional hydroelectric 
gnncrntlngstations, ^ V 
Nova Energy and the
Ilian to sink iwb more 
turbodyncs, one in the 
Martimes and one in British 
Colubmia, in the next two 
years,
Science Newsj
